LIVE THE UCF CREED

INTEGRITY
I will practice and defend academic and personal honesty.

SCHOLARSHIP
I will cherish and honor learning as a fundamental purpose of my membership in the UCF community.

COMMUNITY
I will promote an open and supportive campus environment by respecting the rights and contributions of every individual.

CREATIVITY
I will use my talents to enrich the human experience.

EXCELLENCE
I will strive toward the highest standards of performance in any endeavor I undertake.
The University of Central Florida is a bold, preeminent research institution widely recognized as America’s leading partnership university. With more than 68,000 students, UCF is one of the largest universities in the United States and is ranked as one of the best educational values in the nation by Forbes and Kiplinger’s. The university benefits from a diverse faculty and staff who create a welcoming environment and opportunities for all students to grow, learn, and succeed.

A Foundation for Success

UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 224 degrees at UCF’s main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, 11 Connect Center locations, and online program. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Regional campuses are located throughout Central Florida and include a fully accredited College of Medicine in the Medical City at Lake Nona. UCF’s online-only programs include bachelor’s degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers

UCF offers 101 bachelor’s, 88 master’s, 29 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all public universities in Florida and the nation by conferring more than 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2018, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1328, The Burnett Honors College enrolled 2,211 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 30 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in various fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF’s Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation’s number five game school by The Princeton Review.

Knight Life

Home to Spectrum Stadium and the Addition Financial Arena, UCF hosts various concerts and shows, plus cultural events and NCAA sports. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative urban education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health informatics.
Dear Graduates,

On behalf of UCF — congratulations, Class of 2019! You now join an alumni base that continues to grow in size, excellence and impact.

Today is about recognizing the investment you have made in your future and celebrating all the hard work you’ve put into it. As you leave UCF, or continue your education here, we hope you’ll use your knowledge, talent and degree to make a positive mark on the world, and remember the friends, family and faculty members who helped you along your path.

I am honored to have been a part of your time here. Congratulations again, and best wishes. Never stop reaching for the stars!

Go Knights! Charge On!

Thad Seymour
Interim President
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*This program contains the most accurate graduation information available at press time.*
*The appearance of a name here is presumptive of graduation but not conclusive.*
University of Central Florida Administration

Dr. Thad Seymour, Jr. ................................................................. Interim President
Dr. Melody Bowdon ..................................... Interim Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning and Dean, College of Undergraduate Studies
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Dr. Daniel White .......................................................... Vice President and Director of Athletics
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Dr. Mary Lou Sole ............................................................... Dean, College of Nursing
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* Applause is the most appropriate method of conveying congratulations as your graduate’s name is called. Other methods may keep your neighbors from hearing their graduate’s name.

As a courtesy to the graduates and families being recognized today, we ask that you remain in your seat until all graduates have crossed the platform.

The ceremony will last approximately two hours.

Thank you for joining the faculty, staff, administration, and student body in honoring our graduates.
College of Business Administration, College of Graduate Studies, and College of Undergraduate Studies
May 2, 2019 – 9:00 a.m.
Platform Party

Grand Marshal ...................................................................................................................................... Dr. Melissa Frye
Commencement Speaker .................................................................................................................. The Honorable William Yeargin
Interim President ......................................................................................................................... Dr. Thad Seymour, Jr.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs ........................................................................ Dr. Elizabeth A. Dooley
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services ........................................... Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Chief of Staff and Vice President for Communications and Marketing .................................... Mr. Grant Heston
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies .................................... Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Dean, The Burnett Honors College ......................................................................................... Dr. Sheila Amin Gutiérrez de Piñeres
Dean, College of Business Administration .................................................................................. Dr. Paul Jarley
Interim Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning and Dean, College of Undergraduate Studies ... Dr. Melody Bowdon
Alumni Representative .............................................................................................................. Ms. Carrie A. Callahan
Student Government Association President ................................................................................ Mr. Josh Boloña
University Faculty Representative ............................................................................................. Dr. Carol Ann Creque
Staff Council Representative ..................................................................................................... Ms. Cissy Glowth

Commencement Speaker

Bill Yeargin is President and CEO of Correct Craft, a 93-year-old marine industry company with manufacturing plants across the U.S. and distribution into seventy countries.

Under Bill’s leadership, Correct Craft has developed a unique culture of “Making Life Better.” Focused on people, performance, and philanthropy, the company has won all their industry’s major awards including Boat of the Year, Most Innovative Product, and many others.

Bill has personally received many of the marine industry’s most prestigious awards including his 2016 selection as Boating Industry’s “Mover and Shaker of the Year.” Florida Trend magazine recognized Bill as one of Florida’s most influential business leaders.

A passionate lifelong learner, Bill has earned a Bachelor’s Degree in Accounting, an MBA, and is a Certified Public Accountant. Bill has studied at both Harvard Business School and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).

Bill has served on numerous for-profit and non-profit boards, including, since 2016, as a UCF Trustee.

William Yeargin
Grand Marshal: Dr. Victoria Loerzel
Commencement Speaker: Mr. Frank A. St. John
Interim President: Dr. Thad Seymour, Jr.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs: Dr. Elizabeth A. Dooley
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services: Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Chief of Staff and Vice President for Communications and Marketing: Mr. Grant Heston
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies: Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Dean, The Burnett Honors College: Dr. Sheila Amin Gutiérrez de Piñeres
Associate Dean, College of Engineering and Computer Science: Dr. Charles Reilly
Dean, College of Nursing: Dr. Mary Lou Sole
Dean and Director, College of Optics and Photonics: Dr. Bahaa Saleh
Alumni Representative: Mr. Alireza Shahnami
Student Government Association President: Mr. Josh Boloña
Student Government Association Vice President: Mr. Jad Shalhoub
University Faculty Representative: Dr. Tania Roy
Staff Council Representative: Ms. Jamie LaMoreaux
Order of Pegasus: Ms. Abbygail Lapinski, Ms. Minh-Chau Le, Ms. Latifah Maasarani, Ms. Bailey Ranson, Ms. Lauren Schmidt, Ms. Lindsey Webb

Commencement Speaker

Frank A. St. John is executive vice president of Missiles and Fire Control (MFC) for Lockheed Martin Corporation. MFC develops, manufactures and supports advanced combat, missile, rocket and energy systems and provides technical services and logistics support for military customers that include the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, Special Operations Forces and dozens of nations. Commercial programs include products and services for the global civil nuclear power industry, microgrids, renewable energy solutions and energy storage.

During his 30-plus years with Lockheed Martin, Mr. St. John has held numerous leadership positions of increasing responsibility. Most recently, he served as executive vice president and deputy of Programs for MFC. In this role, he was responsible for assuring MFC’s lines of business successfully met the company’s commitments and responsibilities to its customers, shareholders and the corporation.

He earned Bachelor of Science and Master of Science degrees in electrical engineering from the University of Central Florida.
Grand Marshal ................................................................. Dr. Joshua Colwell
Commencement Speaker ................................................................. Dr. Georgia L. Lorenz
Interim President ........................................................................................................ Dr. Thad Seymour, Jr.
Senior Advisor to JPMorgan Chase & Co. ........................................ General Raymond T. Odierno, (U.S. Army, Ret.)
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs ................................................... Dr. Elizabeth A. Dooley
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services ..................................... Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Chief of Staff and Vice President for Communications and Marketing .................................. Mr. Grant Heston
Vice Provost for UCF Connect and UCF Global .......................................................... Dr. J. Jeffrey Jones
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies .................................. Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Vice President for Advancement and CEO, UCF Foundation ............................................ Mr. Michael Morsberger
Dean, The Burnett Honors College .............................................................. Dr. Sheila Amin Gutiérrez de Piñeres
Dean, College of Sciences ............................................................................................. Dr. Michael Johnson
Alumni Representative ................................................................................................. Ms. Crystal E. Buit
Student Government Association President ........................................................................... Mr. Josh Boloña
University Faculty Representative ........................................................................................... Ms. Shari Hodgson
Staff Council Representative ............................................................................................... Ms. Joanne McCully
Order of Pegasus ................................................................................................................ Mr. Jonathan Brescia
Order of Pegasus...................................................................................................................Ms. Julia Carlin
Order of Pegasus .................................................................................................................... Mr. Adam Searles

Commencement Speaker

Dr. Georgia Lorenz is the third president of Seminole State College of Florida.

Prior to joining Seminole State, Dr. Lorenz served as Vice President of Academic Affairs at Santa Monica College in California, with direct responsibility for providing leadership and administrative oversight to the college’s instructional programs, including curriculum, 21 academic departments, satellite campuses, learning resources, distance education, continuing education and health sciences.

Since moving to Central Florida from California, she has been active in building relationships with educational and business leaders and engaging with faculty, staff, students and the community to inform the College’s next strategic plan. She is personally involved with foster youth and is committed to open access -- ensuring that a high quality, affordable, college education is available to all students, including those from economically and socially disadvantaged backgrounds.

Dr. Lorenz earned a Ph.D. in Educational Policy, Planning and Administration at the University of Southern California. She holds a Master of Science in Education and Social Policy from Northwestern University and a Bachelor of Arts in English from Stanford University. Dr. Lorenz lives with her husband Mike in Lake Mary.
College of Community Innovation and Education

May 3, 2019 – 2:30 p.m.

Platform Party

Grand Marshal .................................................................................................................................... Dr. Naim Kapucu
Commencement Speaker .................................................................................................................. Mr. Paul F. Browning
Interim President ................................................................................................................................ Dr. Thad Seymour, Jr.
Senior VP of External Affairs and Community Relations, Orlando Health .................... The Honorable Andy Gardiner
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs ................................................................. Dr. Elizabeth A. Dooley
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services ........................................ Dr. Maribeth Elasz
Chief of Staff and Vice President for Communications and Marketing .......................... Mr. Grant Heston
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies ................................ Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Vice President for Advancement and CEO, UCF Foundation ............................................... Mr. Michael Morsberger
Dean, The Burnett Honors College .................................................................................. Dr. Sheila Amin Gutiérrez de Piñeres
Dean, College of Community Innovation and Education .................................................... Dr. Pamela S. Carroll
Alumni Representative .............................................................................................................. Ms. Diane S. Mahony
Student Government Association Vice President ................................................................... Mr. Jad Shalhoub
University Faculty Representative .............................................................................................. Dr. Alice Noblin
Staff Council Representative ..................................................................................................... Ms. Jamie LaMoreaux
Order of Pegasus .......................................................................................................................... Mr. Mohammad Ali

Commencement Speaker

Paul F. Browning is President and Chief Executive Officer of Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems Americas (MHPS-AMER), Inc. and oversees all Western Hemisphere business activities. MHPS-AMER is headquartered in Central Florida, and has regional offices across Canada, the U.S., Mexico, and Brazil. With over 2,000 employees, MHPS-AMER operates four manufacturing and repair centers and provides a wide variety of products and services for the electric power generation industry including gas, steam, and geothermal turbines, boiler, and environmental control systems to serve customers throughout the Americas. Mr. Browning has led MHPS-AMER’s expansion into Central and South America, assembled teams and opened regional offices, positioning MHPS-AMER as a top competitor in the Latin American energy market.

Mr. Browning has extensive global leadership experience in distributed and central power generation, as well as in North American midstream and downstream oil and gas operations. He has worked in the United States, Canada, Mexico, and Germany and has commercial experience around the world. He has also served on the Board of Directors of eSolar and Fuel Cell Energy.

Mr. Browning holds a B.S. degree in Metallurgical Engineering & Materials Science from Carnegie Mellon University, as well as an M.S. degree in Materials Engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
College of Arts and Humanities and Rosen College of Hospitality Management  
May 4, 2019 – 9:00 a.m.  
Platform Party

Grand Marshal ........................................................................................................................................... Dr. Mathilda Van Niekerk  
Commencement Speaker ...............................................................................................................................Ms. Judy Duda  
Interim President ........................................................................................................................................... Dr. Thad Seymour, Jr.  
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs .......................................................................................... Dr. Elizabeth A. Dooley  
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services ............................................................ Dr. Maribeth Ehasz  
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies ....................................................... Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff  
Dean, The Burnett Honors College .................................................................................................................. Dr. Sheila Amin Gutiérrez de Piñeres  
Dean, College of Arts and Humanities ......................................................................................................... Mr. Jeffrey Moore  
Dean, Rosen College of Hospitality Management ......................................................................................... Dr. Youcheng Wang  
Alumni Representative .................................................................................................................................. Ms. Deborah J. Komanski  
Student Government Association President .................................................................................................... Mr. Josh Boloña  
University Faculty Representative ................................................................................................................... Dr. Tison Pugh  
Staff Council Representative .......................................................................................................................... Ms. Jamie LaMoreaux  
Order of Pegasus ........................................................................................................................................... Ms. Ana Beltran  

Commencement Speaker

Judy Duda has enjoyed a twenty-five year relationship with the UCF Symphony Orchestra: providing a spacious venue and financial support for more than 50 performances, with audiences totaling more than 50,000, through St. Luke’s Concert Series, which she founded in 1993 and directed until her very recent retirement.

She has also served as Chairman of the Executive Council for the Dean of the College of Arts and Humanities for more than a decade. She has become known as an advocate for the Music and Performing Arts programs at UCF, endowing a Scholarship for String students and other support.

Born and educated in Chicago (Concordia University), Judy found herself in Florida early in 1958, filling a teaching internship at a small Lutheran school in “Slavia,” which was then a tiny agricultural community near Oviedo. But that “temporary” position has led to a lifetime of service to St. Luke’s Lutheran Church and to the broader Central Florida community.

Her passions for education, music and the arts, social ministry and history are reflected in the volunteer leadership roles she has filled as a member of numerous local, state and national boards.

Meanwhile, her primary commitments to family, church and community have continued. In recent years, she has co-authored a book celebrating the centennial of St. Luke’s and has created a large digital collection, which can be accessed on UCF’s “Central Florida Memory” website.
College of Health Professions and Sciences and College of Medicine
May 4, 2019 – 2:30 p.m.
Platform Party

Grand Marshal ..................................................................................................................... Dr. Martine Vanryckeghem
Commencement Speaker ................................................................................................. The Honorable Robert A. McDonald
Interim President .............................................................................................................. Dr. Thad Seymour, Jr.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs .............................................................. Dr. Elizabeth A. Dooley
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services .................................... Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies ................................. Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Dean, The Burnett Honors College ..................................................................................... Dr. Sheila Amin Gutiérrez de Piñeres
Interim Dean, College of Health Professions and Sciences .............................................. Dr. Jeffrey R. Stout
Director, Burnett School of Biomedical Sciences ............................................................. Dr. Griffith Parks
Alumni Representative ..................................................................................................... Dr. Gideon J. Lewis
Student Government Association Vice President .............................................................. Mr. Jad Shalhoub
University Faculty Representative .................................................................................. Dr. Sampath Parthasarathy
Staff Council Representative ........................................................................................... Mr. Rhodney Browdy
Order of Pegasus ............................................................................................................... Ms. Raquel Arthurzo
Order of Pegasus ............................................................................................................... Mr. Angelo Baldado
Order of Pegasus ............................................................................................................... Mr. Anthony Catotti
Order of Pegasus ............................................................................................................... Ms. Adrienne Li
Order of Pegasus ............................................................................................................... Ms. Uzoamaka Mbionwu
Order of Pegasus ............................................................................................................... Mr. Mansoor Qureshi

Commencement Speaker

Robert A. “Bob” McDonald served as the eighth Secretary of Veterans Affairs under President Barack Obama from July 2014 – January 2017.

Secretary McDonald led the Department in its ambitious transformational journey to be a world-class service provider and the No. 1 customer-service agency in the Federal government. Under his leadership, the VA made substantial progress in bringing an effective end to Veteran homelessness.

Before joining the VA, Secretary McDonald was Chairman, President, and Chief Executive Officer of The Procter & Gamble Company (P&G). Under his leadership, P&G significantly recalibrated its product portfolio and expanded its marketing footprint by adding nearly one billion people to its global customer base.

Secretary McDonald graduated from the United States Military Academy at West Point and earned his MBA from the University of Utah. An Army Veteran, Bob served with the 82nd Airborne Division.

Secretary McDonald and his wife are the parents of two grown children and the proud grandparents of three grandsons and two granddaughters.

The Honorable
Robert A. McDonald
Candidates for Doctoral Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

WENDY LYNN GIVOGLU
Texts and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. John D. Applen

MARK J. KRETZSCHMAR
Texts and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. Anastasia Salter

PAUL DAN MARTIN
Texts and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephanie Vie

DAVID DANIEL MORTON
Texts and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. Scot A. French

LAURA OKKEMA
Texts and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. Anastasia Salter

College of Business Administration

GANGA SUBHASHINI URUMUTTA HEWAGE
Business Administration
Major Advisor: Dr. Xin He

College of Community Innovation and Education

MAY HUSSAIN ALASHWAL
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Laurie O. Campbell

KAYLA MARIE BAKER
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Jeanette Garcia

ALIZA LAUREN BERK
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. RoSusan Bartee

CARLEIGH HANNAH BOONE
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. David H. Fukuda

ADRIENNE CRAYTON BROWN
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. RoSusan Bartee

JESSICA ANN CAMARA
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye Taylor

VICKIE TYLER CARNEGIE
Public Affairs
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Bryer

AMY BETH ELLIS
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Jerry Johnson
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Advisor(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hoda Fotovvat</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
<td>Dr. Thomas Wan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucille Elizabeth Gillam</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
<td>Dr. Martha Lue Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Bigalke Glover</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Suzanne Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Proebsting Herlihy</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Laurie O. Campbell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad Khanijahani</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
<td>Dr. Thomas Wan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa M. Macri</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
<td>Dr. Mary Ann Burg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayna Brooke Mumbauber</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Sejal Mehta Barden, Dr. Viki Price Kelchner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maribel Ortiz Pina</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td>Dr. Thomas Dwight Cox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saundra Marie Tabet</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Glenn W. Lambie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Marie Vance</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
<td>Dr. Kim Gryglewicz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Nancy Varanoske</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Adam Wells</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Engineering and Computer Science**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Advisor(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ramy Hamdy Mohammed Abdelhady</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Louis Chow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohamed Lotfy Elsayed Abdelkareem</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Louis Chow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kutalmis Akpinar</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Kien A. Hua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammed Saleh Alfawzan</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. A. Essam Radwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faris Salih Fathi Alghareb</td>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Ronald F. Demara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yousef Alharbi</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Boo-Hyun Nam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammadhossein Alipour</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Kelly Kibler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Thomas Binder</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Jiann-Shiun Yuan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alejandro Carrasco-Pena</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Kawai Kwok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas John Clark</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Luis Rabelo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SHARIF HASSAN  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ratan Kumar Guha  

RAMTIN MOHAMMADIZAND  
Computer Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ronald F. Demara  

AHMED HOSSAM ANWAR ABDO HEMIDA  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. George Atia  

AWRAD EMAD ALDEEN MOHAMMED ALI  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Avelino Gonzalez  

HAO HU  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Liqiang Wang  

SALAH UDDIN MOMTAZ  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Naveen Eluru  

AMIRHOSSEIN JABALAMELI  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Aman Behal  

FARIS MOHAMMED MUNSHI  
Environmental Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Woo Hyoung Lee  

MD IMRUL KAYES  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Haitham Al-Deek  

JUSTIN KYLE PUGH  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Stanley  

NOWREEN KEYA  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Naveen Eluru  

STEVEN DOUGLAS PYLE  
Computer Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ronald F. Demara  

FAHAD AHMAD KHAN  
Computer Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Damla Turgut  

JONATHAN ELIEL REYES  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kareem Ahmed  

MARWAN MUSTAFA A. KHEIMI  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Dingbao Wang  

ANGELA BEATRIZ RODRIGUEZ  
Environmental Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Steven J. Duranceau  

MYUNGHO LEE  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gregory F. Welch  

ARMAN ROOHIE  
Computer Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ronald F. Demara  

GARRETT KENNETH LOPP  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jeff Kauffman  

JONATHAN SOSA  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kareem Ahmed  

MAHDI MAHMOUDKALAYEH  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mubarak Shah  

NESLISAH TOROSDAGLII  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ulas Bagci  

AUGUST JACOB MARK  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Yunjun Xu  

LUCKY VO TRAN  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kareem Ahmed  

ABHISHEK MEHTA  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Yongho Sohn  

JUN XU  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Damla Turgut  

ZIQING XU  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Waldemar Karwowski
College of Health Professions and Sciences

JOSHUA ALAN ADAMS  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Morris Rick Beato

GABRIELLE M. KALLIN  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

JONATHAN DAVID BASTIAN  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Morris Rick Beato

MARY E. KENNEDY  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

JILL C. BEALS  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Morris Rick Beato

ASHLEY NICOLE KIELY  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

NATHAN LAZAR BECKER  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Morris Rick Beato

JOHN WAYNE MCDORMAN  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

OLIVIA T. BERRY  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Nicole Dawson

BRANDEE MICHELLE MILLER  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

KEITH CURTIS BLACK  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Nicole Dawson

DAVID R. OGILVIE  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

SARA MARIE CHIZMAR  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Nicole Dawson

JESSICA MARIE OLECHOWICZ  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

ETHAN AMBROSE DAVIS  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Nicole Dawson

CAMI NICOLE OSIER  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

COREY A. GONZALEZ  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. William J. Hanney

CHRISTOPHER MARK PARROTT  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

CAMERON D. GREEN  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. William J. Hanney

JAVIER PEREZ  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

ALEXANDRA JAYNE GUEST  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. William J. Hanney

KYLE ROBERT REEDY  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

LAUREN MARIE HAFFKE  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

GREGGORY DANIEL RICHARD  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

KELSEY M. HUHN  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. William J. Hanney

MICHAEL SEYED SAHEBI  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. James Sonne
RAYNALDO SOUFFRONT  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. James Sonne

LAN ANH TRUONG  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Matthew Stock

KAITLYN MARIE STECKEL  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. James Sonne

ERNEST ANTHONY VARGAS  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Matthew Stock

ALISON LESLIE STEVENS  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. James Sonne

SABRINA MICHELLE VIOLA  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

DARREN JOBERT SUN  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Matthew Stock

TYLER BRADSHAW WEED  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

ASHELEIGH DYANNE TRAPUZZANO  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Matthew Stock

JENNA ANNE WHITE  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

College of Medicine

SWARAN NANDINI  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephen J. King

College of Nursing

JEAN WIGGINS DAVIS  
Nursing  
Major Advisor: Dr. Joellen Edwards

CHRISTINA ELLEN VAUGHN  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Christopher Blackwell

KRISTINA MARIE JACOBSEN  
Nursing  
Major Advisor: Dr. Steven Talbert

ANGELA DENISE VENEZIA  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Christopher Blackwell

EVELYN CHINONYE NKOKI ONYEJI  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Leslee D’Amato-Kubiet

College of Optics and Photonics

NICHOLAS S. NYE  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Demetrios Christodoulides
ALYSSA NICOLE ALLEN  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Michael E. Sigman

TOMMY ODELL BOYKIN II  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Bo Chen

REBECCA S. CEBULKA  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Enrique Del Barco

SAMEER SAADALLAH EZZAT  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Andres D. Campiglia  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kevin Coffey

JOSEPH ALEXANDER FUNDERBURKE  
Security Studies  
Major Advisor: Dr. Roger Handberg

SHAN GURMUKH LAKMANI  
Modeling and Simulation  
Major Advisor: Dr. Daniel J. Barber

MICHAEL SCOTT LODGE JR  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Masahiro Ishigami

BRIAN R. MACON  
Modeling and Simulation  
Major Advisor: Dr. Joseph Fanfarelli

WALTER F. MALONE IV  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Abdelkader Kara

JESSICA RUTH MICHAELIS  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Janan A. Smither

GAVIN SENAH MOHAMMAD-POUR  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Fernando Uribe-Romo

NIMA NADER  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Robert Peale

DIDARA NURMANOVA  
Security Studies  
Major Advisor: Dr. Günes Murat Tezcür

NEGAR OTROOSHI  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Laurene Tetard

EDWARD FRANCIS PRICE  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Andre Gesquiere

DAVID RAUGH  
Security Studies  
Major Advisor: Dr. Roger Handberg  
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Dolan

FREDERICK LYALL REID  
Mathematics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gary Richardson

ALIREZA SAFAEI  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Debashis Chanda  
Major Advisor: Dr. Michael Niklaus Leuenberger

HAVALEND E. STEINMULLER  
Conservation Biology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lisa Chambers

KHANG DAC TRIEU  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Andres D. Campiglia

WILLIAM C. TUCKER  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick K. Schelling

YUEMIN WANG  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. James Harper

DAPHNE ESTHER WHITMER  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Valerie Sims

HAIHANG YE  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Xiachu Xia
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

STEPHEN KYLE HIGHT
Hospitality Management
Major Advisor: Dr. Fevzi Okumus

TRISHNA GAJJAR MISTRY
Hospitality Management
Major Advisor: Dr. Fevzi Okumus

JILL ELIZABETH PLUMER
Hospitality Management
Major Advisor: Dr. Denver E. Severt
Candidates for Education Specialist

AMBER MARIE ALBRITTON
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor:  Dr. Walter John Doherty

AMY MARISA CLARE ALLEN
School Psychology
Major Advisor:  Dr. Oliver Edwards

DAWN AYALA
School Psychology
Major Advisor:  Dr. Oliver Edwards

DANIELLE SARAH BLOCH
School Psychology
Major Advisor:  Dr. Oliver Edwards

MARNIE CADETTE
Education
Major Advisor:  Dr. Stacy Van Horn

BRITTANY N. CHAMPION
School Psychology
Major Advisor:  Dr. Oliver Edwards

JESSICA E. COPELAND
School Psychology
Major Advisor:  Dr. Oliver Edwards

ROBERT GARY GUZY
School Psychology
Major Advisor:  Dr. Oliver Edwards

OLIVIA SIMONE HAYLES
School Psychology
Major Advisor:  Dr. Oliver Edwards

SUSAN RENEE HEALY
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor:  Dr. Walter John Doherty

LANFANG HU
Education
Major Advisor:  Dr. Randall Hewitt

HILMI ISIKLI
Education
Major Advisor:  Dr. Stacy Van Horn

BROOKE L. JOHNSON
School Psychology
Major Advisor:  Dr. Oliver Edwards

CADIGRA DOMINIQUE LEBRUN
School Psychology
Major Advisor:  Dr. Gordon Taub

KELLI MICHELLE LEWIS
School Psychology
Major Advisor:  Dr. Gordon Taub

ABBY ROSE MCCARTHY
School Psychology
Major Advisor:  Dr. Gordon Taub

ISIS ORUE
School Psychology
Major Advisor:  Dr. Gordon Taub

ANA MARIA SERPA
School Psychology
Major Advisor:  Dr. Gordon Taub

MEGAN MEREDITH SMITH
School Psychology
Major Advisor:  Dr. Gordon Taub

KEVIN HOBSON THOMAS
Education
Major Advisor:  Dr. Randall Hewitt

CRISTINA VAZQUEZ
School Psychology
Major Advisor:  Dr. Gordon Taub
Candidates for Master of Fine Arts

AMANDA ANNE DAYTON
Theatre

KARA L. DELEMEESTER
Creative Writing

KATHERINE ERVIN
Creative Writing

JASON D. GREGORY
Emerging Media

ANDREW S. HANSON
Theatre

NICHOLAS DAVID KALEMBA
Emerging Media

AMANDA J. LEE
Theatre

TERENCE LEE
Theatre

THERESA MARY LUCEY
Emerging Media

ANA PAULA MARTINEZ MEDINA
Theatre

LORENA PARKER MATEJOWSKY
Creative Writing

CIERA HORTON MCELROY
Creative Writing

EMMA NOELLE REINHARDT
Creative Writing

ERIKA MICHELE SOBRACK
Emerging Media

THOMAS JOSEPH SOKOLOWSKI
Creative Writing

DONOVAN PARRIS SWIFT
Creative Writing

NICHOLAS A. TWARDUS
Emerging Media

SEAN P. VANZYL
Emerging Media

MAURO WIESER
Emerging Media
Candidates for Master's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

Master of Arts

Digital Media MA-Visual Language and Interactive Media
Jordan Daniel Lipscomb
Priya Tanusree Mahalanobis
Kevin Patrick O'Mara
Mary Anne Rubin
Joseph Benjamin Valancy

English MA-Literary, Cultural, and Textual Studies
Sydney Sofie Dotson
Meeghan Suzanna Faulconer
Roxanne Lauren Howes
Edward Raymond Montalvo
Madhura Nadarajah
Jasmine Liz Parson
Allison Renee Pinther
Lindsay S. Rushworth
Kristine Marie Styron
Jeanice Suico Vacarizas

English MA-Rhetoric and Composition
Christopher H. Grabert
Isabelle V. Lanthier
Regina Ayn Weiler

English MA-Technical Communication
Jessica Lyn Mazza
Laura Rex
Katherine Alison Shaw

History MA
Adam Michael Cohen
Azizeddin Noordin Teijpar

History MA-Public History
Jason Keith FitzGerald

Music MA
Ryan Patrick Boehme
Joshua Patrick Cutting
Karissa Leigh Hardin
David Christopher Herzog
Michael Coleman Himes
Kirsten Anne Hoogstraten
Rachel A. LaVo
Christopher Ryan Rodriguez
Jeremiah Quin St. John
Rebecca Louise Zauner

Spanish MA
Yuderka Brito
Paula Daniela Butler
Nicole Garcia
Sheila Perez

Teaching English (TESOL) MA
Jillian Mary Hakemian
Meliza J. Ramirez-Quintana
Jacob Richard Rieker
Marcio Rubens Soares Gomes
Jordan Kaylee Turner
Heather Guild Vazquez
Danielle Shae Voss
College of Business Administration

Master in Sport Business Management

Sport Business Management MSBM
Maurice Mason Acree IV
Nicholas Robert Bartley
Nataliya Bredikhina
Stephen Brisson
Devin Simone Cartwright
Kaylee Michelle Chicoski
Andrew Joseph Connor
Gustavo Adolpho Batalha Costa
Brett John Estrella
Alexis Nicole Feller
Zachary Gerhart
Sara Catherine Hayes
Kayla A. Henderson
Kyle Samuel Jaimes
Chevelle Andre Lee
Raymond Mark Mueller
Anton Justin Sealey, Jr.
Naomie Olivia Session
Kalee Morgan Simpson
Brittany Marie Solis
Chelsea Blaine Stewart
Trevor Dee Troutman
Carter Walter Young

Master of Business Administration

Business Administration MBA-Evening
Sami Akel
Abigail Albino
Renata Alimova
Morgan Brittany Amore
Luis Felipe Avila
Victoria Eugenia Avila
Nandani Felecia Baboolall
Guilherme Lage Bahmad
Bhavana Bakshi
Reinaldo Savino Baquero
John Randall Bentley
Brandon M. Bestwick
Megan Victoria Bhagwandat
Carlos Alberto Bigio, Jr.
Daniel Mark O’Neil Bollone
Melanie Brown Braddock
Lake Michael Brown
Christopher Burke
Janin Maria Butler
Adrian Fernando Calle
Amanda Beth Chambers
Sabrina S. Chatmon
Agustina Cianciabella

Danielle Elizabeth Cole
Andrés Felipe Cotoano Florez
Trisha Marie Crutchfield
Brittany Taylor Cyb
Joshua M. Davis
Zachary T. Denomme
Mahmoud Elawee
Lina Encinales
Dzhemma A. Eritsayan
Catana Carolina Falquez
Billy S. Fowler
Nancy Rose Garcia
Anthony Joseph Gassman
Diana Sofia Gaviria
Jean Carlos Gil
Adam K. Gilbertson
Irina Gram
Chelsea Michelle Greene
Andrew Joseph Griner
Spencer Stephen Hart
Brittany Nichole Hoefle
Louis Michael Irizarry III
Stephen Thomas Johnson
Nathanael Chace Jones
Alyssa Kay Karnitz
Taylor M. Kennedy
Aunali S. Khaku, MD
Heidi Mae Krempa
Charles Arthur Lawson
Matthew Alan Leber
Morgan Palombi Leber
Stephanie Lobisch
Michelle Magro
Liara Sarita Maharaj
Christina Mahese-Mosley
Lindsay Ann Malsam
Laura Dawn Marriott
Scott Marriott
Lilya Matteson
Kyandrea Erica McKnight
Shardeh Kaylah McLean
Sindy Jaqueline Mejia Centeno
Elijah James Mizell
Alma Leilah Montelongo
Jose Antonio Morales
Nyasha Rukuni Murphy
Beejal Nayee Nana
Paige B. Nealis
Diane Marie Nelson
Angela E. Newby
Adam Nguyen
Ramandeep Nijjer
Jose M. Paredes
Michelle Leigh Parmentier
Rahul Marfidhar Pawar
Jonathan Edward Plazewski

Jennifer Ann Powell
Gian-Pierre Quinones
Robert Thomas Rabig
Vanessa Michelle Ramirez
Shaun Michael Renaud
Benjamin Kyle Robinson
Andrew Daniel Rogers
Erskine Clark Rogers IV
Christian Romero
Alyssa Marie Ruggiero
Ksenia Victoria Sanikovich
Naji Satoual
Bryan Alexander Segovia
Scott Richard Stambaugh
Derrick Omar Stephens
Jorge C. Sugranes
Kevin Andrew Trickey
James Walter Vandegrift
Timothy A. Vanderwalker
Christina Victory
Kristen Ann Wilson
Damaris Yepes
Raul Eduardo Zepeda

Business Administration MBA-Executive
Ruebin Alicea
Kammar J. Andric
Andre Bastos Nacaze
Amine Bemani
Rochelle Nicole Brockington
James Edward Cannon
Tommy Ray Carl III
Marcelino Duarte, Jr.
Larissa Miranda Dutra
Phillip Tracy Dye
Bryan Hartling
Nassem McPherson James
Jeremy Patrick McCall
Karina Elizabeth Mercado
Kinley Erin Paisley
Khoa D. Pham
Brady Michael Rhinhart
Juan Manuel Rojas
James Lee Sharkey
Darcy Hufstader Smith
Jimmy R. Smith
Jason Bradley Whitmer

Business Administration MBA-
Professional
Meredith Elise Banks
Seth Mitchell Belton
Zachary Vincent Bergamini
Erica M. Castillo
Elizabeth Ann Clark
Oksana Collura
College of Business Administration

Nidhish Dixit
Libna Iris Donoso
David M. Ellis
Erin Nicole Emiko Fukushima
Carlos E. Galindez-Garcia
Monica Soto Hand
Michael Joseph Harmon
Jeffery Allen Holmes
Kristen Kamalani Howell
Ankit Jain
Patrick T. Krimm
Michael Francis Kruppenbacher
Kevin Lederer
Desiree Ashlee Alyssa McLaughlin
Shanna-Lee Vanessa Millsap
Daniel Gerard Paci
Francesca Nicole Parker
Ashley Nicole Saab
John David Sala
Ronald Earl Shirley, Jr.
Olena Slipenko
Daniel Joseph Suarez
Louis Joseph Suarez III
Zachary Thomas Supphin
Ines Tovar
Megan Elizabeth Thomas Vamos
Sagar Verma
Ryan Lee Williams
Jason Thomas Willis

Madison Leigh Roessler
Shaun Michael Silverman
Olena Vitkova
Yali Wu

Master of Science in Management
Management MSM-Business Analytics

Jeremy Damien Albert
Jonnet U. Chawdhury
Matthew A. Doyle
Kenneth John Eisinger
Marwen Elkamel
Monique Alyssia Green
Gonzalo Guerrero
Ameen Ahmad Hafez
Lauren Lee Haskin
Alexis Lorraine Jett
Patrick Ryan Jilek
Jean Filippe Kluge
Preston John Martoglio
Aimee E. McKinney
Eric James Miles
Jessica Lynn Neville
Seema Patel
Karina Denisee Santoro
Renato Ciro Sierralta
Alex Vankirk

Master of Science in Accounting
Accounting MSA

Evan Christopher Bauta
Derek Joseph Bruggeman
Kelly Joyce Cameron
Robert Wayne Coble III
Lulu Feng
Christina Marie Fishers
Ricardo Ferreira Goncalves
Brook Nicole Graham
Joshua Lee Henkel
Ryann Marie Jasnoch
Sara Lucille Lee
Jonathan Joseph Levitt
Michael Walter Lobitsch
Vijay Maraj
Melanie Priscilla Mark
Alexanna N. McTammany
Samantha Maria Neff
Bao Quoc Pham
Christopher Jose Quintos
Wanda Celeste Rapisardi
Cynthia Michelle Riffle

Farshad Charmforoosh
Drake Ryan Dickerson
Tamara Rose Khanjahanbakhsh
John Henry Krzyminski
Najee J. Owens
Timothy Jerome Rogers
Linmay Ximeno
College of Community Innovation and Education

Master in Research Administration
Research Administration MRA
Diane Emily Viera

Master of Arts
Applied Learning and Instruction MA
Marsha Nicole Banks
Lourdes Louise Bernard
Janelle Maria Bonet
Alicia Joanne Eynouf
Noa Anna Frank
Chantal Marie Franzosa
Tara Susan Herget
Salwa Isam Jabr
Lisa Michelle Montoya
Jennifer Elizabeth Porche
Vanessa M. Smith
Cortnee Renay Stainrod
Natalia Yarmosh

Career and Technical Education MA
Angelique Michelle Bonadio
Sheila Marielis Perez
Yvette Michele Riatusso

Counselor Education MA-Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Emily Anne Akos
Anabel Barajas
Kimberly Jane Clark
Emily Louise Gilbert
Julia L. Goff
Brianna Gail Johnson
Keith Joseph Miles
Natalie Marie Montañez
Giscard S. Petion
Taylor Alexandra Presha
Adam R. Ray
Olivia Gabrielle Roberds
Juliana M. Sabatello
Cortney Sauls
Sarah Elan Spevack
Ryan Stewart
Abraham Tatis

Counselor Education MA-School Counseling
Damian Joseph Boos, Jr.
Erika Caryli Castaneda
Jennifer Rose Dougherty
Zachary Alan Jennings
Christina Marie Naughton
Lauren Nicole Rhinehart

Educational Leadership MA
Tanya Paola Alas
Janille Olivia Burton
Julia Carter
Shannon Marie Clarke
Kelly Marie Curran
Cristal De La Cruz
Morgan Victoria Donnelly
Brianna Nicole Goins
Bailey Paul Granier
Jennifer Huarto-Luque
Leigh Ann Koenke
Adrienne Jane Michaud
Ebony Elaine Moore
Alisha Shantine Ramidhal
Nicholas Richard Rintrona
Antonia Miehelen Rodriguez
Marianna K. Salazar
Cayla L. Sanelli
Tara McGuire Santos
Lucia Anne Schweitzer
Meredith Elaine Smart
Stephanie Maria Vina
Anayah Alicia Walker
Ana Delacaridad Wertz

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-College Teaching and Leadership
Andrew Robert Green
Bonnie Hayas
Danielle D. Hutson
Michael David Kepner II
Rachael Diane Klunder

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-Student Personnel
Katie Lynn Borza
Robert Bruner
Kevin William Buchanan
Brooke C. Buttacavoli
Heather Alexandria Cohen
Erin R. Curran
Latisha Dat
DiJai Andrionne Dowling
Daniel Jayton Fontenette
Desiree A. George
Jennifer Catherine Karpinski
Morgan Joanne MacDougall
Scott Phillip Mauro
Jordan Bryan Murray Morgan
Imani Alicia O’Connor
Lisa M. Payton
Krista Jo Peirce
Matthew William Popowich

James Aaron Smart
Joaquin A. Vidal-Collazo
Krystal Alicia Vielman

Educational Technology-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Allison DoCanto

E-Learning-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Rebecca Ann Dow
Minyoung Lee

Elementary Education MA
Remy Renee Antoine
Cassandra A. Chehab
Lindsey Michelle Dembkoski
Hailee Nicole Garrison
Gina M. Guido
Victoria Grace Konopacki
Kristen Genevieve Logel
Jennifer C. McFadden
Brittany Alexis Middlebrook
Faith Frances Miller-Hill
Lacey Marie Murphey
Lauren Marie Piehl

Exceptional Student Education K-12 MA
Cassandra Gonzalez
Chandace Bryanne Medley

Instructional Systems-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Cindy Marie Andrade
Madalaine Suzanne Cargill
Jaclyn Alexis Gata
Melissa Jaffé
Jenika Brooke Katz
Latasha Shanay Rawles
David Rivera
Giovanni Antonio Santiago II

Marriage, Couple, and Family Therapy MA
Gerald Jasmin
Hao-Chie Jake Kao
Mary S. Taylor
College of Community Innovation and Education

Master of Arts in Teaching
Teacher Education MAT-Art Education
Christina Linh Kenney Lodholz
Teacher Education MAT-English Language Arts Education ESOL
Rebecca Anne Capell
Teacher Education MAT-Mathematics Education
Freddy Hermex
Teacher Education MAT-Middle School Science Education
Ryokema S. Cochran
Teacher Education MAT-Science Education-Biology
Covanni Anastasia Calabrese
Teacher Education MAT-Social Science Education
Jared Patrick Muha
Andrea Michelle Peters

Master of Education
Counselor Education MEd-School Counseling
Coral Nicole Cody
Curriculum and Instruction MEd-Curriculum Leadership
Danielle Desiree Allen
Brittany Adare Firestone
Sarah Dawn Miller
Vilma Estella Wheeler
Curriculum and Instruction MEd-English Language Arts Education
Jessica Margaret Quinn
Curriculum and Instruction MEd-Intervention Specialist
Angela Jayne Mariner
Curriculum and Instruction MEd-Mathematics Education
Anderson Duran
Educational Leadership MEd
Michelle Lynn Alford
Peter Joseph Barberino, Jr.
Abrianna L. Carver
Sierra Michelle Holcombe
Ciara C. Johnson
Nicholas Aaron Johnson
Nybraia Johnson
Elyse Christine Jones
James L. LeBron
Garrett Matthew Linquist
Morgan C. Morrow
Greter Navarro
Alexis Marie Sigler
Omar Zelaya
Elementary Education MEd
Lisa Marie Crandall
Elaine Grace Collins Hasford
Alyssa Renee Lockwood
Mary Morgan Myersough
Exceptional Student Education MEd
Joshua Alexander Adkins
Rebekah Joy Carrasquillo
Brittany Michelle Carroll
Catherine Detres
Lakeisha Lashelle Flemming
Jenny Rebecca Hill
Elizabeth Aline Honeycutt
Amanda Kay Laios
Andrea Marie Loper
Kenna Elaine Moceri
Jamie Europe Pearson
Shannon Glenda Reife
Kerry L. Reller
Lisa Ann Bruno Roberts
Trelisy Voitrisa Robinson
Alexis Sarah Rotstein
Katherine Sabattini
Michele L. Santos
Marie Phyllis Turbush
K-8 Math and Science MEd
Andrea Lynn Cole
Heather Denison Doyle
Daniel Edelen
Adam Robert Finkle
 Nicolette Faye Furlow
Tabetha Ann Kelley
Michele Leigh Ough
Lynnette Sanchez Gonzalez
Gabrielle Monique Tandler
Reading Education MEd
Andrea Teixeira Reynolds
Julie Madeline Schumann-Garraton
Secondary Education MEd-Mathematics Education
Siddhi Desai
Savita Nalini MacMurdo
Secondary Education MEd-Social Science Education
Cory C. Taunton
Teacher Leadership MEd-Global, International, and Comparative Education
Kristen Lauren Smith
Teacher Leadership MEd-Science Education
Raymond Kent Rowe II

Master of Health Administration
Health Administration MHA
Nour A. Abdeen
Mohammad Ali
Kameron Drake Anderson
Tianna K. Blankumsee
Mark William Buchholz, Jr.
Daquan Calhoun
Amaira Alejandra Fitzpatrick
Jonathan A. Frey
Michelle Victoria Grasso
Tera Danielle Greenberg
Geraldine Hercule-Alectus
Eugenie Augusta La Rocque James
Bowen M. Lipinski
Sharon Michele Luc Sang
Shirley Nicole Lynch
Ryan Edward Nichols
Edis Osmanovic
Dhara Patel
Tejal Sanjay Patel
Michelle Sunshine Rosario
Gabrielle Rubies
Monica Sabrina Rubiano
Ana Gabriel Saavedra
Victoria Elizabeth Steenbeke
Danielle Tammy Tacher
Shacquilla Danique Thompson
Vihar S. Upadhyay
Jason Wesley Washington

Master of Nonprofit Management
Nonprofit Management MNM
Alicia Addison
Safia Ahmed
Eric Anthony Camarillo, Jr.
Gina M. Castano
Lauren Ann Cossel
College of Community Innovation and Education

Raychel Emily Diver
Joan Mary Dougherty
Emily Katherine Guerdan
Susan A. Hopkins
Sarah Elizabeth Kaczor
Andrew Lee Klock
Monica Alexis Norman
Jennifer Lynne Polus
Samantha Marie Purcell-Musgrave
Jamie Royston
Amanda Lisha Sabet
Alexandria Simone Turnley
Christopher Todd Washburn

Elisa Margot Bobadilla
Kristopher L. Brady
Kelly Lynn Brennan
Stefanie Megan Cash
Krista M. Cochran
Ashley Macaia Epling
Marlene Fehles
Lesmore Frazer
Patrick M. Haas
Hind Huda
Chadal Monique Humphrey
Eliana S. Iriuez
Maria Christina Jones
Melissa Anne Kahler
Christopher Anthony Lecates
Julia C. Lozada
Auria Nicole Malachowski
Shashaye Chalanie Mendoza
Connor James Miley
Jason Eric Moore
Stevie Nicole Pope
Cynthia Pace Reed
Raven Rochelle Sansbury
Kadeisha Krystal Seavella
Sheri-Kay Shakes
Anastasia Dy'Lania Spann
Meckenzie M. Sprague
Sarah Marie Stafford
Trucia L. Sutherland
Valeria Torres Morales
Erica Taylor Vest
Shaquisha M. Wilcox

Early Childhood Development and Education MS
Toni-Ann Sampilo Rusiana

Health Care Informatics-PSM MS
Kaitlyn Maria Arnett
Donald Buser
Shahla Adriana Cedeno
Karla Cepeda
Lee Ann Claudio
Alison B. Coleman
Gabrielle Ashanti Curington
Katharine Anne Curtis
Steven Andrew Davidson
Bryan Duarte
Jephie Esteril
Valerie Anne Foley
Hana T. George
Kristen Ballard Gilmore
De'andra Denise Golder
Kaitlyn Jodee Guncheon
Sherryll Alexa Hamilton
Fiouzeh Heshmat

Kifayat Ullah Khan
Jie Wei Liang
Hannah Lindsay
Nicholas Edward Miranda Martinez
Tiffney Sharell Mays-Carter
Kenneth R. Meacham, Jr.
Crystal Merejo
Vanessa Kimberly Narvaez
Dennis Andres Nunez
Tiffany Elise Oliva
Colleen Kelly Palmer
Neha S. Patel
Heather Rena Piromalli
Clare Michele Robertin
Jennypheer Sesin-Fundora
Shaquell Cassandra Smith
Rohith Sompalli
Jamie Lynn Suarez
Christina Genevieve Tilus
Jorge Luis Velez
Alexander Scott Vilaapana
Brittany Justine Warren
Robert Ellsworth White
Veronica Nadine Williams

Urban and Regional Planning MS
Jasmine Blais
James Stuart Hartsfield
Thalia Denise Herrera Rodriguez
Juan Esteban Lugo
Marellys Libay Moreno de Salazar
Michelle Margarita Morrison
Irina A. Pashinina
Beverly Raquel Sanchez

Master of Public Administration
Public Administration MPA
Bethany Elizabeth Alex
Derrion S. Anderson
Damilka Bisbal-Liciaga
Stefanie Megan Cash
Kayscy M. Clayton
Binita Devkota
Jamilah Aminah Felix
Michael David Fowler
Hind Huda
Joy Monae Johnson
Elizabeth Immaculée Joseph
Kevin Joseph Kuehnert
Linda Lagrace
Allison Lopez
Auria Nicole Malachowski
Michael Thomas McCormack
Andrea Loy Melanson
Jerrelle Rashad Morrison
Nhu Quynh Nguyen
Monica Alexis Norman
Samantha Marie Purcell-Musgrave
madison Joy Rodrigues
Neida ENid Rodriguez
Raven Rochelle Sansbury
Sheri-Kay Shakes
Trucia L. Sutherland
Elizabeth Michelle Tejada
Alexandria Simone Turnley

Master of Science
Criminal Justice MS
Keven Abraham
Yesenia L. Arana
Caroline Victoria Beahm
Meagan L. Bennett
Damilka Bisbal-Liciaga
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science

Biomedical Engineering MS-Biofluids
Viraj Dileep Jagale
Rajat Jain
Kevin Michael Joslyn
Anish Kale
Archita Lalit Kale
Prakash Raju Kantheti
Sasank Kottapalli
Lance Dien Lebanoff
Zhen Liu
Shuaicheng Ma
Rohan Kishor Meher
S M Iqbal Morshed
Neethika Nalin Chandar
Besant Nandra
Saurabh Narayan Nimbalkar
Jagruti Rajendra Palande
Anmol Sureshkumar Panchal
Aparv Anil Parekh
Srikar Sarma Parnandi Venkata
Victoria Jo Proetsch
Rangita Rajakumar
Yash Rajendrakumar Shah
Yuan Shao
Maxim Shelopugin
Aniruddha Sanjay Shinde
Abhianshu Singla
Shashank Subramanian
Anmol Rajiv Ukhare
Megha Darshan Uma Ranganatha
Nandha Kumar Vinayagam
Danish Abdul Waheed
Tianzi Xie

Biomedical Engineering MS-Biomechanics
Cesar Rafael Castano
Eric Andrew Dieckman
Alanna Lisette Raffaelli
Allen Sina Rahrooh
Jennifer Nicole Ray
Liesel Nina Shalina Richardson

Civil Engineering MS-Structures and Geotechnical Engineering
Jacob A. Cano
Paul Joseph Heagney
Sergio Alejandro Marin Savatier
Erika Noel Meeker
Pruthviraj Thakor

Civil Engineering MS-Transportation System Engineering
Magued Mourad Henen Hanna
Taylor Christine Laurent
Rezaur Rahman
Scott Andy Soliz
Joan Miguel Terrero Dominguez

Civil Engineering MS-Water Resources Engineering
David Willem Spiering

Computer Science MS
Trevor Austin Absher
Joshua Neil Ackerman
Rebecca Edith Amaya
Kristjan Arumae
Sangeet Asati
Sravanthi Avasarala
Srujan B. Bandarkar
Justin Barry
Cody Scott Beebe
Christian Alexander Blythe
Nicholas S. Cunningham
James Anthony Davidson, Jr.
Sridevi Divya Krishna Devisetty
Junshuai Feng
Justin Patrick Gosselin
Melissa Raquel Gramajo
Derrick Alex Greenspan
Charles R. Greenwood
Emily Hok
Md Tausif Al Hossain
Stanislav Ivchenko
Charles D. Faust
Rachel Anna Guettler
William Hopkins
Julian Isaza
Rachel Marie Joseph
Justin Jack Laneville
Brian Joseph Mulrooney
Dana M. Orlando
Shashi Narayan Persaud
Richard Shannon Russ
Frederick Allen Sanks
Adam Alexander Smith
Emily Elizabeth Trotta
Kennedy Leandon Vrtaal
Yesenia Carolina Yser

Engineering Management MS
Gabriel Alejandro Alvarez
Carrie Alease Bass
John Jaime Benavides
Gilroy Ervin Carter
Arjun Singh Chauhan
Michael Anthony DeArce
Karyn Joy Doherty
Matthew Sean Doherty
Brian Patrick Doyal
Anudeep Elmeni
Jermaine Elliott
Norvin Lee Omar Holness
William Austin Kelly
Lina Sayeed Khan
Domingos Gioia Lima
Harry Lee Narvaez Mercado
Blake L. Parmeter
William Taylor Remington
Juan Manuel Rivera
Anthony Sagardia
Jennifer Mary Sawicki
Meenakshi Sundaram
Michelle Eugenia Tereschenko
Mark Edward Thurman
Kiara Milagro Valencia
Mikail David Williams

Industrial Engineering MS
Brian Cole Beaton
Christina Marie Carracino
Kunal Desai
Chyrise Cleo Hodge
Edwin Jose Jimenez
Caftin Maire Johnson
Sarah Ann Keck
Jeffrey Kyle Lochner
Mohammad Obeidat
Troy Michael Scrimgeour
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Modeling and Simulation MS
Kamryan Reyennan Danzy Davis
Markus Manfred Loennig
John Lord
Marc Eldon Mailoux
Larry Anthony Moralez
Blake Ngoc Bich Le Nguyen
Nathaniel Trapnell
Arash Zarmehr

Pavitra Shivanand Hiremath
Hongbo Jing
Arunkumar Kasi Kumar
Melvin Mathew
Hector J. Pagan Marrero
Eric D. Page
Sree Harsha Putta
Sai Sailaja Siddamsetti
Nelson L. Tan
Leeba Bovan Thomas
Vhajiyantishree Venkataramanan

Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering
Aerospace Engineering MSAE-Space Systems Design and Engineering
Jose Carlos Castillo
Ryan James Debevec
Erick Gonzalo Manzano
Nikunj M. Patel
Michael Renzetti
Brandon Ridgway

Aerospace Engineering MSAE-Thermo Fluid Aerodynamic Systems Design and Engineering
Egan Christopher Burcky
Alyssa Ann Carraha
Vu Phi Dinh
Christian Alexander Engelmann
Hope Anne Cochran Holmes
Frank William Karafal, Jr.
Akshita Parupalli
Tait Ryan Sorenson

Master of Science in Civil Engineering
Civil Engineering MSCE
Odey Alshboul
Stephanie Cleary
Vischal Yathiraj Persaud
Ali Mohammad Ali Ahmad Shehadeh

Master of Science in Computer Engineering
Computer Engineering MSCE
Syed Abrar Ahmed
Karthikeyan Anand
Pooja Bannikuppe Mahesha
Neel Ketan Kumar Dave
Rajib Dey
Martin Tong Do

Master of Science in Materials Science and Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering MSMSE
Corbin Gray Feit
Meagan Elizabeth Harwick

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering MSME-Mechanical Systems
Mathew Michael Adamiara
Wyatt Sutton Brooks
Christopher Regis Delacruz
Jordan Carlo Giovanni
go
Rogerio J. Gonzales
Christopher John Mar
Kathryn Marie Pope
Louis Albert Shatkun
Ryan Noel Villanueva

Mechanical Engineering MSME-Thermo-Fluids
Melanie Christi Abou-Jaoude
Lyman William Fawcett IV
Darren Christopher Findley
Chathuranga J. Mahanama Hettige
Zachary James Oviatt
Dilshan Gallese Ranawewa
Melvin Antonio Saenz
Nicholas M. Smith
Ehsan Souri
Patrick Kendall Tran
Sreesarin Vasu Sumathil
College of Graduate Studies

**Master of Arts**

Interdisciplinary Studies MA

Joseph Patrick Connors
Erin Amanda Paulin
Jessica A. Sherlock
Thomas James Woolford

**Master of Science**

Conservation Biology-PSM MS

Kelsey Morgan Pitchford

Interdisciplinary Studies MS

Francisco Javier Alvaro II
Vicky Chuong
Anik J. Jarvis
Nyala Marie Shuler
Robert Dale Williams

Nanotechnology MS

Bryan Alexander Perez
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Master of Arts
Communication Sciences and Disorders
MA
Hannah Ray Bolt
Shea Irene Cullen
Beverly Matina De Marco
Cara J. Doden
Jennifer Rose Froehlich
Sara Anne Gray
Laura Halm
Baylee Grace Harrison
Juliana Lynn Him
Molly Grace Killane
Tracy Lu
Jennifer Lynn Martin
Demie Aleczandra Miret
Hannah Kate Mitchell
Katelyn Marie Mitchell
Katherine Mulford
Valerie Claudie Nevilus
Tamar Nir
Laura Andrea Pardo
Brittany Diane Peterson
Jamie Lee Ryckman
Katelyn Marie Schaefer
Jordan Rae Schroeder
Mayumi Wright Sembrano
Taahira Ashante Spraggins
Jamie Nicole Summerfield
Shannon Lynn Wade
Emily Ann Weber
Kayla A. Wilbanks
Sydney Brooke Winner

Emily Babb Lynskey
Eric Thomas McKibban
Stacey Jernice Myers
Andrea Lee Neswiacheny
Kevin David Ortiz
Demetrios Petris
Tristan Nicholas Reaves
Justine M. Renziehausen
Paola Marie Rivera
Austin Francis Sanguedolce
Natsumi Sugi
Devin Valencia
William B. Willis
Kyle Angel Zulon

Master of Social Work
Social Work MSW
Eleanor R. Agosta
Hannah Rychel Allen
Carolina Arcila
Jerrika Danielle Battle
Kayla D. Bean
Herlene Beaussjour
Jamie Marie Boate
Candace Gabrielle Boddie
William Austin Burns
Beatrice V. Cadet
Aniza Cantillo
Kaela Breanne Champion
Siobhan Natasha Charles-Needham
Margaret Bernadette Clancy
Eric Gaither Clayburn
Tammya Noelie Cooper
Natalie Michelle Cowell
Megan Olivia Dass
Carmen Elvia Daza
Sarah Anne Deibner
Abbey Kathleen Dudash
Amanda Jane Dumas
Brianne Leigh Fedynich
Jillian Marissa Finkelstein
Destiny Fitzpatrick
Dana Foglestone
Jessica Marie Frank
Alexander Michael Fromosky
Mark Anthony George Gagnon, Jr.
Zyteldar Lynn Garzon
Julia M. Gasper
Reid Golin
Kaitlynn Danielle Hall
Angela Christine Heck
Marliza Nisa Henry
Juan Antonio Herrera Ramirez
Kathleen Nicole Hopkins
Sherry Siebert Jackson
Tomeka M. Jackson
John A. Julian
Kylie Szying Kan
Amanda Rae Kerns
Jessie Elizabeth Kilecourse
Amy Nicole King
Vanessa Latisa King
Kerry Marie Fenimore Krantz
Alanna Maria Lauritano
Robert Dexter Lee, Jr.
A'Mary B. Leslie
Stephanie Malally
Lauren Margaret Mckee
Shannon Taylor Nicole Messner
Kayla Dawn Meyer
Ashlee Chantel Millard
Vanessa Mojica Mercado
Vanessa Devine Morris
Adam William Motyczka
Madison Hope Myers
Victoria Nelson
Thuy-Vi A. Nguyen
Nancy Oquendo-Rolon
Stefanie Lorena Ortiz
James Derek Panzone
Nicole M. Pizzi
Veronica-jo Prisco
Brianna Marie Ramos
Kathleen Michele Randle
Deborah Marie Reilly
Jazmin Mary Rhodes
Karina Ann Rieko
Christie Liliane Rieck
Lisa Mae Riesenberg
Jessica Renee Rivera
Enereida Ramos Rodriguez
Danielle Marie Sapp
Celest Terra Scherb
Angela M. Smithsonian
Altgrace Korine Souverain
Stephanie Jane Stelzer
Sarah Rose Sullivan
Arley Maria Tavera
Chandler Thompson
Yesenia Marie Vasquez
Mckenzie Walters
Christina D. Ware
Stephanie Ware
Alexis Keiane West
Amy Kathryn Whitley
Alana M. Whittington
Alisha Renee Williams
Chelsea Renee Wooten
Julia Alexandra Zelezny
College of Medicine

Master of Science

Biomedical Sciences MS
Trevor Jay Sasserath

Biomedical Sciences MS-Cancer Biology
Stephen Matthew Farmer, Jr.

Biomedical Sciences MS-Infectious Disease
Emily Lisseth Mejia

Biomedical Sciences MS-Neuroscience
Omar Rashad Hanbali
Anna Katherine Leonard
Jack Christopher Ramsberger
Leah Elhora Sparkman

Biotechnology MS
Md Faqirul Hasan
Harini Sriranga Krishnapura
Sanjana Manja
Alexandra Elise Troia

Biotechnology MS-Professional Science
Taylor Kwinny
College of Nursing

Master of Science in Nursing

Nursing MS-Health Care Simulation
Leanne Mae Camonayan
Jonathan Luis Carnero

Nursing MS-Leadership and Management
James Patrick Akers
Charity Carlisle Bobos
Bobbie Jean Cabezas
Amineh Adrienne Chaney
Tammy Lynn Damon
Amanda Passalacqua Dix
Angélique Perez
Lisa Gabriele Moran Phillips
Shazeema Razack
Gennoriss Monique Scott
Nicole Joy Smith
Amanda Michelle Stevens
Kathlyn Erinsha Marie Troupe

Nursing MS-MSN-Adult/Gerontology
Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
Neil Jonathon Frey
Lindy Marie Herr
Rachel A. McCleve
Kimberly Ann McDaniel
Mercy-Bernadette Antonio Miranda
Samantha Ann Shaw
Audrey Ai Li Wong

Nursing MS-MSN-Adult/Gerontology
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Lisette Corrales
Sheila Marie Escopete
Brittany Sue Harris
Claudia Marie O'Brien

Nursing MS-Nurse Educator
Jennifer Lavoie Gallot
Jenny Amina Garden
Leonie Clementia Gordon
Tess N. Hanemann
Aimee Beth Lehmann
Heather Jeanne Mascolo
Rita Lorraine Meitzner
Brenda Ann Naumovitz
College of Optics and Photonics

Master of Science

Optics and Photonics MS

Roberto Alejandro Alvarez Aguirre
Eric Jonathan Calkins
He Cheng
Benjamin Croop
Hee Cheon Lee
Chih-Hao Li
Yuzhou Liu
Daniel J. Megill
Tarj Shah
Mamta Singh
Yuanhang Zhang
College of Sciences

Master of Arts

Anthropology MA
Alexandria Rene Brock
Rachel C. Gregoire
Amber Rose Grisom
Anna E. Kebler
Jaime Austin Rogers
Tyler Marie Vanburen

Applied Experimental and Human Factors Psychology MA
Alexandra Daniela Kaplan

Applied Sociology MA
Nicholas Albert Altizer
Christine Elizabeth Brown
Lauren Anne Daniel
Hayley Jean Pletcher

Applied Sociology MA-Domestic Violence
Kiara Lee Gonzalez Cruz

Communication MA
Amanda Elizabeth Brown
Brenna Eileen Covel
Maxwell Henry Kuchenreuther
Nichole Eva Lamaritata
Kenna L. Lewis
Sofia Elena Salazar Carballo
Amanda Lee Sellers

Communication MA-Interpersonal Communication
Nikki Lee Casha
Chad C. Collins
Lakelyn E. Taylor

Communication MA-Mass Communication
Diana Renee Higley
Pryia Orissa Lalchan

Political Science MA
Matthew Barrow
Taraleigh Davis
Alanna Lee Folk
Christopher Thomas Gahagan
Nyerere J. Hodge
Lorena Kcomt
Shane Thomas Kunze
Grayson Richard Lanza
Michelle Margaret Leigh
Brittany Elizabeth Shaul

Master of Science

Biology MS
Amber I H Bass
Ariel Antoinette Horner
Haoyu Li
Olivia Michele Myers
Elizabeth Perez
Christian Joseph Pilato
Brittany Viola Troast

Chemistry MS
Samar Mohammed Abd Aledah Abd Aledah
Safia Afrin
Anthony Joseph Altimare
Brooke Baumgarten
Michelle Anne Corbally
Kaitlin S. Huffman
James Jay Janesko
Gregory S. Miller
Wesley Jacob Newsome

Clinical Psychology MS
Matthew Alan Cook
Emy Anne Willis

Forensic Science MS
Emily C. Lennert
Jessica Lynn Sprague
Paris Victoria Volk

Industrial and Organizational Psychology MS
Maria Kateri Campbell
Richard Anthony Currie
Daniel Thomas Durke
Destiny T. Hopkins
Christina Anne Jackson
Jesse Michael Marika
Matthew Alexander Ng
Liza Ashley Parker
Lindsay Rose Patenaude
Alyssa M. Perez
Marissa Louise Post
Melissa Cecilia Rize
Devon Sapp
Megan Renee Smith
Arthur C. Theodore
Kara Michelle Tortoriello
Jimmy Zheng

Mathematical Science MS
Daniel Max Broderick
Yuchen Cao
Yun Su Chen-Shue
Evan Christopher Donald
Ife Khairul Islam
Aliaa Adrian Kadhim
Gayathri Krishnan
Jeffrey Thomas Linn
Wichanom Sae-Jie

Mathematical Science MS-Industrial Mathematics
Mark Joseph A. Burgos
Zachary Nathan Gelinas
Huy Duc Nguyen
Ying Zhang
Paul Eugene Zielinski

Physics MS
James Ralph Phillips III
Christopher Sims

Statistical Computing MS
James Michael Smith

Statistical Computing MS-Data Mining
Jinhua Chen
Zuqin Chen
Brian Lee Cote
Sean Clifton Davis
Qing He
Michael James Koller
Christen Georgia Lucido
Leah C. Naegele
Patrick Allan Rachal
Lixia Wang
Jin Yuan
Md Shakil Zaman
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Master of Science

Hospitality and Tourism Management
MS

Nicholas J. Adomaitis
Beatrice Arnone
Elizabeth Ashley Asaturyan
Marcos Vinicius C. Assad Bravo
Larissa Katherine Barnes
Justin Barnett
Nicolette Catherine Bartello
Elena Bergamini
Anna Carlotta Bononi
Arianna Briccola
Valentina Brunetti
Irene Charles
Montanajo Elizabeth Ciecwisz
Chelsea Coleman
Shiquon Collier
Irene Colombo
Megan Kathleen DeVault
Noor Elgallad
Dominique Marian Hoyos Larco
Ryuichi Karakawa
Rachel Ariana Knight
Linda Cristy Martin
Sarah Anne McCormick
Sherman Steed Mortimer, Jr.
Stuart Robert Newmark
Rodrigo Affonso Noguerol
Giorgio Panzeri
Stephanie Nicole Parish-Kalish
Maria Sole Pase
Rebecca Joan Raph-Bowie
Cayla Joy Robbins
Else Viviana Rodriguez
Mariola Michelle Rodriguez
Daria Rudkova
Sarah Jabess Schulte
Julie Schwarz
Lauren Elizabeth Sigmund
Ether Stella
Sheila Nicole Trist
Miriana Vanhoudt
Carlotta Vasoni
Valeria Volta
Maria Chiara Zanolli
Honors and Recognition

Order of Pegasus

Mohammad Ali
Raquel Arthuzo
Angelo Baldado
Ana Beltran
Jonathan Brescia
Julia Carlin
Anthony Catotti

Brett Estrella
Abbygail Lapinski
Taylor Laurent
Minh-Chau Le
Adrienne Li
Latifah Maasarani

Uzoamaka Mbionwu
Mansoor Qureshi
Bailey Ranson
Lauren Schmidt
Adam Searles
Lindsey Webb

Baccalaureate Degree Honors

Top Honor Graduates

Nicole Katrina Abedrabbo
Kristina Audrey Abicca
Jeremy Dale Adamson
Subuhee Ahmed
Milosz Piotr Alberski
Alya Barq
Christa Louise Beriswill
Jaclyn Renee Bigott
Casey Marie Blackwell
Haleigh Fyall Brooks
Patricia Marie Butherus
Brent Liu Cao
Julia Elizabeth Carlin
Anthony Christopher Catotti
Christiania Elizabeth
Champnella
Natalia Abraham Coelho
Carter Lyn Cook
Christian Alexander Dantes
Angie El-Said
Alexander Leigh Eubanks
Kimberly Nicole Ferguson
Hannah Marissa Greene
Caly Alayne Griffin
Franklin Guemes

Umbul Haider
Raegan Elizabeth Hudson
Gabrielle Nikole Ivey
Alexis N. Jahncke
Amanda Rae Kauffman
Zachary Christopher Kingsley
Nicholas Renaux Kosan
Casey Louise Lavallee
Minh-Chau Nguyen Le
Ashley Lima-Acosta
Lake Anthony Lindo
Uyen Tu Mac
Analiiese Nicole Majetic
Louis Edward McGatue
Krista Ann Moore
Rebecca Lynn Moore
Enrique Jose Moreno
Kyra Skylar Mullins
Daniel Albert Murdock
Brigit Ariel Murtaugh
Jacob Aaron Oettinger
Victoria Renee Olson
Giovanni Richard Oroso
Karah Suzanne Osborne
Rebekkah Grace Paprzycki

Madeline Geneva Park
Haroon Wajid Peerzada
Bailey Elizabeth Ranson
Philip James Rodriguez
Daniel Alexander Rosato
Camille Joan Ruiz Manguard
Daniel Alberto Ruiz
Trevor Jon Sandt
Jacob Leonard Smith
Maria Paola Spinetti Rincon
Olivia Strain
Kevin Vernon Tanis
Sydney Alexis Tefft
Tala Trabulsi
Nicholas B. Tran
Raelynn M. Vigue
Jessica Mackenzie Waites
Lindsey Taylor Webb
Angela Grace Woodman
Lorraine Heininger Yerger
Kathy Albirenis Young
University Honors – The Burnett Honors College

To graduate with University Honors, the student must complete 12 hours of Honors lower-division coursework, an Honors Symposium, and upper-division Honors course requirements in his or her college or major.

Kristina Abicca
Sean Adams
Jeremy Adamson
Danielle Adoghe
Ashlea Al-Bahou
Andrew Allen
Sarah Allen
Nicholas Altensee
Juan Arias
Phillip Atkin
Matthew Aveccilla
Michael Bacchus
Alexander Bakshi
John Bal
Gabriel Balasquide
Ian Baldwin
Alya Barq
Logan Bartilomo
John Becker
Danielle Bettler
Christian Bello
Matthew Bishop
Patrick Blanchette
Annalise Bockin
Brittany Bolger
Jaclyn Bonacorda
Sarah Bowlin
Abigail Brashear
Jonathan Brescia
Elizabeth Briley
Karlie Brinhaupt
Casey Brock
Jay Brown
Sarah Brown
Robert Burke
Patricia Butherus
David Callahan
Brent Cao
Steven Carolus
Katherine Castaner
Anthony Catotti
Alison Cavicchi
Charles Clark
Geoffrey Clark
Sierra Collins
Taylor Collins
Carter Cook
Megan Coughlin
David Craig
Kiara Crawford
Gabriella Crayton
William Cromar
Brandon Cuevas
Kristen Curiel
Robert Cutler
Sara Czaftit
Nathan Dabu
Mary Dailey
Leah Daniel
Christian Dantes
Molly Dawkins
Danielle De La Pascua
Nicholas Derosa
Danielle Dickey
Bradt Diety
Christian Dimaculangan
Lauren Dobrie
Elana Dombek
Kady Donovan
Emma Duncan
Anthony Efstatiiades
Brandon Egozi
Andrew Emery
Taylor Estaup
Louis Everett
Yasmin Fakhoury
Kimberly Ferguson
Jennifer Ferrante
Alexander Fisher
Samantha Ford
Annalia Foster
Andrew Franklin
Benjamin Friedman
Rachel Geril
Yerika Germosen
Christopher Geszti
Lisa Goldsworthy
Daniel Golisch
Almina Gomez
Robert Gordon
Alexandria Gothelf
Jules Gozlan
Melody Green
Hannah Greene
Caly Griffin
Carly Grimison
Franklin Guemes
Jonathan Guilbe
Kharina Guruvadoo
Monica Hakim
Simran Hamid
Stephanie Hargrave
John Hastings
Hunter Hayes
Nancy Hazelette
Samuel Henken
Daniel Hildreth
Brent Hirsch
Heather Hofsteet
Sarah Holland
Kellie Holohan
Taylor Horan
Luke Horger
Selena Houck
Andrew Hubbs
Alexis Jahncke
Cierra Jarrett
Juvens Jean-Noel
Anderson Kagel
Muhammed Kajee
Gracen Kent
Hiba Khan
Victoria Kitt
Melissa Jochanowsky
Joshua Kreisel
Kenneth Kuretzki
Abbygail Lapinski
Aaron Lasbury
Brandon Lauten
Minh-Chau Le
Kristina League
Brooke Lafande
Haley Leew
Colin Leung
Zachary Liebetreu
Lake Lindo
Deanna Lingum
Matthew Livesay
Susan Long
Desire Lopez Torres
Amy Loveless
Shackara Lubin
Eugene Lucino
Latifah Maasarani
Uyen Mac
Analiese Majetich
Chadwick Maycumber
Mohammed Mayet
Cameron McAllan
Shannon McGuffey
Nehemiah McIntosh
Alexander Melaragno
Stephanie Mendez
Melissa Merkley
Kaitlin Miller
Marco Montero
Krista Moore
Sara Moore
Ellen Morgan
Samantha Morris
Allison Moss
Jacob Moss
Alexandria Mulligan
Daniel Murdock
Brigit Murtaugh
Luke Myers
Jackson Nagamoto
Jonathan Nguyen
Kevin Nguyen
Ariana Nieves
Ole Nissen
Phoebe Obrecht
Robert Oehl
Jacob Oettinger
Alexandra Orr
Madeline Park
Austin Parker
Gabriela Parpia
Conner Parsey
Juhi Patel
Amanda Penn
Katerina Percy
Christopher Perkins
Ariel Perry-Mills
Nicholas Peters
Summer Plesko
Mansoor Qureshi
Bailey Ranson
Sean Rapp
Erin Reedy
Brandon Rodriguez
Jose Rodriguez
Zulmarie Rodriguez
Ryan Rohloff
Brayden Roque
Daniel Rosato
Kaitlyn Rose
Avi Rosenblum
Daniel Ruiz
Jacob Salit
Ali Satchmei
Madison Schafer
Jennifer Schell
Lauren Schmidt
Chelsea Schuler
Nicole Seldack
Nicholas Seibert
Robert Sells
John Sermarini
Jill Shah
Neel Shah
David Sidhom
Christian Simmons
Austin Singh
Reetish Singla
Phoebe Singletary
Richard Snyder
Zachary Spikes
Neri St. Charles
Jeremy Stephen
Brenna Stichler
Craig Stuart
Olivia Sunna
Emily Suvannasankha
Natalia Sztuk Vel Sztukowski
Gregory Talalenko
Labu Tamrakar
Noa Tann
Sydney Tefft
Conner Thompson
Joseph Torgler
Maegan Alexis Trinidad
Catalina Udani
Aaron Varkonyi
Michael Varon
Joshua Vastola
Anastasios Verikios
Geraldine Versfeld
Christopher Vigliotta
Raelynn Vigue
Bridget Vincent
Brendan Wagman
Eliza Wagman
Elizabeth Wait
Evan Waldmann
Irene Wang
Ryan Wardell
Sara Watson
Lindsey Webb
Makenzie Wenninghoff
Mark Whelan
Megan White
Lauren Whitham
Bo Williams
Kenneth Williams
Angela Woodman
Anuj Yamdagni
Tadd Yeager
Nathaniel Yerby
Lorraine Yerger
## Honors in the Major

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Honors in the Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ely Almendarez</td>
<td>International and Global Studies</td>
<td>Julianna Cherinka English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giovanna Alves</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Madison Clyburn Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francesca Archbold</td>
<td>Radio-Television</td>
<td>Trevon Coleman Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Arias</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Ines Contreras Sport and Exercise Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Assuncao</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering</td>
<td>Caitlin Cox Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelo Baldado</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Christina Csensich History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonia Balkaran</td>
<td>Elementary Education</td>
<td>Madison Das Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alya Barq</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Rebekah Davis Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lina Bedoya Martinez</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Molly Dawkins Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estefania Berrios</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Samantha Day Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary Bogers</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Emily Derayunan Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Bramwell</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Tyler Dick English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Brescia</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Floyd Diehl Public Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brent Cao</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Lauren Dobrie Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Carlin</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Jordan Doman Elementary Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzette Cedeno</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Angie El-Said Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elta Charles</td>
<td>Health Sci – Pre-Clinical</td>
<td>Yasmin Fakhour Humanities and Cultural Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Chavez</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Yerika Germosen Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elta Charles</td>
<td>Health Sci – Pre-Clinical</td>
<td>Yasmin Fakhour Humanities and Cultural Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Chavez</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Yerika Germosen Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yerika Germosen</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Alyson Johnson Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Kaminski</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Jackson Nagamoto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody Kennedy</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Ryan Neale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Kjosa</td>
<td>Communication and Conflict</td>
<td>Jonathan Nesper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Kluesener</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Ariana Nieves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiana Krayeski</td>
<td>Business Economics</td>
<td>Bianca Olivieri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Labbe</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>Gabriella Ospina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbygail Lapinski</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Jordon O’steen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Lavallee</td>
<td>Elementary Education</td>
<td>Hannah Padgett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minh-Chau Le</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Randy Panzarino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelina Leary</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Charlotte Payne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Lee Lum</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Ciara Peebles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyona Leontyeva</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Nicole Pendleton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Lindo</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Amanda Penn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Mai</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Ariel Perry-Mills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridget Masa</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Renzo Perres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Mendelsohn</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Typhanie Quest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esthermary Mendez</td>
<td>International and Global Studies</td>
<td>Christopher Radcliffe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krista Moore</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Karli Reeves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Myers</td>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
<td>Vanessa Rijo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Rodriguez</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Daniel Rosato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiana Krayeski</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Alex Ruiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiana Krayeski</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Dakota Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Labbe</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>Jordan Sasser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbygail Lapinski</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Laura Sawires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Lavallee</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Adam Searles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minh-Chau Le</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Jil Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelina Leary</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Neel Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Lee Lum</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Zachary Shepard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyona Leontyeva</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Lorianne Shultz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Lindo</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>David Sidhom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Mai</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Karla Simonet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridget Masa</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Reetish Singla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Mendelsohn</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Phoebe Singletary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esthermary Mendez</td>
<td>International and Global Studies</td>
<td>Maria Spinetti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krista Moore</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Emily Suvannasankha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Myers</td>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
<td>Samerawit Tadele</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tri Tran
Biomedical Sciences

Tevis Tucker
Psychology

Catalina Udani
Human Communication

Helize Vivier
Psychology

Lindsey Webb
Mechanical Engineering

Andrew Weiner
Legal Studies

Olivia Wilson
Film

Angela Woodman
Biomedical Sciences

Collins Yakep
French

William Zhang
Computer Engineering
LEAD Scholars

Danielle Adoghe
Elizabeth Aguilar
Arman Aidinejad
Francisco Alvaro
Raquel Arthazo
Gabriel Balasquide
Ana Beltran
Andrew Bensey
Patrick Blanchette
Joshua Bolona
Jonathan Brescia
Elizabeth Briley
Alexandra Brown
Austin Bryant
Christie Budiman
Victoria Cartwright
Betsali Cintron
Emily Clark
Tabitha Cobb
Joel Colby
Makenzie Conner
Katherine Cornish
Megan Cundiff
Andrew Danchisko
Christian Dantes
Amanda Davis
Jordyn Decker
Christa Deeks
Binita Devkota
Christina Diaz
Danielle Dickey
Jordan Doman
Ryan Fanek
Kimberly Ferguson
Kayla Ferro
Mackenzie Flenniken
Michelle Galvin
Shashank Gidipally
Amina Gomez
Taylor Goode
Kyle Graham
Ashley Gramajo
Adriana Gray
Dylan Grubb
Umbul Haider
Michael Ham
Timothy Hanewich
Antoinette Hartsfield
Thomas Hawkins
Lauren Hawley
Kassidi Hawthorne
Hunter Hayes
Cristina Hernandez
Diana Hernandez
Elizabeth Hertz
Juliana Him
Selena Houck
Kristen Howell
Laura Hueckel
Matthew Hyland
Mohamed Ibrahim
Stanislav Ivchenko
Kyle Jaimes
Joleen James
Karina Jimenez
Tyra Johnson
Claudeline Joseph
Matthew Joseph
Easton Juliano
Christina Kassianides
William Kelly
Molly Killane
Haedun Kim
Allison Kovarik
Britton Kran
Rebecca Laing
Sonali Lallu
Rebekah Largmann
Randy Larson
Spencer Lasday
Taylor Laurent
Angelina Leary
Lake Lindo
Hana Listes
Taylor Long
Kimberley Lucas
Candice Lucian
Ashley Mahabee
Alissa Mahadeo
Auria Malachowski
Allison Malay
Miranda Martin
Mariah May
Haley McCarthy
Hannah McGavock
Brooke Mileman
Brett Miller
Darya Momeni
Ashley Montalvo
Rachel Morales
Jacob Mungai
Michelle Murillo
Christopher Napoli
Duc-Quy Nguyen
Jonathan Nguyen
Quynh-dan Nguyen
Mareya Norris
Giovanni Orosco
Caitlin Osborne
Sofia Osorio
Francesca Parker
Andrea Pendergrass
Ariel Perry-Mills
Raven Peters
Elena Pham
Truc Phan
Hannah Pierson
Christian Pilato
Jonathan Plazewski
Kathryn Pope
Mansoor Qureshi
Rhiana Raymundo
Taylor Reyes
Cayla Robbins
Nieda Rodriguez
Camille Ruiz Manguel
Maggie Rush
Daniella Sauri
Jennifer Sawicki
Lex Sayre
Kelly Schafenacker
Spencer Scheirer
Kiefer Schoenfeld
Anthony Seay
Daniel Serrano
Jil Shah
Jenna Shankman
Louis Shaikun
Reetish Singla
Rachel Slater
Michelle Trujillo
Geraldine Versfeld
Eliza Wagman
Marrah Walls
Jasmine Watts
Lindsey Webb
Lindsay Wightman
Neuveaux Williams
Omari Williams
# President’s Leadership Council

Mohammad Ali  
Raquel F. Arthuzo  
Ana Karina Beltran  
Annalise Irene Bocklin  
Jonathan Brescia  
Christopher John Cacciatore  
Rachel Cohen  
Rachel Cristine Geril  
Thomas Aric Hawkins  
Juliana Lynn Hirn  
Mohamed Gomaa Ramadan  
Ibrahim  
Candice M. Lucian  
Karol Matamoros  
Uzoamaka Catherine Mbionwu  
Gabriella Pierre  
J’lin Rose  
Kelly Schafenacker  
Ariel Thweatt  

# Air Force ROTC Commission

Christian Bello  
Colin Brennan  
Erika Cardinale  
Maria Cespedes  
Vatay Chau  
Reece Daeges  
Nicholas Davis  
Eric Donnell  
Christopher Fraiser  
Calvin Garcia  
Nicole Guzman  
Euleeondra Haughton  
Bradley Hernandez  
Trevor Hosterman  
Easton Juliano  
Shannon Lake  
Amy Lucas  
Thomas Marchand  
Carole Martino  
Eric Miller  
Ridge Miller  
Gabriel Orren  
Jean-Luc Purse  
Matthew Reen  
Amarys Sanchez  
August Schaefer  
Max Seberger  
Hannah Slayton  
Matthew Slayton  
Sean Theroux  
Joshua Van Wieren  
Kaleb Yangson  
Heather Young  

# Army ROTC Commission

Christopher Aguirre  
Samuel Benedix  
Ryan Boltersdorf  
Evelyn Cervantes  
David Chineabonet  
Mary Grace Collins  
David Del Solar Blelho  
Mackenzie Duell  
Gesal Figueroa  
Bryce Glenzer  
Patrick Gresosky  
David Guzman  
Peter Hernandez  
Alexander Ladue  
Daniel LaVine  
Jason Le  
Griffin McKee  
Pierce McKee  
Nhat Nguyen  
Milynel Ortiz-Rivera  
Harrison Rains  
Logan Roberson  
Luke Ruhl  
Melik Savas  
Samuel Tease  
Hunter Tostige  
Robert Williams  
Chase Zahalka
Baccalaureate Honors

Baccalaureate Honors are conferred on those students who complete a minimum of 48 semester hours at UCF and attain an overall grade point average that falls in the top 10 percent of all graduating students in the same college over the prior two-year period.

Honors are distinguished as follows:

- *** summa cum laude—students in the top 2.5 percent
- ** magna cum laude—students in the top 5 percent but not in the top 2.5 percent
- * cum laude—students in the top 10 percent but not in the top 5 percent

The asterisk (*) appears as indicated above next to the name of each graduate who may qualify for Baccalaureate Honors.

Because records for the final term are incomplete at the time the commencement program is printed and final term grades may affect relative rankings and overall GPA, indication in the program of graduation with Honors is presumptive rather than conclusive.

Baccalaureate Honors list cutpoints are available at:
http://commencement.ucf.edu/2019/spring/resources
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

**Bachelor of Arts**

Art BA-Art History
Noika Borrego
Alejandro Cervantes
Madison Layne Clyburn
Katherine Allie Cornish
Chealse Louise Hilding
Kimari Elaine Jackson
Kyle James Norris
Jerryan Nicole Ramos Hernandez
Giancarlo Jose Ruiz
Courtney Jean Toelle
Sophia Lee Williams
Shelby Danette Wren

Art BA-Studio
Emigdio V. Abac-Ordoñez
Carolina Hasselmann Argento
* Jessica Rose Barbon
Caitlin Delia Blais
Erin Maelyn Hibbs
Rhiana Lois Cameron Horner
Breyale Sharena Jenkins
Kealey Victoria Keepers
Jennifer Jean Kotick
Keizia Ruth Kott
Rachel Ludwick
Amanda Jane Lyon
* Elizabeth Ann Mills
Jenny Nguyen
Anthony Patrick Ross
Christian Marcel Sierra
Maxwell Cole Solar
Joseph Anthony Squartino
Brendon Michael Wade

* DeeAnna Manangu
Michael Christopher Marante
Joshua Dolan Meister
Daline Marie Ogando
Amerisha Bolivia Perez
May Yuk Tang
Agostina Michelle Trujillo
Margaret Shelby Truman-Green
Abigail Elizabeth Vigna
Alessio Tadeo Villa
Case Bradley Wager
Jane Elizabeth Wheeler
Lindsay Hope Wightman
Andrew Richard Wind
Ryu Ryan Yamamoto

**Digital Media BA-Game Design**
Emilio Alexander Alban
David Fabian Almaguer
Denys Antipenko
Jesse William Ash
Derek Scott Bailey
Emily Catherine Bannister
*** Ana Karina Beltran
Sebastian Bohorquez
Andrew Madden Bray
Rachel Nicole Bray
Connor Wj Breeding
Ashley Taylor Brooks
Mitchelson Ivar Brooks
Steven Anthony Pelayo Brown
Michael Andres Bukovey
Justin Alfred Carter
Ryan Lucas Claudy
Tory Cuni
Daniel Edward Dubdoub
Paul Wilbur Dale
Jaquira Christine Darling
Robert Wills Dixon
Mary Bridget Ellis
Zachery Philip Ericson
Kaelene Renea Feliciano
* Michael Anthony Fiorello
Anthony Vincent Grimando
Christopher Edward Guido
Tomas Gutierrez
Mark Christopher Hawkins
Jose Carlos Hernandez

Nicolas Richard Kemball-Cook
Alexander Ryan Kutz
Justin Kayu Kwan
Felix Lam
Adrian Kane Lannon
Ramsey Clinton Lee
Zachary Dale Mauldin
*** Louis Edward McTague
Dominic Mercado
John Matthew Mercer
* Angel Miguel Munoz
Khoa Anh Ngoc Nguyen, Sr.
Tesa Sade-Marie Parlor
** Tristen Anthony Perez
Christopher Alexander Perry
Austin Chad Matthew Pinzon
Thomas Brandon Puckett V
Angel Rodriguez, Jr.
Waldo Enrique Rodriguez-Santiago
Rafael Alexis Rosario
Edwin Orlando Sanchez
Neri Tsunami St Charles
Kyle Garrett Steward
Conner Vincent Suchonic
Sean Raymond Theroux
Thi Thanh Tran
Roberto Uribe
Kimberly Vo
Michaela Sarah Marie Warhurst
Dillon Frank Williams
Ross Michael Winters
Nicolas Warren Witthoefl

**Digital Media BA-Web Design**
Maria Regina Antioquia
Victoria Kaitland Austin
Kellie Elizabeth Beck
Christian Alexander Bello
Cuore Angela Dimaino Blanco
John Delore Chartrier IV
Vatay S. Chau
Travis Omarie Chester
Jonathan Eduardo Chinchay
Matthew Charles Diebler
Dempsey David Hidrck
Gail Teresa Johnson
Victoria Jade Keelor
Daniel Robert Leoni

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Hermann Leyva
Steven Raymond Lykins, Jr.
Pablo Gabriel Marquez, Jr.
Ann Marie Martinez
Carole Dominique Martino Zertuche
Ridge M. Miller
Kevin Mora
Jonathan Patrick Morris
Conor Liam O'Brien
Maxwell Jensen Rand
Nickolas Emerell Richardson
Gaviota Del Mar Rivera
Miguel Alexander Sanabria, Jr.
August Brock Schaefer
Maxwell Schrader-Grace
Benjamin Clifford Schritchfield
Monica Rose Stermer
David Vallejo
Nicholas Albert Vo
Arianna Gwendolyn Welter
Caleb Brower Williams
Colton Mitchell Wolfe
Tucker Steven Wyman
Lawrence Odell Marshall Yancy II

English BA-English
Preston Claude Bailey
Bethany A. Bayes
Hannah Beckham
Angel Carrera
Amal Daraghmeh
Olivia Nicole Defoor
Cameron Drew Drago
Kelly Ruth Fisher
Stephanie Jean Guastella
William Warren Lyles, Jr.
Ashley Nicole Morrow
Nicole Ann Nunnally
Kyra Charlene Orazi
Taylor M. Skrivanek

English BA-Literature
Colton David Adkins
Sydney Ariel Alonso
Corey Michael Barber
Carissa Fallon Barbieri-Bonner
Matthew Joseph Beers
Ryan Gerald Bergeron
Carla Blackwell
Eman Majda Bouras
Gianna Virginia Brea Lopez
Ana Caicedo
Shirley Castillo
Kali Rose Cheesman
Juliana Nicole Cherinka
Brendan James Clark
Guyna Daciuse
Noah Michael Daiker
Claudia Rene Davidson
Annelise De Jesus-Abkarram
Sarah Ferraro Doughty
Ethan Graham Duke
Alexander Hamilton Edwards IV
Jessica Rene Entwistle
Bria Noelle Fitz
Cara Lynn Fullam
Rachel Zoe Gambach
Anthony William Garcia
Alexander Abel Gonzalez
Patrick Deshayne Green
Emily Claricia Hernandez
Leigh Ann Higgins
Megan Angela Hodges
Vanessa Joy Illig
Alexis N. Jahncke
Megan Elizabeth Kapellen
Kayli Nicole Krout

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Amber Lynn Langgle
Rhea Lin Leonard
Kristin Andrea Lesche
Jamie Elaine Liesienfelt
Ashley Marie Lugo
* Sarah Kathleen Mooney
  Christopher Ryan Moskal
  Robert Michael Muraski II
  Donna Marie Nichols
  Samantha Lee Ogden
  Gregory Ong
  Halley Marie Palmer
  Jordan Marie Parisi
  Zachary S. Phillips
  Mikayla Simone Ray
  Jonathan Jacob Reiss
  Kaylee Morgan Rembert
  Raven Nicole Reynolds

** English BA-Technical Communication **
Matthew Russell Albaugh
Guillermo Carlos Araos
Misty Arner
Emilie Canez
Ryan M. Cleland
Ashley Lynn DeGeus
Tyler Matthew Dick

*** Christine Nicole Fortich
  * Nicole Garcia
  * Kennedy Marie Harkins
  David Kambour
  Marina Kathryn Leigh Klicker
  Shawn Allen Menard
  Sarah Elizabeth Muse
  Angellica Nichole Norris
  Winfield Pearson
  Natalie Marie Perez
  Chelsea Nicole Pieper

*** Wesley James Porter
  Morgan Ann Rickey
  Andrea Celeste Romero
  Julia Rose Southwick

*** Emily Nuan Suvanasankha
  Shamina Janel Tisdale

Film BA-Cinema Studies
Dean Marino Albergo, Jr.
Gabriel Alfonso
Michael Antonio Almanzar
Brandon Casey Buzinski
Morgan Owen Campbell
Christopher Cesar Carvajal
Shirley Karin Chavista
*** Christian Alexander Dantes
  Alan De Oliveira
  Angel Delagarza
  Sean Thomas Devlin
  Steven Andrew Diaz
  Rafaela De Oliveira Figueiredo
  * Andrew Steven Franklin
  James Robert Gaumond
  Jeffrey Evan Goldman
  Peter Scott Hanson
  Michelle Marie Hardy
  Jacob Ryan Harris
  Kyle J. Hines

** Margaret Hudak
  Jeremy William Juarbe
  Justine Caye Jurado
  Caleb Dominic King
  Alejandra Marin
  Christopher Alexander Martorella
  Zachary Cade McDonald
  John Robert Miller III
  Amanda Marie Moll
  Jensen Christopher Nielsen
  * Marcus Pinto
  Ian Michael Plouffe
  Dalton Cash Porter
  Luis Enrique Roblero
  Cristian Adam Rosa
  Carolina Saco
  * Madison Shelby Sago
  Chelsea Simone Salmon
  Tony Joel Van Sanden
  Kendall Isaiah Scott
  Richard Sherrill
  Jesse Benjamin Slomowicz
  Juan Carlos Soto
  Sydney Shay Stubbs
  Aahniyah Janasia Thomas

*** Melanie Renee Vanderford

*** Madeline Rae Vare
  Julie Alexandra Walsh
  Karalee Rayanne Weaver
  Syiren Patrick Whittleton

French BA
Miranda Lynn DeGregorio
*** Christine Eveker
  Chaniqua Rianne Angeliqne Ranson

History BA
Megan Elizabeth Allison
James Edmond Barger
Logan William Bartilomo
Henry Clifton Benoit, Jr.
Kenneth Michael Birge
Kristina Noelle Bobek
Michael Allen Bovender
Rebecca Shea Brockman
John Clayton Burns
Nicholas Ambiorix Bussell
Anthony Joseph Capo
Casey McCormick Carnes
Maegan Lee Carr
Trevor Dominick Colaneri
Christina Marie Csensich
Luiz Fernando De Barros Campos
Natalie Marie Del Rosal
Andrew Mark Denn

*** Danielle Nicole Dickey
  James Christian Doling
  Donald Dunn
  Erica Danielle Fonseca
  Erica Dawn Foor
  David Alexander Forbes
  Nolberto Garcia, Jr.
  Stephen Howard Gold, Jr.
  Kate Erin Goldsmith

*** Daniel Joseph Golisch
  Kimberly Rene Hammonds
  * Nikki Lynn Hearn
  Kelly Christine Hennessey
  Joseph Hindalong
  Allison Rose Holuban
  Justin Presley Hughes
  Rachel Simone Huss
  Joseph John Kaminski
  Tyler S. Kessler
  Caleb Christopher Krueger
  Laura Nicole LeBeau
  Thea Marie Martinez
  Angela Renee McHugh
  Katie Brennan Miesner
  Christian Emmanuell Moore
  Alexander John Moran
  Matthew Bennett Newbold

*** Raymond Shawn Nye
  Nathaniel Obinwa III
  Thomas Joseph O'Connor

*** Rhiannon O'Neil

*** Helen Louise Johnson Ogeron
  Autumn Marie Palmer Kania

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Alexander James Peterson
Dennis Richard Pierson
Kyle Michael Porter
Gonzalo Nicolas Reinoso
Michael Jason Reyenga
Javier Alberto Reyes
Abigail Yvonne Robinson
Brandon Rodriguez
Joshua Franklin Schwall
Kendall Isaiah Scott
Blake Lane Selby
Donald R. Smith
Hanna Alyse Smith
Carli Elizabeth Stander
Alexander Robert Stewart
Michael Shane Szary
Eric Christopher Thompson
Lori R. Throne
Joseph M. Tracy
Obed Oswald Vetter
Dennis Andrew Vitoratos
Alexandria Nicole Wallick
Kyle Howard West
Kristen Kit-Yan Wong
Christopher Thomas Wuerstlin
Michael Zarini
Alexander Roger Wade Zimmerman

* Julia Faith Lancieri
  Ellen Morgan
  Kaitlin Elizabeth Oresky
  Haowei Pan
  Vanessa Diane Simmons

Philosophy BA
Peter Joe Amalbert
** Troy Alan Birmingham
  Chinmoy Cadeau
  Jonathan Carvajal
  Jose Manuel Fuentes
  Seth Goodley
* Melissa Juliette Kochanowsky
  Desire Nemesis Lopez Torres
  Brandon William Melvin
  Michelle Murillo
  Charles Frederick Pansler
  Aric Popun
  Anthony Lenon Seay, Jr.
  Corinne Valentine
  Ryan Lendi Wakeland
** Briana Ashley Welsh

Religion and Cultural Studies BA
Kate Nishcal Achabbar
* Mikayla Ann Berko
  Daniel Lloyd Farr
  Marie Yvonne Harper
  Sarah Elizabeth Kukulski
  Suzann Dabney Perez
  Michael Rey

Spanish BA
Adriana Georgina Bello
  Michelle Eden Freire
  Ashley Michelle Gramajo
  Chelsea Alicia James
  Javier Alberto Reyes
  Roberto Andres Rodriguez Acevedo
  Rolando Jose Talavera
  Zulema Trevino Ramirez
  Cristina Nicole Vazquez Hogue
** Brett Andrew Walls

Humanities and Cultural Studies BA
Alejandra Cervantes
Emily Ayse Clark
** Yasmin Rami Fakhoury
  Sabrina Marie Kahlbaugh
  Erin Elizabeth Lamb
  Gaviota Luciano
** Gwendolyn Elise Michael
  Faviana Nazareth Salgado
  Shannon Marie Schreier

Latin American Studies BA
Driana Araceli Barre
  Monica Isabel Martinez
  Carolina Saco
  Angela Maria Stanley

Music BA
* Gary Michael Bogers, Jr.
  Emmanuel Jose Chacin
  Maricel Angelique Cumbo
  Ana Isabel Garcia-Maunez
** Stephanie Hasana Hargrave
  * Christina Victoria Hiroimoto

Writing and Rhetoric BA
Katherine Lauren Ackermann
  Amelia Hope Alamad
* Jenna Renee Bainter
  Brendan Rose Beard
** Susannah Mae Bowman
*** Katherine Alexandra Castaner
** Amanda Jean Costanzo
*** Samantha Nicole Ford
  Chantall Virginia Macias
  Haley Margaret Northrup
*** Madeline Geneva Park
  Victoria G. Payne
* Kristen Anne Pizzo
  Giavanna Gabriella Riscinti
  Sara Jessica Smith
  * Eliza Jane Wagman
*** Kathy Albirenis Young

Bachelor of Design
Architecture BDes
Carla Josefina Acosta
  Miguel Angel Arana
  Joshua Mark Atkinson
  Roy Allen Babcock II
  Daniel Richard Bennett
  Adrian Dario Caicedo
  Andrew Christopher Dang
  Diya Darwin
  Erickson Miguel Diaz Cortes

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Alixandra Nicole Fleming
* Emre Mert Guven
Sarka Harrington
Kimberly Michelle Hurst
Daniela Estefania Hurtado
* Samuel Armando Inojosa Diaz
Latesha Defaye Jones
Tatiana Saleman Khalil
Madeline Christine Lewis
Alexander Jose Marrero
Alejandra Morales
Alejandro Morales-Cruz
Mariam Antonella Moratinos
Maryam Nazari
George Pierre
Christine G. Ramirez
Claudia M. Rojas
Ezra Mauricio Rossi Mizrahi
Giuliana Speranza Silva
Crawford Scott Suarez
Grant McKenzie Suroski
Steven Toussaint
Chelsea Marie Trask
Judith Karina Trejo Vega
Belina Ulysse
Kathiel Kaylinn Waldrop
Nadia L. Wanta

Sarah Marie Chaplin
Connie Cheung
*** Christina Elizabeth Christie
Eileen Marie Cinerar
Niara Jordan-Nicole Clay
Kaleigh M. Dandeneau
Julian Pepin De La Cal
Nathan Correa Dias
** Angelica Duvie
Taylor Alexis Estape
* Ariel Juliet Figueroa
Elizabeth Renee Fletcher
Cody Lee Gerardot
Lauren Kay Gisewhite
Christopher Gomes
Matthew Samuel Graham
Hannah Leigh Grant
Grace Sarah Hampton
Kimberly Nicole Heidhues
Jennifer Marie Herweg
Rhianna Lois Cameron Horner
Ashley Hurst
*** Zachary Charles Karlins
*** Alexander Lee Kelz
*** Genesis Del Mar Laboy
Sharry Liang
Wayne Javier Livingston
Nelson Lompart, Jr.
Nicholas Aurelio Lloyd
Peter Nicholas Lupton, Jr.
Kirkland Taylor Macy
** Carlos David Mejia
Jeffrey Trent Munis
James Michael Myers, Jr.
Alyson Thanh-Van Nguyen
Brock Lamar Norfleet
Ivan Andres Olortegui
Anthony Hector Ormeno
Kaitlyn Osorio
Dhwani Patel
Omari Darius Peele
Hunter Camp Pytalt
Sarah Nadia Rahman
** Mireya Ramirez
Daniel James Richards
Rebecca Marie Rivera
Nohemi Alejandra Rodriguez
** Austin James Royall
Renee Bianca Ryckman
Alex Michael Saavedra
German Andres Salazar
* Jenny Elizabeth San Angelo
Linda Marcela Sanchez
Alexander Alfredo Santiago
* Sofia Santos
Brandon Joseph Schaal
Alexandra Lauryn Schouten
** Melanie Amber Servidio
Robert Calhoun Sims III
Chelsea Alexandra St. Cyr
Elizabeth Mackenzie Staley
Tristen Autumn Steen
Julia Jinjiang Thomas
Beryl Rebecca Van Ness
* Desiree Vargas
Adryelle Marie Villamizar
Dillon Frank Williams
Che Yen
Brianna Renee' Yon
Logan Edward Zayac

Art BFA-Studio Art

*** Emily Rose Allen
Sean William Casey
Jenna Victoria Chastain
Trevon Jakaar Coleman
* Emily Marguerite Emond
** Brittnie Juliet Fuecheck
Steven Rudy Guerrero, Sr.
Joanna Elizabeth Gutierrez
Claudia Isabel Morell
Leslie Marie Nieves-Paugh

Emerging Media BFA-Experimental Animation

Alan Emilio Ganan
Brendon Michael Wade

Emerging Media BFA-Graphic Design

Christian Addison Brown
Alexa Marie Kuk
Marta Magdalena Kwiatkowska
Leena Christine Marte
* Jacqueline Hanna Santiago
Brandon L. Sardelli
* Bradley Christian Sinanan

Film BFA

Serene Nala Blair
Jocelyn Elizabeth Brearley
Trevon Jakaar Coleman
* Anna Maria Definis
Kiersten Riley Funcheon
Kevin Daniel Garcia
Patrick Garcia-Jurado

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Samantha Isabel Ghost
** Max James Gutierrez
* Sarah Jane Holland
*** Kristina Lynne League
*** Stephen Patrick Maxwell
Helen Milagros Morales
Jeffrey Charles Narciso
* Dalton Andrew Norman
Nicholas Arthur Fletcher
Spencer Laron Shack
Alexander James Shonek
* Sarah Fiona Tice
Olivia Anne Wilson
Cameron Patrick Wright
** Liam Conall Wright

Theatre BFA-Musical Theatre

*** Lauren Elizabeth Abel
Joseph Edward Herr
Robert Theron Wojciechowski

Theatre BFA-Stage Management
Brittany Taylor Alvord
Logan Marissa Bell
Danielle Taylor Borenstein
Claire Elizabeth Fogle
** Alexandria Marie Gersbach

Theatre BFA-Technical Theatre Design
Johan Humberto Gallardo Nunez
Adam James Greco
Lauren Marie Hawley
Kyna Pearl McNeil
Olivia Lorraine Mei

Theatre BFA-Theatre Acting
Whitney Abraham
Kyle David Adkins
Matthew James Buckalew
Paige Victoria Dawkins
Isabella Jean DeChard
Alexandra Isabella Foltin
Charles Scott Haupt
* Nichole Koka Lambert
Orlando Lopez
Stephan Ismael Rosario
Lauren Nicole Searl
Ernest Julian Smith
Lilly Ann Vreeland
Philamn Brittany Williams
Molly Elizabeth Wuerz

Bachelor of Music

Music Performance BM
Sarah Elizabeth Brickeen
Nicholas Brian Burner
* Emily Jean Champagne
Jade Michiru Deatherage
Linsey Jane Duca
Marjorie Allyn Gifford
Brian Hdefonso
Colin Andrew Laird
Krister Joseph Lawlor
Christopher David Ludwig
Gayssie Nageline-May Laygo
* Matthew August Pieper
Julio Ricardo Rivera
Marco Andres Rivera-Nieves
*** Aramis Javier Ruiz-Ruiz
Andrea Paola Segarra
* Thomas John Swanson
Robin Sheldon Thompson III

Music Performance BM-Composition
*** Melody Leann Cook

Music Performance BM-Jazz Studies
Dylan Errett Hannan
Christian Daniel Herrera
Daniel Kelley Howard
Collin Michael Oliver

Bachelor of Music Education

Music Education BME
Breanna Marie Costa
Savannah Leigh Eldridge
Matthew Evan Malhot
Deborah Ann Parsons
* Adam Watson Rich
** Madison Leigh Schafer
Austin Shavar Warren

Bachelor of Science

Photography BS
Caroline Julianne Arcangeli
Cheyenne Akela Cannon
Alicia Martine Frost
Jeremy Watson Hobbs
Nicole Katherine Shepard
College of Business Administration

Bachelor of Arts

Economics BA
Sara Czafit
Jacob Ettheze Harn

Bachelor of Science

Economics BS
Vincent Michael Accardi III
Huthayfah Omar Barhamje
Jose A. Camilo Rodriguez, Jr.
Dylan Covey Chapman
Caralyn McKenzie Clark
Alexander Wentworth Coleman
Louis Adam Dennin
Hillary Abigail Dunkley
Olivia Grace Fagan
Jeffrey Kalebb Fuentes
Ryan Scott Gibertini
Andrew Phillip Hutchens
Nicole Marie Iuliano
Jackson John Kelly
Noah Madover
Anessa Manuel
Graham Adamson Mattice
John Anthony Miceli
Oscar Moreno Olivera
Sophia Danielle Paetz
Mark Elliott Pyrich
Michael John Russo
Austin Michael Truett
Sean Michael Turner

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Accounting BSBA
Ruth Alexandre
Sachy Alexey
Margarita Maria Alvarez
Luis Amaya
Connor Donnell Anderson
Yarielis Enrique Aponte
Stephen James Baker
Kayla Marie Balling
Alexa Nicole Bartosik
Beau Alec Bellemore
Jeffrey Alexandre Blanchard
Jake Richard Brannigan

Briana Danielle Brown
Linh Vu Thuy Bui
Nathan Thomas Byrne
Hannah Nicole Caldwell
Anthonieil Allistair Campbell
Mackenzie Jane Campbell
Hien Minh Thai Cao
Salvador Roberto Cardona
Alex Jacob Carraquillo
*** Christiana Elizabeth Champnella
Irina Chiu
Matthew Agas Cleto
Brandon Kyle Davidove
Amanda Marie Davis
Estella Hoa Doan
Elana Dombek
Allyson Louise Evans
Zachary Kashawn Evans
Garrett Tyler Ferguson
*** Daniel Ferreira
Igtaam Yannil Figueroa
Autumn Rashelle Friend
William Louis Garlock
Tyler Edward Gerstemeier
*** Addison Catherine Gokee
Paola Nichole Gonzalez
Robert Michael Gordon
Michael Travis Grice
*** Franklin Guemes, Jr.
*** Timothy Austin Hanewich, Jr.
Jiamin He
Brent Isaac Hirsch
Chelsea Anne Ireland
Brittani Nicole Jackson
Nicholas Ray Jahn
*** Muhammed Naseem Kajee
Benjamin Leo Kron
Kenneth Barry Kuretski
Timothy Laurenceau
Yoonsun Lee
Joyce Li
Andrew Paola Lopera
Bruno Lubin
Chelsea Nicole Ludwig
Michael Anthony Lugo
*** Uyen Tu Mac
Katherine Mary Machuga
Joana Mitkova Marinova
Michael Deegan Markese
Ashley Melo
Christopher Samuel Metro
James Daniel Mirabal
Aaron James Moise
Margine Mondestin
Paul Alexander Monte
Abdallah Nahil Moussadda
Dayjah Jeannine Myers
Jenny Ho Nguyen
Eleni Vasiliki Pampoukis
Harsh Hemal Parekh
Nidhi Dipeshkumar Patel
Isela Marie Pereiro
Duyen Thi Phan
Nikesh Pitamber
Francisco Sison Reyes
Kaitlyn Nicole Riccio
Taylor Arthur Richmond
Steven Addison Rohrbacher
Mercedes Alexis Rubie
Timothy James Scannell
Jacob Harris Schear
Nicholas Charles Seibert
William Kimon Shannon
Lucas Alexander Siebens
Kevin Thomas Silva
Joshua Karon Somaiah
Rhea Shennique Sprauve
Andrew Edward Taylor
Alec James Thomas
Jennifer Mae Thurston
Morgan Lynn Travers
Thomas James Vazquez
Craig Robert Waldbieser
Zachary Thomas Webb
Lauren Frances Whitham
Saied Abbas Raza Zaidi
Saiedy Hadi Raza Zaidi
Christopher Jeremy Zalik

Business Economics BSBA
Keenan Allen
Luis Alexander Alvarez III
Loris Baechi
Gabriel Esteban Balasquide
Roisin Dua Barnes
Romina Esther Betancourt
Shane Elliott Carlin
Kirk Anthony Carmichael
Brenden Cole Cohen
Clinton William Collings
Brandi Stephen Diety
Hunter Eugene Dowdy
Shantae Breanna Ferguson
Phylis Leoni Gayle
Evan Paul Hastings

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Ryan Richetti Hernandez
Tyler Austin Herret
Jessica Lou Jagodzinski
Wesley James Jordan
Ivan Serra Kaled
* Kianna Anne Krayski
Avery Maurice Leone
** Gabriel Isaiah Lopez
Kevin Martinez
Esteban D. Mejia
Louis Joseph Moray
Alexandra Brooke Nail
Nicholas John Negrete
Roberto Enrique Norton
Kieran Daniel Paulino
Raulph L. Peltop
Alfa Victoria Pinango
Javier Antonio Rabago
Juan Jose Ramirez
Michael Elliot Raymond
Rahul Valluru Reddy
Nana Kow-Aquah Sackey
Mariapiaz Sandoval
** Gregory Talalenko
Regan Lynn Van Buren
Nicholas Dolor Villegas

Finance BSBA

Christopher Jay Aguirre
* Christian Aki
** Ashlea Helen Al-Bahou
Scott James Alliance
Andres Camilo Alvarez
** Grant Alexander Aqui
Hadeel Nazmi Asker
Alexander Joseph Astorga
Ashley Taylor Atwell
Braxton Dexter Babcock
Loris Baechi
* Aicha Bagayoko
Bryce Avis Banks
Kathryne Lorraine Bardwell
Brandon Michael Barkow
Kristin Denette Beavers
Valeria Eugenia Benard
Andrew Lee Bensey
* Romina Esther Betancourt
Derek William Birkebak
James Bishop
Cael Parker Blease
Dov Carlos Blumenthal
Conway Anderson Bolt IV

*** Sarah Marie Bowlin
Nicholas Alexander Bowman
Eraldo Brahollari
Bretley Bernd Brooks
Damayra Michelle Burgos
Nathan Thomas Byrne
Elizabeth Mason Canin
Matthew James Kwok Ming Cardenas
Cesar Angel Caro
Iana Casapu
Amy Chiang Chao
* Caitlin Alyse Christian
Robert McKnight Clements II
Daniel Scott Cohen
Mitchell Price Colen
Kyla Mei Connell
Guillermo Enrique Contreras
Emily Nocti Gasparino Costa
Amanda Michelle Curri
* Alexandra Nicole Dattres
Brandon Kyle Davidove
Justin Kai Davis
Angel De La Cruz
Sebastian Manuel De La Gala
Robert Edward DeWitt
Christopher Javier Diaz Cruz
Sarah Rachel Disbury
Austin Robert Dodier
Nicholas Adam Dotson
Andres Victor Duarte
Alexander Duran
Brandon Alexander Egozi
Sarah Tarek El-Shafie
Travis Kenneth Ely
Daniel Andres Erazo
*** Jose Antonio Esparza
Rojeeen Dorsa Falasiri
Troy Bret Fenzel
Karianny Alexandra Figueroa Colon
Nelson Folchini
Freud Francois, Jr.
Jason Davis Frederick
Jorge Andres Friedrich
Joel Anthony Fullem
Luis Ricardo Galindo, Jr.
Scott Casey Gardner
Phylis Leoni Gayle
Tierra George
Joshua Damian Gonzalez
Andrian Gorea
Chantel Monique Gray
*** Roberto Andres Green
* Anthony Daniel Griffin
Nicholas Nathaniel Groos
David William Grossman
Sorabh K. Gupta
Bettina Haffner
Eli Thomas Hall
Natalie Allen Harris
Tristan Kenneth Hart
Haley Marie Hermann
Patrick Timothy Higgins
Bryan James Hildre
*** Timothy James Hill
* Bennett Thomas Hopkins
* Kyler James Hunter
Zannate Nayeem Iqbal
Nicholas Ray Jahn
Collin James Kagan
Kelly Summer Kasper
*** Amanda Rae Kauffman
Brandon Alec Key
Frances Anne Klein
Scott Patrick Lampros
Benjamin R. Landes
Michael Shawn Lanford, Jr.
Matthew Paul Livesay, Jr.
Sarah Elisa Lenza Aponte
Huy Van Luong
Trang Thanh Ly
Justin Davis Macker
Robert Wood Markut
Karol Matei Matamoros
Graham Adamson Mattice
Ana Noodle May
Anthony Edward McGehee
Patrick Conrad McKnight
Sean Michael Metcalf
Devon Barkley Micklaml
Niksa Mijic
*** Irakli Mikeladze
Anthony Nicholas Minute
*** Enrique Jose Moreno
Rebecca Lynn Morgan
Daniel Matthew Morris, Jr.
Jaydah Irene Myers
Ndeye Fatoumata Ndour
Richard Thor Nethersole
Trang Thi Thu Nguyen
Dylan H. Oaks
Ayomiemi Oluwabamise Olorunsogo
Stephanie Ortiz de Villate
* Harsh Hemal Parekh
*** Jason Ashwin Parpia
*** Jaykumar J. Patel
Vimal Patel

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Amar Dhiren Pathak
Kimberly Heidy Pecho
Joseph Michael Pecoraro
Jennifer Perez
Paul Phung
Grant Michael Polfer
David Joshua Radford
Juan Jose Ramirez
Mauricio David Ranut
Patrick Thomas Reedy

** Maria Rezk
Syed Nafiz Rian
Fernanda Passos Ribeiro
Jimena Rigoni
Jose Jaime Rodriguez, Jr.
Oliver Saikaly
Michael Salazar
Victoria Gail Salmon
Nicolas Alberto Samperez
Andrew Boyd Schneider
Kiefer Schoenfeld
Richard Thomas Schreiber
Ethan Hunter Sessions
Philipp Georg Seubert
William Kimon Shannon
Spencer Michael Short
Collin R. Simons
Adam James Sinclair
Tyler Wilson Charles Slotter
Keith Brian Smith
Raj Solanki

** Yesselyn Alexandra Soria
** Jacob Spaulding
Andreas Maxfield Steineger
Cody Stoltzenberg

** David Jay Storm
Joseph Jacob Sutherin
Hunter Ryan Szilagy

** Gregory Talenko
Jeremy Lewis Taylor
Logan Ryan Teixeira
Ivan P. Tomich

* Jonathan Scott Van Dalen
* Bradley Michael Vandehey
Brian Vargas
Michael Gabriel Varon
Isaiah Christopher Vaughan
Fernando Sebastian Vazquez
Brandon Michael Velasquez
Zachary William Velz
Carlos Ernesto Verde
Gabriel Kenneth Veve
Alessi Villanueva Procopio

James Alexander Walkup, Jr.
Jason Dante Warner
Zachary Thomas Webb
Zoe Alexis Weber
Christian Connor Wesson
Myles Franklin Yates
* Christopher Jeremy Zalik
Kazzy James Zeh-Arndt
Chase Andrew Zirigibl

General Business BSBA

Brooke Lynn Bruno
Garrett Ryan Reeves
Neena Sewraj
Carl Andrew Souser
Tyler Daniel Stridacchio

Integrated Business BSBA

* Patricia Alejandro Acuna
Qusai Ali Alaqib
Antonio Joshua Alexander
Tyler Conrad Anderson
Robert Arbolaev
Matthew Evan Avecilla
John Henry Axley IV
Kay David Bach
Fraser Simon Baker
Mayoee Baldeo
Troy Balgobin
Kristen Michele Bango
Bryce Avis Banks
Rudi Lynne Bard
Jessica Louise Beard
Willbur Leo Beaton IV
Camaira Zari Bedneau
Jordan Robert Bell
Maaike Nicole Bentzon
Jessica Ann Best
Jesea LeRae Bishop
Randi Symone Bradley
Jonathan Matthew Branch
Alonso Felipe Brunelle
Christophe Bernard Buisson, Jr.
Matthew Robert Burger
Michael Louis Burleson-Martinez
Cade Munroe Burnett
Kevin Robert Cardaci
Ryan John Carollo
* Alejandra Carvajal
Andres Felipe Carvajal
Nasiba Cassidy
Daniella Marie Castano
Tod Morrison Chandler, Jr.
Stacey Chanthayong
Annalee Louise Chapin
Jason Jia Henn Chin
Divya Adhir Chobe
Jayla Demetria Clark
Brianna Mariluz Closs
Kane Edward Cochran
Charles Thomas Coggins III
Chase Ian Coren
Kristina Arlene Crane
Marcos Moses Crespo
Jordan Cruz
Catalina Cuesta
Tiffany Margaret Cyprian
Christopher Robert Dangerfield
Michele Barbara D’Elia
Stefano Di Rocco
Sophia Evelyn Dipietro
Gracia Kapemb Disamb
Courtney Jane Diver
Joannes John Dominic
Junior Dorcely
Kaitlyn Doty
Moktar El Guermay
Robert Joseph Eller
Justin Emerick
Jasmine Keionna Evans
Sean Isaac Fallon
Janet Mercedes Fernandez Coronado
Nicholas Brennan Fleming
Prema Michela Freites
Ramon Frias Mateo
Alexandra Lee Frye
Joseph Daniel Furio
Louren Tathiana Gaitan Torres
Calvin Oscar Garcia
John Nordmark Garcia
Robert John Gatlin
Djeston Gedeon
Daniel Philip Gioffre
Jennifer Vanessa Giraldo
Adam Brett Goldstein
Brean aa Kay Gomber
Jesse Alexander Gonzalez
Shamica Richelle Gonzalez
Sean Alan Grether
Justus Emmanuel Griffith
Ricardo Girsiales
Katrina Tasya Gwynn
Kassia Bryanah Halhide
Griffin Patrick Hanbury
Blaine Edward Harshburger

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Jacob Michael Hartigan
James Lafayette Hebert
Jacob Henniger
Rachel Lee Hersey
Jacob R. Hershfield
Ansel Rae Hiatt
Karina Michelle Hidalgo
Amy Hiji
Janell Lane Hill-Bridgett
Nhi Ho
Nicholas Allen Holman
Marshall Evan Holmes
Justin Michael Kevin Hosang
Xuefeng Hu
Robert Andrew Huffman
Kelly Elizabeth Hyre
David Andrew Jablon
Jacqueline Joyce Jagodzinski
Breanna Rachael Jaandoo
Christine Jean Paul
Jillian Claire Jernas
Adrian Emanuel Johnson
Charleeene Verroname Johnson
Cyerra Lynne Johnson
Virginia Lee Jones
Patrick Joseph Kagan
Sumia Mariam Khan
Angelena Loren Kloster
Darryl Devante Knight
Justin Jaeyu Ko
Rachel McKenzie Kolodin
Ethan Maxwell Kraus
Joseph Kraus
Ilan Jordan Kruss
Casey Taylor Laffey
Cory James Lambert
Courtney Michelle Lance
Raymond Charles Larsen
Nicholas Michael Lebbano
Albert John Lechner
Gerard Crummy Lemongello
Jordan A. Leonard
* Riane Nicole Linsook
  Michael Jennings Litchfield
  Regine Amani Liu
  Cody Michael Liversedge
  Edgar Alfonso Lopez Pinzon
  Carlos Andres Lozano
  Henry Luu
  Zachary John Lynch
  Matthew James Maffucci
  Payten Elizabeth Mahoney
  John Ellis Mancuso
  Alexander Christian Marante
  Erik Tyr Margretts
  Andres Eduardo Martinez
  John Joseph Martinez, Jr.
  Julian Fernando Martinez
  Nicholas Robert McComon
  Abigail Louise McCrea
  Jack William McDonough
  Kellen Shae McElhatten
  Taj Cornell McGowan
  Matthew Thomas McGuier
  Allison Marie McLaughlin
  Brandon Richard Melton
  Eduardo Jose Mendoza
  Noah James Moletteire
  Alexandrea Jeneen Moore
  Cameron Vance Morgan
  Sebastian Antonio Moron
  David Burton Moss
  Sonny Dilip Mulchandani
  Vian Q. Nguyen
  John Aaron Norris
  Gabriella Anna Obando
  Gregory Thomas O'Brien
  Marcus Kevin O'Brien-Stenman
  John G. Occius
  Jasmine Noelle O'Connell
  Nicholas Eugene Orgera
  Juliza Sandy Ortiz
  Benjamin Emmanuel Chi Ow
  Layton John Palmer
  Terrica Levet Parker
  Corbin Dean Pearson
  Austin Kyle Pelt
  Parker Edward Pentiuk
  Jorge Rafael Perez
  Tiffany Phetsadasack
  Donna Nvart Pilikyan
  Kevin Ponce
  Dejon Powell
  Jean-Luc Purse
  Taciana Jota Raders
  Ashley Faith Ranero
  Christian Carlos Reale
  Kayla Nicole Reynburn
  Kaemen Alexander Rice
  Jesse Hunter Richman
  Estefania Rincon
  Adriana Ivette Rivera
  Morgan Kelly Roach
  Robert Harold Robinson III
  Casey Christopher Rogers
  Richard John Roth
  Harley Danielle Rowand
  Jillian Noelle Russo
  Shawn Douglas Rysak
  Santiago Efrain Salazar
  Reema B. Salem
  Daine Joseph Samson
  Julian Alejandro Sanchez
  Emily Lee Sarasa
  Jamie John Saru
  Cheyenne Joyce Schaller
  Michael Edward Schodorf
  Jessica Lynn Schultz
  Sydney Alice Scilabro
  Jackson Conaway Sewell III
  George Ryan Shattuck
  Rachel Anne Shaw
  Rachel Elizabeth Shimek
  Aaron Michael Shishilla
  Brittney Ann Sievers
  Justin Ingram Simmons
  Austin McKinley Sizemore
  Anjay Shamaire Smith
  Mathew Emil Sorensen
  Gregory George Spain
  Tyler Justin Specht
  Yamanica St. Marc
  Nicole Elizabeth Stannard
  Jarred Thomas Stiltner
  Stephen Joseph Swierkosz
  Seema Syed
  Nathaniel Gage Talley
  Jacklyn A. Tavers
  Cole Evan Tempsick
  Jasmina Leigh Thielke
  Quinn Tristan Thomas
  Bradley Axel Till
  Sabrina Babita Timal
  Melesia Toolsce
  Hunter Hinson Tostige
  Carlton B. Towns
  Ashley Marie Townsend
  * Claudio Enrico Trevisan
  Samantha N. Truong
  Dakota Michael Turchin
  Natalia Vargas
  Andres Jose Velasquez
  Christian Anthony Velazquez
  Vanessa Idalys Venegas
  Fernanda Motta Vidal
  Thomas John Villarroel
  Drew Taylor Volney
  Jacob Dean Wade
  Micah Alexander Wade

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Joseph Orazio Walker
Alexandra Michelle White
Ian Sherard Williams
Austin David Witt
Ellen Marie Wright
Hsu-Hui Wu
Ricardo Sebastian Zapata
Korey Samuel Zaretsky

Management BSBA
Oluwafumilayo Abidoye
Michael Steven Adams
Basil Ahmed
Matthew Joseph Alfano
Danna Vinocar Alishahi
* Kayla Marie Balling
Mia Nicole Belanger
Michael William Bishop
Madison Belle Blazek
Jason Lee Borges, Jr.
David Ryan Burchers
* Corey Jacob Cabe
* Nicole Amy Cabrera
Willforde J. Camille
Johnathan Kent Campbell
Ray Anthony Canuelas

*** Ariana Carolina Chan Vielasis
Aurelena Colon
Emily Nociti Gasparino Costa

*** Leah Joanna Daniel
Nicholas John Derosa
Austin William Flora
Diego Arnoldo Francisco
Brooke Elizabeth Fry
Edward Christopher Fuerst
Ronald Robert Giancola
Dakari Jameel Gray
Minda May Harris
Jessica Caridad Hernandez
Taylor Marie Inman
Delaney Alina Johnson
Janay Rebecca Johnson
Ariana Veronique Jurczenko
Amy Victoria Kiburz
* Kristin Lee King
* Rebecca Olivia Laing
Omari Najee Lawyer
David Alan Leneave
Chad A. Lenzi
Patrick Alan Lester
Ashley Nicole Lovett
Samantha Jo Martin

Yaimee Melo
Christopher Mewhinney
Jordan Everett Milopoulos
Esther Hemewattie Moonsammy
Tyler Michael Moscrip
Ndèye Fatoumata N'dour
*** Sabrina Mai Nguyen
*** Jacob Aaron Oettinger
Megan Elizabeth Pavel
Kevin Thomas Quiroga
Joseph Anzalone Rainone
Jomari Rojas
Lindsey Marie Ryan
Olivia Ann Schulz
* Peter Hayes Simon
Taylor James Stratford

*** Sydney Alexis Tefft
Tyler William Thompson

*** Joseph Spencer Torgler
* John Paul Turner
Corinne Nicole Valentin
Christopher Justin Viggelotta
Chyna Jade Watson
Jeffrey Daniel Woodson
* Karina Nayeli Zambrano

Management BSBA-General Management
Alexander Benitez
*** Anthony Christopher Catotti
George Michael Correa Chuy
Melinda Lee Lopez
Alyssa Jade Ly
Gary Alan Rowell
Lex Benjamin Sayre

Management BSBA-Human Resource Management
Scott Megee Anderson
Kimberly Renee Mathies
Alberto Luis Rivera Santiago

Marketing BSBA
Alex Bydakle Fernandes

Marketing BSBA-General Marketing
Kelly Elizabeth Addelman
*** Shiza Ahmed
Brittany Elizabeth Anderson
Keziah Mairy Aponte
Jessica Mary Armstrong
* Matthew Donald Babin

Christopher John Baumgartner
Anthony Michael Beck
Tom Belderbos
Taylor Nicole Bell
Pedro Bellinomi Castillo
Abigail Anne Bernhardt
* Savannah Kimi Leilani Bosch
Dillon James Bout
David William Branch
Mathew Stephen Browning
Bao Han Bui
Amanda Robin Cattel
Misha Gabriel Chavez-Schmid
Jane Nehissa Clement
Aaron Michael Conlyn
Joana Regina Cortes
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Cundiff
Skye Elizabeth Dusent
Madeline Anne Dressel
Morgan Mackenzie Driggers
Jacob Alan Ellwanger
* Camille Perilla Esteves
Joseph Michael Ewing
William Cody Falduti
Jian Bauzon Forrest
Nicole Lee Fouest
Jamie Lynn Fox
* Melanie Danea Garcia
Nikolaos Michael Giannopoulos
* Franki Lee Gibeis
Tiffany Kate Gilbert
Natalie Allen Harris
Cortney Aileen Hartwell
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Henzel
Amber N. Hill
Madison Brooke Hirmann
* Taylor Nicole Horan
* Hayley Madison Horvath
*** Raegan Elizabeth Hudson
Arianna Andrina Jackson
Patrick Allen Jackson
Rachel Elyssa Kammerman
James Francis Koncar
Quinlyn Jean Lally
Hannah Beth Langlais
Kayla Savanna Lawicki
Victoria Nicole Leggett
David James Longenecker
Genesis Diane Lowe
Colette Rose Lowndes
Mckenzie Ann Maasdorp
* Taylor Lee Mackenzie
Nicholas Michael Maguire

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Stephanie Javina Mahadeo
* Caroline Leigh Mallon
Andrea Martinez-Cardona
** Gabriela Marie Mercado
Abigail Grace Merekel
Cameron Lawrence Miller
Nicolle Diane Morin
*** Adam Thomas Morolla
Isaiah Alexander Myers
Emily Anne Naroth
** Amanda Kaylin Nassar
Celina Nuevo
Joseph Anthony Parascandolo, Jr.
Barbara Marie Pavlakos
Jake R. Pelot
Lisdanay Perez
Elizabeth Anne Raby-Holmes
Daniel Kee Rafler
David Harrison Rappaport
Barbara Theresa Rodriguez
** Cara Ann Rodriguez
Giovanni Saul Rodriguez
Sherley Rousseau
Amanda Kathryn Sadowski
Auriel Philomena Scott
Taylor Michael Shenuski
Andres F. Solano Gomez
Abigail Elizabeth Southerland
Gunnar Lynggard Thomas
* Maegan Alexis Reyes Trinidad
Patrick Alan Valencia
*** Alissa Bettina VanLuen
Elise Saint Paul Vertich
Bailey Marie Viator
Dallas Lee Ward
Deandre Jordan White
Caleb Brower Williams
Myles Franklin Yates
Karl N. Zechiel
Michael Lee Zimmermann
Chelsea Elizabeth Hoffmann
Sky Anthony Jones
Marisyd Meriel Porter
Oliver Saikaly
Mariana Sasso
Amanda Valiente Ramos
John Graves Warren
JuanDiego Yanez

Real Estate BSBA

Danielle Marie Allen
Avelie Breneus
Jonathan Chou
Tabitha Lynn Clark
Kyle Ryan Clavelli
David Andrew Craig
Jared Daniel Dipsiner
Daniel Sidney Dumas
Ali Ebrahim
Robert Ballard Graham, Jr.
Timothy Wiliam Haley
* Bennett Thomas Hopkins
Nicholas Lee Husak
Logan Storm Jones
Brooke Frances LeFlande
Nicolas Esteban Llanes Romero
Brandon Oniel Dorin McCalla
Chadler Myers
Kyle Arthur Nord
Carson Robert O'Neal
Austin James-Joseph Patton
Patrick J. Pinchera
Helen Denise Sacran
Jennifer Marie Salahi
John Benjamin Scott
David Keith Silverman, Jr.
Zachary Edward Veliz
Elijah Luke Walsh
* Matthew Christian Whitmire

Marketing BSBA-Professional Selling

Victor Daniel Almeda
Alyssa Rose Bowan
Clayton Shane Cooper
Evan Lee Druding
Nicolle Espinal
** Molly Rose Ford
Edward Christopher Fuerst
** Shalom Stephanie Gonzalez Trujillo
Dishon William Gresham
Ethan Grant Hernandez

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Criminal Justice BA**
- Mathew Taylor Affeld
- John-Paul Arambulo
- Brandy Beets
- Michael Golan Bonene
- Kimberly Ann Carlson
- Melinda Sue Clotfelter
- Grace Desintonio
- Christopher Samuel Fraser
- Jan Heloisa Lua
- Tatiana Giselle Navarro
- Joseph William O'Brien
- Brice Phillips
- Austin Thomas Purstnell

*** Zachary Mitchell Solomon
- Morgan Troupakis
- Maria De Lourdes Villar Zamora
- Catalina Rosa Zamora

**Legal Studies BA**

*** Alhussein Alabday
- Adan Alcuater
- Justin S. Allen
- Luis Amaury Alvarez
- Norberto Arias
- Lisette Avonce
- Azul Lizbeth Burgos Padilla
- Alexis Josette Burnett
- James August Carlin
- Michelle Castellanos
- Shirley Castillo
- Angeline Mary Katherine Catalano
- Xavixette Desiree Cintron Colon
- Gabriella Noeli Diaz Sosa

*** Serge Chin Doucet III
- Samantha Forkel
- Makenzi Jayne Gangwish
- Olivia Christine Garcia
- Dennees Angeles Giannino
- Juan David Gomez, Sr.
- Jencel Ibeliz Gonzalez
- Gabriela Maria Hernandez

*** Connor Bronson Jenkins
- Nikolaui Virginia Jimenez
- Benjamin Charles Kaufman
- Kevin Mathew Kimbro
- Jessenia Noemi Lizardi
- Ernesto Jose Martinez
- Maria Mazza
- Julianne Adair Mc Lay

**Mina Taher
- Thomas Eric Vincze
- Ashleigh Nicole Wachtel
- Kassandra Marie Webb
- Andrew E. Weiner
- Darreth Alise Wheeler
- Taylor Anne White
- Reyneris Mariela Zamora

*** Julie Marie Zolty

**Nonprofit Management BA**

*** Samantha Nicole Ford

**Public Administration BA**
- Connor David Bruder
- Floyd Carlisle Diehl, Jr.
- Toni M. Johns
- Susan A. Lufti

*** Nathaniel Lee Yerby

**Bachelor of Science**

**Art Education BS**
- Alexis Ellen Jones
- Nikole Britni Paradis
- Ronni-Marie Esperanza Villanueva

**Criminal Justice BS**
- Luisana Krisbel Acevedo
- Samantha Erin Adams
- Adetokunbo Akinyooye
- Mario A. Alas
- Zachary Ryan Albertson
- Caleb Michael Armstrong
- Diana Margaret Arroyo
- Idrees Baidar
- Rachel Michelle Bain
- Nicholas Latchman Balram
- Jordan Allen Barden
- Alexandra Christine Beckman
- Jazzmin Quinnesha D'Ambere Bell
- Quinzelle Jamar Bell
- Melody Alexis Berlin
- Joshua Eduardo Berrios
- Aaron David Bettinger
- Mauricio Bohorquez
- Rosmary Bohorquez
- Daniel Joseph Bosch
- Armein Andre Bourbou
- Jacob Reed Bowers
- Anna Marin Bridwell
- Julianna Michele Brock
- Jelisa Brown
- Julia-Beth Shoshana Brown
- Brittany Lynn Bruce
- Maya Celeste Burbano
- Grayson Allen Burdick
- Shawn Tyrone Burgess-Becker
- Robert Samuel Camacho
- Carmina Canlon
- Christopher Dante Castielo
- Max Benjamin Castro
- Christina Elizabeth Ceo
- Evelyn Bethany Cervantes
- Jennifer Ashley Charles-Hinds
- Rafael Enrique Ciafardini
- Pedro Elias Cintron
- Kaitlyn Maree Cogburn
- Sabrina Rigaud Colin
- Estefania Coment
- Brianna Marie Contreras
- Timothy Robert Conway
- Enrico Luis Rodriguez Cota
- Reece Connery Daeges
- * Mary Katherine Dailey
- Kenneth Carlyle Davis
- Bryan David Deal
- Rosalinda Delgado
- Kendensky Derlise
- Bruno Fernando Dezayas II
- Pablo J. Di Mella
- Lenay Diaz
- Andrew Charles Dieristina
- Barbara Cindy Donacien
- Marc Louis Dunois
- Pedro Lus Dumont
- Briana Marie Durin
- Margeli Guadalupe Dzib
- Adrien Dain Emanuel

*** Alexander Erin Ervin
- Liana Espaillat
- Joseph Robert Feisthammer
- Marissa Chantel Felix

**Taylor Nicole Ferraro
- Katherine Browning Freeland
- Joseph Antonio Fronte
- * Keri Lynn Galford
- David Joel Gerstenfeld

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude

** denotes Magna Cum Laude

* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

Kanitia Gilbert
Montana Arike Dalton Gilmore
Patrick James Girard, Jr.
Jennifer F. Gladsby
Christine Eve Good
Megan Amber Green
Victoria Marie Greene
Patrick Xavier Gresosky
Travis John Gross
Brandon Lee Gully
Nicole Guzman
Tiffany Ann Halley
Taylor Nicole Hansen
Elizabeth Rickia Harewood
Sharod Termaine Harriel
Claire Catherine Haydu
Reonshaye Nakeya Hayes
* Nancy Delmar Hazelette
Madelyanne Anne Hazelwood
Ashley Caitlyn Hemstreet
Tamika Nicole Henry
Bradley Hernandez
Yairizel Hernandez
Deja Y. Hodgson
Mary Lynn Honeycutt
Rackiah Tynisha Hosin
Trevor Lloyd Hosterman
Stacey Marie Houston

** Tyler Lee Howard
Martina M. Illa Bahour
Albens Jean Baptiste
Meaghan Anne Johnsen
Josias Julien
Fedor Jussaint, Sr.
Michelle Ann Keefe
Latoya Alicia Kellman

*** Zachary Christopher Kingsley
Raina Nicole Koehler
Eric Joseph Kolasa
Joseph Kramer
Krysten Morgan Lee
Alexander Antoine Legros
Michael Alec Leonard
Nicholas Adam Liboy
Kaela Nicole Livingston
Delanney Rochelle Lockwood
Marcos A. Lopez
Kathryn Rose Lopez Del Rincon
Charles Burgess Loraine, Jr.

** Victoria Cukic Lorenz
Luis Miguel Lozano
Danielle Alana Karimah Lyttle
Tonya Lynn Macking

Lakyn Mallory Hart Marciano
Tristan Chandler Markland
Samantha Jo Martin
Sergio Javier Masci
Kimberly Anne Mason
Matias Ezequiel Mastroliberti
Calderone Martin Mazza
Darius Malik McCaskill
Emily Ellen McCranie
Wynne Lee McDonough
Griffin Tomas McKee
Sylvia Ivette McMillen

* Paola Naomi Medina-Lopez
Raquel Linet Mercado
Olivia Anne Meyers
Tara Michele Miersch
Eric Leighton Miller
Sarah Anne Miller
Sheila Marie Miller
David Anthony Miranda
Stasha Lea Mitchell
Alyssa Cherisse Joelle Mohan

*** Molly Michelle Moleres
Jon Paul Morales
Madeline Isabel Morales
Linoshka Marie Morales-Silva
Yizel Karina Moreno
Cassidy Lyn Morris
Wanda Lee Moya
Pamela Munoz
Isaiah Andrew Musa
Davia Nauth
Marlene Gaye Neitzel
Jerrica Benaun Nelson-Brown
Kyle Ragan Nicholl
Jaiylynn Marie Nieves
Christopher Robert Ornes

* Gabriel Prestes Orren
David Francisco Padilla, Jr.
Rebecca Danielle Palaversic
Jake William Parcheta
Justin Floyd Parrish
Jamesha Alexis Paul
Tristan Jarrod Payton
Christine Pepe
Cameron Paul Peppiatt
Paige Nicolette Peterkin
Nicholas Aniello Petrosino
Shannon Marie Rachal
Ciara Nicole Rains
Harrison John Kardon Rains
Walter Ramirez
Christopher Ramratan
Landon Cole Razzano
Christopher Recabal
Matthew Edward Reen
Justin David Reeves
Kendall Erin Reid
Jonathan Daniel Reyes
Anthony Jason Riesgo

*** Cassidy Rae Rigsby
Ivan Rios, Jr.
Kayla Marie Rios
Susan Michelle Rivas

* Angela Rivera
Daniel Jonathan Rodriguez
Paola Michelle Rosario
Tiffany Christina Rose
Taylor Doni Rosenberg
Islam Rozybayev
Michelle Marie Ruberte
Luke Alan Ruhl
Caroline Anne Runiani
Amays Betsy Sanchez
Darin Salvatore Santangelo

** Rohan Roopchand Sarran
Renzo Andres Sattui
Rothman Sequeira
Kyle Austin Sharman
Emma Jane Sheehan
Timothy Mackenzie Sherman
Lucia Aurora Sierra
Kestsia Natalie Simon
Megan Jean Simons
Nicholas Navendra Singh

** Hannah Marie Slayton
Kevon Rashad Smith
Dustin Fenton Snyders
Gustavo Alexander Solares
Jordan Michael Spicer
Jasper Stephenson III
Jeffrey Lee Stimpeling, Jr.
Jasmine P. Styles
Anthony Elbert Terry, Jr.
Samuel Ray Thorton
Bryan Rashard Tillman
Eric Steven Tobias

** Keshner Toledo
Maren Nicole Tomcsak
Elizabeth Rosa Traver
Catherine Truong
Johnna Rhiannon Ueltschi
Se'Sha De'Sha Vaughn
Daniela Velazquez-Laverde
Nicolas Marcello Vileches
Karina Anahi Villa

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

Brianna Kayla Waite
Charles Jefer Walker
David Michael Walker
Kira Nicole Walston
Samantha Leigh Walton
Haley Elizabeth Whitcomb
Aaron John Williams
Amiee Lynn Williams
Martina Tene Williams
Michelsa Tawanya Williams
Lexis A. Wilson
Joshua Aaron Woods
Cassandra Nicole Wyrick
Callum Lake Young
Chase Alexander Zahalka

Early Childhood Development and Education (BS)-Education: Pre-Kindergarten-Primary (PK-3)

Judith Eva Cardona
Helena Rose Carroll
Maria-Isabel Cueto
* Crystal Marie Gonzalez
*** Donna Marie Intintolo
*** Mikayla Shanice Jackson
Brianna Lynn Lemay
Ashlee Janea McCown
Vanessa Lee McElwain
Samatha Laura McEvilly
Emma Rose Moore
Nicole Virginia Pepe
Shelby Rae Roth
* Breanna Lynn Rummeler
* Kristina Marie Sibber
Vanessa Renee Siebert-Gonzales
*** Maria Paola Spinetti Rincon
** Noel Elizabeth Velence
Brandy Brionna Doreen Williams

Elementary Education BS

Shannon Marie Acker
Ryan Foster Adams
Melissa Nicole Allam
Fayrn Leigh Antenucci
Gianna Concetta Apile
Sandy Aqeel
Eve Hannah Astrouck
Ashley Ann Ayala
David Dionisio Ayuso
Estefania Baez
Caitlin Christina Bailey
Amanda Cheyenne Balentine

Sonia Maywattie Balkaran
Shelby Simone Barker
Lauren Michelle Barnes
*** Katherine Paulina Beckham
** Janie Elizabeth Bise
Josephine Elizabeth Bombardiere
Katherine Bosch
Amanda Leigh Brezina
Ann Marie Buelow
Christin Lee Burke
** Elisa Genea Caffey
Morgan Elizabeth Campbell
Kaylee Ann Carlin
Alexandrea Nicole Carter
Madison Elisabeth Carter
Nadine Castanon
Araley Castellanos Cruz
Jessica Marie Castillo

Stephanie Noelle Castro
*** Alison Lindsay Cavicchi
* Sabrina Lee Charlotte
Alecinad Marie Chavez Ortiz
*** Andrea Michelle Christopher
* Justin Michael Coleman
Natalia Andrea Collada
Chelsea Elizabeth Colon
Ariel M. Cook
** Hannah Elizabeth Corral
Nicoles Ashley Cox
Ashley Shantel Cuevas
* Kimberlee Nicole Curran
** Langlie Kate Dalton
Jameka Monica Deveaux
* Karlee Rae Diamond
Samantha Jo Dietrich
*** Jordan Amy Doman
Kristen Michel Duncan
Mariah Lynn Eddy
* Alexandria Rochelle Ellis
Ann Marie Ellis
Emily Grace English
Natalie Alexandra Escobar
Dylan Vincent Esposito
Lina Marie Fagiolino
* Dajiah Nakiya Fields
Olivea Frances Figura
Kayla Nicole Fleetwood
Lindsay Morgan Flicker
Mac Lane Foncannon
Kirstie Anne Friend
*** Simara Helene Gaunlett
Ismari Nicole Gerena
Jonnii Arianna Gibbs
Megannde Michele Godke
Natasha Gonzalez
Amanda Grace Anne Grant
Domina Shema Green
*** Cali Alayne Griffin
Brooke Patricia Gruber
Melissa Lynn Gruman
Karina Crystal Guillen
Floribel Gutierrez
Kelsey Ann Hajduch
Morgan Anna Hall
Tyquiera Lashay Hardwick
Hannah Elizabeth Hardy
Emily Brianna Harper
** Torri Lynn Harris
Kiarah Harvey
Taylor Michele Hayes
Amanda Orida Henderson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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Stephanie S. Hernandez
Danielle Marcella Higgins
Shelby Ann Hill
Nicolette Elizabeth Hinten
Audrey Kaylene Howell
Skone Kendall Hudkins
Erica Taylor Iovetti
Fiona Italia
Gabrielle Nikole Ivey
Laurie Rae Jackson
Kathleen Anne James
Brittany Sierra Jarvis
Teresa Marie Jaworski
Kyla Marie Johns
Natalie Johnsey
Allie Marie Johnson
Evee Marie Johnson
Katie Denise Jones
Bridget Jacqueline Keller
Jaynee Kendall
Makenna Karen Klanot
Bianca Taylor Lane
Casey Louise Lavallee
Katelynn Marie Lawson
Jordan Nathaniel Lennon
Sheila Lane Lewis
Dominique Denay Little
Marisa Anne Lloyd
Madeleine Eva Loh
Jana Lynn Long
Irma Angely Lopez
Yoldine Louis
Hannah Marie Lovato
Nicole Diana Martinez
Melissa Lyn Massengill
Chrysalis Mesha Mathurin
Nicole Adina McBride
Amanda Noel McFadden-Taylor
Megan Rene McHenry
Krista Lynn McLain
Savannah Ashley McMennamy
Kaila Mealy
Carleigh Catherine Mengel
Emily Dawn Minnear
Brian Andrew Mojica
Savannah Madison Morris
Morgan Leigh Murray
Heather Lee Nager
Kaylin Danielle Nazario
Victoria Renee Olson
Karla Nicole Ortega
Milyen Ortiz-Rivera
Karah Suzanne Osborne
Stephanie Ousley
Rebekah Grace Paprzycki
Ashley Elizabeth Patterson
Amy Esther Perez-Cubas
Savannah Brooke Perkins
Vernicia Veviennne Persad
Sabrina Anne Picecki
Alecia Marie Pike
Wendy Gene Aldia Plumlee
Kyle Kathryn Purmort
Brittany Renee Radzak
Shekina Erlynda Ramos
Lauren Elizabeth Reynolds
BrieAnna Alexis Richardson
Ashley Nicole Riehm
Patricia Rivera
Rocio Lorena Rivera
Brittany Elizabeth Rodgers
Jessica Nicole Rodriguez
Riccardo Daniel Rodriguez
Susana B. Rodriguez
Emma Sue Rothert
Yanqing Ruan
Jennifer Marie Rymer
Katia Sachoute
Rosine Salhani
Trevor Jon Sandt
Nathalie Santana-Lugo
Caroline Mae Sarmiento
Ashli Virginia Sellari
Gabriella Serrano
Ashley Leanza Sharpe
Amelia Lynn Shepherd
Corinne Elizabeth Snyder
Jared Tyler Solomon
Kevin Scott Sommaraker
Gennivieve Mattie Sprague
Nina Mary Stefanov
Beth A. Stiffied
Stefanie Paige Surico
Marissa Mary Syracuse
Jevesha Aiyana Taylor
Amanda Lee Tejada
Mikayla Ashley Thurston
Jaysin Emanul Torres
Mariana Valentin-Cabrera
Sherly Denise Vargas
Thalia Velazquez Rivera
Andrea Camelia Velez Acevedo
Wendy Vina
Julisa Maria Vinas
Ashley Nicole Vincent
Amber Joy Wittone
Andrea Joy Vollmer
Hailee Nicole Wagner
Maria N. Wahlba
Emily Maeve Walker
Katherine Elizabeth Walker
JaMia Danetha Weaver
Jessica Ann Weber
Brian Frank White
Meghan Rose Whiting
Jacqueline Patricia Willcox
Lindley Marie Wilson
Dayanne Nicole Wolfe
Nikkita Worley
Ashleigh Jana' Young

English Language Arts Education BS
Ivanna Alayon
Haley Paige Burleson
Courtney M. Eckelberger
Matthew John Eckert
Idelim Garay
Lisa Garcia
Benjamin David Glickman
Alexis Corinne Jimenez
Hei Shun Lo
Phoenix Brianna Mason
Angela Thienn Lam Nguyen
Kelsey Alyssa Ottis
Alvaro Alejandro Pardo
Gabriella Pierre
Travis J. Sokolowski
Tevin Lee Williams

Exceptional Student Education BS
Antonella Valeria Bellini
Stephanie Bethencourt
Melani Jhanina Candia
Anissa Eve Cooper
Tara Lynn Pacillo
Alexandria Yvonne Pelton
Rebecca Jean Shelton

Health Informatics and Information Management BS
Randa Basta
Caleb Justin Carroll
Sean Austin Carroll
Cristina Del Mar Crespo
Ashlyn Bly Heeter
Renam Khaled Kassis
Jennie Lynn Marie Laflerman
Rachel Lynn Leiman
College of Community Innovation and Education

Ana Valeria Marchena  
Tara M. Montano  
Enrique Esteban Morel  
Sarah Martha Packard  
Matthew Lawrence Umstead  
Maryam Zafar

Health Services Administration BS  
Ely Sidney Abrams  
Nicole Melissa Abreu  
Dalal Basel Alkowni  
Rondesia Regina Anerum  
Victoria Nnenna Anyanwu  
Jonathan G. Arias  
Brittany Nicole Arnett  
William George Arthur IV  
Shelby Lauren Austin  
Victoria Liz Baez  
Stephanie Bague  
Eva Lizeth Baldeon  
Alexis Nicole Bell  
Laurette Kathleen Grace Benefield  
Alexandra Rose Berge  
Cyle Dean Boyne  
*** Marie Ann Brammer  
Alanna Rose Brescia  
Jasmine Desirée Brown  
Octavia T. Burgman  
Fernando Enrique Cabrera  
Caitlyn Dawn Campi  
Alexis Nicole Champagne  
Maissa Chaoui  
Savannah Elizabeth Chappel  
Jennifer Charles  
Sana Mubashir Chaudhry  
Mary Grace Jebolan Collins  
Eric Dwight Conley  
George Michael Corea Chuy  
Brittney Coublanges  
Mildred Vega Cousino  
Hanna Leigh Crisp  
Yesenia Cuevas

*** Oxana Dabija  
Elizabeth Cristal Darce  
Elizabeth Jean Davila-Stirling  
Alexandra Michelle Depalma  
Megan Rogers Dingler  
* Suzarah Kenishah Dorleus  
Sarah Kumaria Sukram Dowlatram  
Mackenzie Adele Duell  
Alfredo Duran, Jr.  
Ali Elannan  
Tristan Erdman  
Michael Cesar Espinoza  
Shawmalaee Patrice Farquharson, Sr.  
Raquel Frias  
Shanshan Fu  
Winski K. Genestan  
Alyssa Gonzalez  
Alexa Rae Goodwin  
*** Alexandra Nicole Gothelf  
** Isabel Dina Gottlieb  
Biana Danae Green  
Sarah Cecilia Grubbs  
Courtnie Paige Haar  
Clare Victoria Haga  
* Narine Hamilton  
Lauren Elizabeth Haynes  
Laura Ann Hueckel  
Sally Nicole Inoa  
Kylie Alyssa James  
Lisa Laverne Jefferson  
Cheneka Johnson  
Donniqua Johnson  
Marcella May Johnson  
Nicole Denise Johnson  
Nicole Renee Jones  
Angelina Kalambay  
Kevin Abella Kennedy  
* Ryan Michael Kerns  
Katie Michelle Kless  
Ryan Joseph Kramer  
Summer Elizabeth Krupp  
Jennifer Nicole Maier Kvita  
Katrina Marie Latshaw  
Brittany Alexis Lee  
Kiara M. Lopez  
Kaitlyn Renee Louis  
Patrick James Loyola Roche  
* Ilane Lugo-Velazquez  
Tania Carolina Machuca Castillo  
** Betty Bernard Major  
Navjot Kaur Mangar  
Suren Mangra  
Claire Margaret Martin  
Alexis Nicole Martinez  
Sabrina N. Matias  
* Rachel Ann Matthews  
Christina Jean McCauley  
Kimberly Ford McDonald  
Gabriela Alexandra Mejia  
Nicholas D. Metro  
Fallon Miclisse  
Christina Rikki Milian-Gandia  
Jennifer Lynn Miller  
Zachary Ty Mitchell  
Mariam Nisar Mohammad  
Louska Moise  
Isamarys Monagas  
Mark Patrick Mooney  
Tyler Jude Mullgrav  
Rebecka Eileen Niemczyk  
Albrendo L. Noel  
Amiben Patel  
** Jeremy Chhotalal Patel  
Andrea Valeria Perla  
Rachel Camela Pesce  
Riley Morgan Pouriegl  
* Amanda Marie Proebstel  
Alexandra Carolyn Radke  
Cristian Felipe Ramirez  
Bodul Alam Rashed  
Loy Le Rejouis  
Ximena Magdalena Rivera  
Daquisha D. Robbins  
Micheal-Anthony Bailey Roberts  
Daniel Antonio Rodriguez  
Conor Thomas Roe  
Sachely Yamilex Rosado  
Andrew Steven Rudick  
** Krystina Ashley Ruggiero  
Jessica Nicole Russo  
Leah Ann Saenz  
Haidie C. Samson  
* Shirley Sanchez Romero  
Nan Saung  
Kelly Marie Schufnacker  
Jeshia Deann Kylonn Scott  
Alicia Ketubah Sealy  
Amanda Renea Shipe  
Skyler Edward Simpson  
Melissa Shivani Singh  
Yanique Deidre-Ann Smith  
Geralis Yasira Soto  
Andrea Giuliano Spagnola  
Ryan Tyler Stairs  
Azib Vannette Stewart  
Megan Allman Stewart  
Pamela N. Sugranes Ocasio  
Krista Marie Swano  
Hailey Boggis Tillapaugh  
Olga Viktorovna Tkacheva  
Ashlynn Darlene Vaughn  
Anthony Carl Velez  
Bernard Sarmiento Victorio  
Karen Lee Villaverde  
** Valentina Vivas  
Pamela Anne Volk

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
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Anna Alexis Voll
Rilee Nicole Wagner
Christopher Robert Wattles
Jason Daron Whaley
Alexis Tiara Wharton
Brianna Laslawn Wharton
Brianna Nicole Williams
Celia Elinda Wojcik

Legal Studies BS
Addia Abraham
*** Milosz Piotr Alberski
Gisselle Maria Alvarez
Marina Jasmine Andrews
John Magdi Basilious
Kyla Kanani Beland
Adam Scott Bernstein
Jacob Blanco
Rebecca Ashley Bloomquist
* Joseph M. Blythe
   David Leon Bolden, Jr.
   Haley Alexis Boyce
   Anacia C. Brooks
   Magaly Calixto
   Grace Beatrice Canellas
*** Katherine Alexandra Castaner
   Asima Nahar Choudhury
   Nicholas Anthony Clem
** Lauren Marie Colella
   Coleman Patrick Combs
   Andre Christopher Coronado
   James Taylor Cox
   * Mariah Marie Creech
   Heather Renee Cromie
*** Natalia Carla Cruz
   Samuel Fabri DaSilva
   Bradley Holden Davis
   * Callie Michelle Davis
   * Suzarah Kenishah Dorleus
   Brandon Sam Douglas
   Jessica Lynn Drenkhahn
   Jasmine Savannah Dukes
   Idaly Renee Ellis
   Karim Essofi
   Jillian Miranda Goldman
   Travis Vernon Goodin
   Chelsea Nicole Grullon
   William Kirk Hartzog
   Brittany Morgan Heck
   Jasmine Elizabeth Iglesias
   Fabienne Sophie Vanessa Jean-Louis
   Cory Ray Jeffries
   Jhonatan Jimenez
   ** Davona A. Johnson
   Matthew Bryce Kirschner
   Kenya Rashawn Lamar
   Luis Angel Lezcano
   Zachary Austin Liebtreu
   John Anthony Lone
   Luc Robert Louis-Jacques
   Christopher Ivan Lundquist
   Alexa Mareela Malpartida
   Christopher Alexander Manon
   Nashly Nichole Marrero
   Ingrid Mayorga
*** Nehemiah Jeffrey McIntosh
   Xanquila Lorraine McKinnon
   Andre Melo
   Taylor Catherine Mergo
   Gabriela Christina Meulens
   Allison Weslie Moss
*** Andrea Negron
   Bailey Ann Nelson
*** Meghan Elise O'Connell
   Hannah Lynn Padgett
   Joaquim Thomas Paulino
   Eva Susej Piscani
   * Paola Alessandra Ramos
   Airess Rembert
   Chelsea Marie Rohal
   Zackevia Deashaun Sconiers
   Austin James Scott
   Kyla Tanisha Semino
   Kaila Lisa Shafer
   Erica Lynn Shuttera
   Quiyanna T. Thomas
   Tyasia Thomas
   Lainey Catherine Thompson
   Rebecca Lynne Thompson
   Jordan Murphy Trumbach
*** Rabdaa Zaman

Mathematics Education BS
Alyson Lee Carper
Haley Michelle Curry
   * Dominique Ibyare Diogo
   Payton Alicia Hinton
   Alyssa Kidwell
   Brittany Lashley
   * Deanna Esther Lingum
   Phillip Michael Martin
   Raymond Ordonez
*** Olivia Strain

Nonprofit Management BS
* Rachel Melanie Cohen
   Amy Kathryn Licht
   Alexandra Mozelle Lord
   Rebecca Desiree Ruggles
   Skyler Lura Slatter

Public Administration BS
** Anni Dee Altz
   Ashton Samarah Antoine
   Nicholas Felipe Atkins
   Tootsie Ayerbe-Romero
   Cameron Miller Barley
   Kiara Imani Beverly
   Devin Michael Bleich
   Kimberly N. Boothe
   Lindsey Erin Craig
   Amanda Mae Elgin
   Emily Marie Hanson
   Antoinette Elona Harthsfield
   Isaiah Alexander Hollinshead
   * Juvens Jean-Noel
   Bethany Lee Kipps
*** Kaitlin Nicole Miller
   Idan Kenneth Montilus
   April E. Murdoch
   Stevey Lynn Panton
   Marnier Lynise Peeples
   Taylor Paige Shickle
   Miranda Jane Spence
   Amy Nicole Stacy
   Amber Torres
   Amberly Mahalia Vinas
   Marcia Keishawn Watson
   Peter J. Yanez

Science Education BS-Biology
*** Daniel Enrique Rodriguez Rodriguez

Science Education BS-Chemistry
*** Kristina Audrey Abicca
   Courtney Lynn Haberman

Science Education BS-Physics
* Gabrielle Christine Murphy
College of Community Innovation and Education

Secondary Education BS-English
Language Arts Education
Amber Alexia Addison
* Amber Rose Bennozzi
*** Kim Lisa Marquard
Daniel Jordan Raines
Tasne Sullivan, Jr.

Secondary Education BS-Mathematics
Education
Arlen Christopher Frasqueri
Keynaud Plancher

Secondary Education BS-Social Science
Education
Celeste Starr Devore
Latoya Patrice Plummer
Mallory Isabel Portacio-Sowa

Social Science Education BS
Connor Anthony Ciocce
Andrew Christopher Claessen
Makaylee Candace Clark
Casey Nicole Corrigan
* Samantha Nicole Deprez
William Patrick Ehrenfeld
Melia Mae Garcia
Cody Curtis Hammermeister
Joseph Daniel Harper
Jacob Ryan Hensley
Hayley Marie Johnson
*** Rachel Elaina Klayman
Diego Olguin
Erica Anne Olsen
Liana Rivera
Michael Joseph Ruttenbur
Holly Lynne Swarthout
* Jed-Mikael T. Tajam
Tucker Stephen Taylor

Teacher Education BS-Art Education
Harley Marie Sage

Technical Education and Industry
Training BS
Carmen Ivette Ayala
Giovanni Presley Barrio
Ricardo Antonio Gutierrez
Anh-Dao Cherry Tran Place

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bachelor of Science

Computer Science BS
Ty Bradley Abbott 
Alexander Jack Acevedo
Muhammad Ahmed
* Mark Kenneth Escano Alano
Alexander Gabriel Alvarez
Leonardo Araque
Michael James Armijo
John Alexander Balbuza
Matthew Mahabal Balwant
Brandon Michael Barkes
** Kate Barr
   * Travis Ryan Bashor
   * Ryan William Beck
* Samuel Joseph Belcastro
Pablo Beltran
Jennifer Anne Belvin
Connor Nicholas Black
Harrison William Black
Elizabeth Ann Briley
Matthew Ryan Britzius
Bailey Elizabeth Brooks
*** Jay Alan Brown
*** Austin Lee Bryant
   * Craig Michael Calkins
** Kyle Anthony Capehart
   * Piero Alexis Castillo
   * Peter Castro
   * Angel Daniel Chacon
   * Daquarius Alexander Chadwick
   * Sophna Boun Chea
   * Steven Chen
   * Amaa Ahmed Chowdhury
   * Tyler James Clark
   * Thomas James Cleary
** Alexander Russell Coleman
** Bradley James Coles
   * Kaia Marie Crawford
** William Thomas Cromar
** Nathan Eugene Dabu
*** Huong N. Dang
   * Steve Dang
   * Haerumnisa Dewindita
*** Gaalen Soutar Dignan
   * Christopher Donoso
   * Kurtis Adrian Doobay
   * Patrick Sarver Dorton, Jr.
   * Alexander Silva Dossantos
   * Chandler Reid Douglas
   * Matthew James Drabek
   * Tyler Wayne Duncan
   * Isaac Donovan Ehlers
   * Andrew Christopher Emery
   * Benjamin Silvestre Faria
   * Jake Anthony Ferrante
   * Kaike Acaz Ferreira
   * Matthew James Fraley
   * Navon Errol Francis
   * Ot Gabaldon Torres
   * Andrew Eric Gates
   * Eloy Thomas Gonzalez, Jr.
   * Lucas Cruz Gonzalez
   * Derek Matthew Goodwin
   * Brandon Anthony Gotay
   * Bryant Christian Gray
   * Jonathan Guille
   * Deepak Kumar Gunteru
   * Keith Allen Guske
   * Derya Secil Hancock
   * Ian James Harvey
   * Jonathan Aiden Havener
   * Hunter Logan Hayes
   * Brandon Charles Haynes
   * Benjamin Thomas Hebert
   * Sean Lawrence Hernandez
   * Yitzak Alves Hernandez
   * Eric Michael Hicks
   * Sasuke Randy Hirano
   * Ryan Michael Hoeck
   * Troy Alan Houston
   * Brian Lee Huang
   * Alexander Michael Hunt
   * Abdul fattah Eyad Isleem
   * Ming Jian Jiang
   * Jared William Johansson
   * Katelyn Elaina Jones
   * Charlene May Juvida
   * Alvin Kangoo
   * Matthew Edward Kazen
   * Daniel James Keller
   * Jacob Kerner
   * Imad Majid Khan
   * Taylor Reagan Knight
   * Jacob Alexander Knudson
   * Scott Tyler Kramarz
   * Jonathan Lai
   * Sean Michael Lee
   * Philip Leong
   * Samuel Clay Lewis
   ** Susan Campbell Long
   * Guensly Louis
   * Camilo Andres Lozano
   * Eugene Rainier Balmadrird Lucino
   * Ronald Anthony Marrero
   * Jordan Thomas Martin
   * Kyle Louis Martinez
** Chadwick William Maycumber
   * Carlos Eduardo Membreno
   * Carson Dane Miller
   * John Herbert Mirschel IV
   * Gianluigie Rene Molinary
   * Mustapha-Shah Barote Moore
   * Samantha Ashley Morris
   * Andrew Robert Morse
   * Bailey Sheldon Muckle
*** Brigit Ariel Murtaugh
** Luke Mahlon Minor Myers
   * Subhash Naidu
   * Christopher Brian Nastovski
   * Ole Brodersen Nissen II
   * Daniel Jamie Ohana
   * Warren Robert Oliver
   * Joseph Richard Orlando
   * Brandon Matean Orooji
   * Cristopher Padilla
   * David Joseph Palumbo
   * Kayece Lynn Peeples
   * Austin Thomas Pelletier
   * Andres Jose Perez
   * Christopher Paul Perkins
   * Tuan Viet Pham
   * Joshua Daniel Pullmann
   * Justin Matthew Powell
   * Ricardo Pulido
   * Meredith Rose Pyrgh
   * Michael Ramirez
   * Brita Christine Ramsay
   * Sean Patrick Rapp
   * Anthony Michael Rissi
   * Christopher Dale Rodbourne
*** Philip James Rodriguez
   * Avi Jerome Rosenberg
   * Katherine Anne Rosenfeld
   * Yuri Alexander Rubio
   * Tiger Gray Sachsse
   * Jacob Michael Sage
   * Daved Sanchez
   * Kevin Santana
   * Joshua Alexander Schroeder
   * John Christopher Sermarini
   * Yashodan Sewnath
   * Zachary Daniel Shea
   * Cole Preston Silvernail
   * Darian Smallley
   * Joshua Paul Smyrski
*** Bailey Manning Snyder

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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Richard William Snyder
** Collin Wesley Speight
Nathan Paul Tackett
** Cameron Ethan Taylor
Kevin Edwin Taylor
Tyler Ulysses Teixeira
Bennett Michael Thompson
Patrick John Thompson
Umadatt Tiwari
Henry Ton
Manuel Jose Trujillo-Silva
Richard Tsai
Hugens Ulysse
* Areed Ahmed Vaid
* Aaron Jay Varkonyi
Matthew Joseph Wadle
David Johann Wecke
*** Jarrett Matthew Wendt
Jonathan Charles White
Nicholas Alexander Whitlock
Lee Alan Wildes
Kayden Robert Wilkinson
Nicoli Robert Omegus Williams
Kaleb Makoa Kahau Yangson
*** Lorraine Heininger Yerger
Sara Nicole Young
William Russell Young
Richard L. Zarth III
Jordan Zhu

Information Technology BS

Ramon Dylan Aboy
Johnny Arcila
* David Samuel Barocas
Jonathan Carl Bartee
* Yuleidy Batista
Billy Latroy Bell
Shawn Tyler Belton
** Samuel Austin Benedix
Shubham Biswal
Sean Tyler Blanchette
Nicolas Burbinski
Floyd Emmitt Burke, Jr.
Christopher Robert Byrd
* Nicolas Cardenas
Lou Salalila Carlos
Adrien Lennon Carlson
** Rebecca Z. Chan
Alex Chancoco
Joseph Lynson Charlton
Maruf Chowdhury
Liam Nicholas Cook
Ivan Daich
Ryland Cale DeGregory
Yesenia DeJesus
Danielle Marshall Evans
Zachary George Feecor
Aaron Casey Fye
Jalen Garcia
Michael Leroy Gayle
Devin Wallace Grindle
Feng Xiang Guo
Kevin Andres Gutierrez
Morgan Ariel Henry
* Dat Phuong Ho
Chelsea Autumn Holbrook
Rafferty Brandon Hui
Hamneh Ikrar
*** Adam-Mahdi Jaffer
* Khalid Malachi Jarrett
Shakespeare Francisque Jean Gilles, Sr.
Rohith Kasireddy
Alex Kon
Rialda Kotoric
Ajay Ramesh Kumar
Jordin Frazer Lee
Matthew Thomas Lemay
Austin Tyler Lester
* Joseph Stephen Livesay
Melissa Nicole Lyons
Matthew Jon Macey
Ruben A. Mahecha, Sr.
* Jerry Marcellus
Frank Marchante
Edward Scott Mojica
Isabel Montoya
Hadiya Elizabeth Najm
Tony Nguyen
Joshua Patrick Noon
*** Chase Bryant O’Loughlin
* Neil Partab
Kishan Patel
Savan Dilip Patel
Jaime-Allen Montgrande Perkins
Michael Thanh Pham
Jayson John Rawlins
Mariana Carolina Reidinger
Nicholas Anthony Richardson
Michael Duane Roberts
** James Arthur Root III
J’lin Andread Rose
Jacob Paul Rossi
Lee Alexander Sadecky
* Nathalia Salinas
Manuel A. Santiago
Brandon David Schlosser
Manuel Tomas Serrano, Jr.
David Anthony Sill
Sean Jeffery Simpson
Miek Jack Smisek-Jones
Matthew St. Hubin
Robert Carl Stein
Justin Michael Thompson
Alejandro Velasquez
Eliecer Alejandro Vera
Justin Daniel Voglewede
Spenser John Washington
Fiona Yip

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering BS/SE

Brian Christopher Abel
Mohamed Medhat Aboukoura
Andrew Thomas Allen
Carlos Eduardo Amador
* Caroline Jean Anderson
Umair Asghar
*** Amanda Kay Assuncaco
Matthew Alexander Avny
*** John Ryan Bal
Seth Campbell Barber
Coral Marai Barron
Brent Alan Bishop
Paris Makepeace Bishop
Briggs Alexander Boyd
Colin William Brennan
John Scott Broomell
*** Robert Francis Burke
Carlos Miguel Cabrera
* Nicholas Wendel Califano
* Gian Pierre Castagneto
Edwin Castrillon
Joseph McArthur Cenci
Ervin Chen
*** Charles Richards Clark
Joel Alexander Colby
Joshua Michael Coleman
Cesar Colon
Christian Hunter Crawford
Mason Edward Croft
Robert Clayborn Curtis III
Bradley William D'Auria
Nicholas Gregory Davis
David Nicholas Del Solar Bledloch

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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Emily Suzanne D'Elia
Wesley Albert Dennis
Cassidy Danielle Dessert
Brandon Daniel D'illa
Omar El Fassi
Marcus Tomahji Francis
Mitchell Maguire Gannon
Daniel Enrique Gaviria
Sara Gianchi
Rose Basel Ghanem
Kevin Chun Kit Ha
Eric Bryce Halfacre
Rayon Traun Harris, Sr.
Jerome Matthew Hufford
* Debraliz Isaac Aragones
  Kurt Richard King
  Benjamin Warren-Harold Kinney
  Jacob Alexander Kirstein
  Tyler Jacob Knowles
  Frank Joseph Kucera III
  Jakob Josef Lambert
  Aaron Levi Lasbury
  Scott Allen Layton
  Wilson Barbosa Lima
  Alexander Ulysses Litras
  Adam Michael Lopez
  Mike Anthony Lopez
  James Michael Manis
  Thomas Vincent Marchand
  Carlos Eduardo Maria
  Marco Antonio Marmo
  Skyler Matthew Martin
  Jose Javier Martinez
  Cameron James McAllan
  Tiffany Nicole McDonald
  Dominick Michael Munno
  Ramsay Alexander Newman
  Alejandro Orozco
  Alec Jon Orttner
  Baran Ozkan
  Andrew Edward Pacheco
  Paolo Antonio Passarelli
*** Harikishan Vimalbhai Patel
  Amit Patraju
  Jonathan Perez
  Jeffrey Theodore Peterson
  Shellyh Christen Pizzuto
  Micah H. Pody
  Timothy William Ponce
  Jose Eduardo Ramos
  Joseph Daniel Rassett
  Santiago J. Rodriguez Reina
  Ryan Timothy Rohloff
*** Daniel Alexander Rosato
  Ethan Arthur Roy
  Matthew Lawrence Russo
  ** Mark Cameron Ryan
*** Karim Andres Sabbah
  Alyssa Marie Sabina
  Pedro Julian Saludariaga
  Danny San Martin
  Ryan Solon Sanders
  Jonathan Tanner Schmidt
  Austin Bradley Sears
  Philip Toshio Sheridan
  Trevor Ryan Starling
  Breenne June Stichler
  Kyle Alan Stinson
  * Craig Alton Stuart, Jr.
  Peter Andrew Tai
  Erick Alessandro Tavarez
  Austen Teremius Thompson-Wise
  Bradley Justin Toner
  Alejandro Tovar
  * Nam Hieu Tran
  Cristian Urrego
*** Caleb Scott Van Beck
  Allen Richey Vaughn
** Anastasios Panagiotis Verikios
  Ryan Jarred Wardell
  Mark Raymond Whelan
  Brendan Stephen White
  James Bryan Winfrey
  Tadd Russell Yeager
  Heather Alyse Young
  Andre Nathan Edwards
  Bradley Raymond Elwell
  Savannah Gaston Farley
  Gesal Anfra Figneroa
  Alejandro Enrique Gascon
  Valerie Gil
  Stone Michael Goodman
  ** Samuel Wilhelm Henken
  Yadira Hernandez Fernandez
  Charles Michael Holloway
  Sebastian Jaramillo
  Guyfrantz Jean-Gilles
  Daniel Evan LaVine
*** Analiese Nicole Majetic
  Keira Nerysse Medina
  Barbara Andrea Moreno Zuleta
  Jordan Austin Nordin
  Bryan Paul Plaskett
  Christopher Anthony Potenza
  Martha Fernanda Poveda
** Sakibur Rahman
  Santiago Rodriguez Marin
  Dean Anthony Schille
  Kristina Renee Simpson
  Matthew Joseph Slayton
  Michael Patrick Theed
  Domenic Lawrence Tompkins
  Joelson Domingos Da Cruz De Campos
  Van-Dunem
  ** Roy Leigh Watkin
  Destinee Latrice Wheeler
  Jack Fitzgerald Widrig
  Kevin Curtis Williams

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering BSCE

* Khaldoun Allaz
  Ahmed Alsammarrain
  Ashley Nicole Backert
  * Nicolas Becerra
  Joshua Jeremiah Bess
  Lianne Brito Silveira
  Christopher Michael Bueme
  Joana Elizabeth Culvo
  Buse Cengiz
  Curtis Scott Darrow
  Guilherme Augusto Diniz Goncalves
  Nardelli
  Sean Timothy Donahue
  ** Cathrine Marie Edmondson

Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering

Construction Engineering BSConE

Alec Johann Doerstling

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Computer Engineering BSCompE

Ikenna Colin Achiolu
Billy Estes Blanchard
Michael David Burton III
*** Adam Michael Bush
  Steffen James Paul Camarato
  * Carley Renee Camarotti

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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** Brandon Grant Tulang Cuevas  
Jonathan Lyle Dillard

* Timothy Daniel Duke  
Jesus Dariel Duran

Alyssa Ann Fejer  
Thomas James Garner

Viviana Gonzalez Pascual  
Daniel Moises Gutierrez

Andrew Anthony Haas  
Ryan Daniel Heitz

Anthony Hunter Hinnant  
Dustin Jarrett Huff

Alana Camille Icencroad  
Neysha Irizarry-Cardoza

Nicolas Jaramillo  
Anderson Tyler Kagel

Cassidy Jade Lyons  
Linnette Marie Martinez

Alec Steven May  
Mario Nicholas McCllelland

Alexander Parker Meade

* Olesya Nakonechnaya  
Fernando Gabriel Ordoñez

Michaela Mei Pain  
Aaron Michael Paljug

Nicholas Mark Poidomani

*** Jason Liam Portillo  
Miguel Andres Ramirez

Melvin Xadriel Ramos  
Eoin Desmond Reilly

Michael Alexander Ruckstuhl  
Trent James Sellers

Anirudh Singh  
Nicholas Francis Steele

* Hunter Gordon Tanchin

Italo Giovanni Travi  
Joseph Brandon Walters

Bo Ryan Williams  
Anuj Yamdagni

** Brandon Grant Tulang Cuevas  
Brandej Lee Dieter

Megan Mackenzie Driggers

*** Fredlin Durand  
Christopher George Entwistle

Christopher Fakhri  
Shannon Nicole Fies

Angelo Ricardo Garcia  
Cayla Rose Gill

Viviana Gonzalez Pascual  
Jonathon Lee Graff

Stephen Gabriel Greene  
Ameer Devendra Hakh

Ali Hussnain Hamdani  
Jeffrey D. Henry

*** Heather Susanne Hofstee  
Jeremy Dean Hughes

Allison Mary Kovarik  
Jordan Powell Larsen

Nicolas Cunha Leocadio  
Jonathan Matthew Roger Ling

Andrew Phillip Lucena  
Ronald Lewis Lugo

Emily Kay Maddox

** Giovanni Davi Martinez  
Harriet Manalang Medrozo

Marco Montero  
Menashe Katzav Mordachai

Ornella Mweny Ngalamulume  
Kevin Marcos Ogando

* Nicholas Eric Peters  
Annabelle Lee Phinney

Kareem Rahounjii  
Ricardo Jose Rivera-Matos

John Paul Santiago

* Edwin Javier Santiago Alvarez  
Max Brady Seberger

Ian Gregory Charles Shearer  
Lucas Michael Sweet

William Toledo Santos

** Oraya Vachirachaitakarn  
Alejandro Valdes

Edgar Gabriel Velez

*** Geraldine Corton Versfeld  
Grant Warner Wachtel

Daniel Patrick Warner  
Megan Catherine White

Benjamin Joseph Williamson  
Michael Anthony Young

---

Electrical Engineering BSEE-Power and Renewable Energy

Geovanny Chirino

---

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering

Industrial Engineering BSIE

Waleed Khalid Aldajani  
Allison Paige Amburgey

Matheus Antonio  
Gretta Arrage-Chico

Cristina Nicole Barreto  
Rachael Ann Beadle

John Preston Becker  
Joshua G. Bolona Perli

Arthur Daniel Butterfield II  
Emily Marguerite Cambron

* Kerim Celeb

Bradley Wilson Cook  
Lorena Bianca Diaz Briones

Amanda Joy Dixon  
Melissa Phi-Khanh Doan

Gustavo Duarte Casado De Oliveira  
Eric Samuel Durham

Ryan Robert Fanek  
Carly Michelle Ferdinand

Angel Fernandez  
Michael Anthony Fronda

*** Alexa Rose Frost  
Dominic Santana Garrity

Arlene Krystell Germain  
Christopher Geszti

Rachel Mae Girolotta  
Dennis Donald Johnson

Jean B. Joseph  
Matthew Alec Kenney

Tyler J. Kenney  
Britton William Kran

Cody Clark Labossiere  
Dhruv Maheshwari

Keaton Alan Mann  
Martin Mejia

Kristen Amy Mey  
Zachary John Miller

Fred Moll IV  
Damiano Muhamedat

Ricardo Andres Munoz-Tebar

Demitri Leshon Rambo, Jr.

Allison Kay Randall  
Alexander Joseph Riffe

---

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude

** denotes Magna Cum Laude

* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Teresa Marie Rintoul
Ana Catherina Riveros
Maria Fernanda Rodriguez
Kalie Jade Sawyer
John Casey Scherer, Jr.
Brian Scott Schickman
Nicholas Matthew Serra
Jad-Alexander Hadi Shalhoub
Christina Rene Shumate
Claudia Elizabeth Smedberg
Christian Vidaure
Cole Von Werder
Felippe Wanelcotti
Marisa Katherine Webber

Kane Eugene Cortellese
Jonathan Skylar Crews
* Roberto Noel David Cruz
  Tyler Joseph Culver
  Colton Scott Curtis
  * Robert Stanley Cutler
  Kyle Hermann Danziger
  Scott Joseph Dauphinais
  Luke James Davis
  Eric De La Espriella
  Richard Robb DeBerardinis
  Timothy Philip DeBoef
  Angel Mario Delgado
  Caleb Michael Delp
  Jason Paul Devine
  Kevin Tomas Diaz
  Jessica Dieguez
  David William Dixon II
  Alexander James Domka
  Eric Edward Donnell
  Jacob Duncan
  Imane El ghazouani
  Ryan Allen Engle
  * Louis Macoy Everett
  Angelica Marie Figueroa Febles
  Marcus Shaheed Fontice
  Jacob Paul Fortune

*** Reimar Jimenez Francisco
  Kleber Hirata Fukamizu
  John Patrick Gable
  Philip Chase Galloway
  Alec Pier-Luc Gilbert
  Frank Gisbert
  Kyle Everett Goddard
  Luis Enrique Gonzalez Carrero
  Samuel Jordan Goscieski
  Jules Marc Phillippe Gozlan
  Brendan Javier Granados McManus
  Christopher Segward Graupner
  Kevin Robert Graydon
  Zachary Kieth Grothouse
  John Guin
  Winton Allan Hancock III
  Harrison Andrew Hanes
  Joshua Tyler Haupp
  William Carter Haynes
  Justin Lamar Henderson
  Andrew Neal Hubbs
  Kyle Edward Izbicky
  Jeremija Lee Janes
  Samuel Georges Jean
  Esteban Andres Jhaya
  Macy Douangchhai Johnson

Kevin Marquis Jones
*** Nathan Ranga Kagolantu
  John Patrick Kelly
  Hiba Khan
  Samuel Paul Collins King
  Robert Christian Knight
  * Connor Kolehmainen
  Steven Darrell Lambert
  ** Ilias Lamrani
  Ryan Argus Lavoy
  *** Minh-Chau Nguyen Le
  Sean Benjamin Lear
  ** Colin Pak-Ken Leung
  Michael Javier Litéras, Jr.
  Matthew John Logan
  Zamir Londono
  ** Anthony Michael Loomis
  Adam Michael Lopez
  * Kyle Casey Lozinski
  Alexander Scott Mackey
  Daniel William Mahler
  Anthony Michael Maillly
  Brooke Mansfield
  Bridget Ally Masa
  Joah Durbin Massey

** Joseph Ryan Mattaliano
** Taylor Ryan Meehan
  Juan Pablo Meneses Murillo
  Timothy Randolph Merrick, Jr.
  Kirsten Carol Miller

* Steven Thomas Miller II
  * Liad Mizrahi
  Clado Tyrone Morris
  * Alexandria Danielle Mulligan
  Brian Joseph Muni
  James Allen Myers
  Kushal Sandeep Nagarsheth
  Christopher Anthony Napoli
  Ryan Ellis Neale
  * Jonathan L. Nguyen
  James Riley Nichols
  Jameel Aaron Nicholson
  Rafael Leonardo Ontiveros Navarro
  Brett Alexander Oostman
  Victor Ortega
  Flavio Santiago Paino
  Nicolas Petrus Claude Palay

*** Bryan Kenneth Crisolo Palogan
  Charnelle Fairthann Patchen
  Sharon Mi Park
  Kayla Elizabeth Parker
  Alex James Parnell
  Conner Jacob Parsey

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Andrew Parys
Marco Antonio Pascaul-Barragan
*** Harikishan Vimalbhai Patel
Juhi Nalinikumar Patel
Ross Brian Pearlman
Derek Enrique Perez-Rivera
Zachary Emil Victor Peters
Damon James Piacielli
James Douglas Pickerill
Oldguenson Pierre
William Pineda
Adam Matthew Posset
Robert Michael Proben, Jr.
Christopher Ariel Ramirez
Grant Joseph Richardi
Thomas Harriman Robertson, Jr.
Maxwell Heath Robinson
Brandon Neil Rod
Christopher John Rodrigues
* Eliezer Nicolas Rodriguez
Giovanna Alexis Rodriguez
Samuel Rodriguez
Victor Lee Rodriguez
*** Brayden Robert Roque
Alex Joseph Rose
* Joshua Michael Rowe
* Alex Stefan Ruiz
Jared Kipp Russo
Nicholas Wayde Sadler
Anthony Saint John
Wasee Sameen
Danny San Martin
Nicolas Rainier Schonborn
Eric James Schwartz
Luis Eduardo Serna, Jr.
* Zachary Clark Shepard
Eduarda Vanessa Silva Ferreira
Kyle Stephen Singh
Ramac Elizabeth Smith
Sean M. Smith
Reed Alexander Snowden
* Philip Rayond Suttle
Zachary Lee Spikes
Peter William Stamas
Matthew Ryan Stansfield-Phillips
* Jeremy Lloyd Stephen
Derek Charles Stewart
Courtney Ann Swichkow
Fray Robert Tacuba Guerrero
Morgan Anne Taylor
Philip Slapoce Tesli
Michael Gregory Testa
Connor Louis Tobin
Sarah Ann Tucker
Da Van
Khang Quoc Van
Daniel Nicolas Velicu
Anthony Venuto
Antonio Jose Manuel Vera
Samuel Lord Verbarg
Juan D. Vila
** Brendan James Wagman
Murphy Spencer Walden
Tyler James Ward
** Jonathan Aaron Warner
*** Lindsey Taylor Webb
Jamie Leigh Wilkins
Christopher Lyle Williams
Kenneth Troy Williams III
Sean Louis Wilson
James Bryan Winfrey
Robert Evan Winkler
** Corbin Mathew Wirt
Brennon Caleb Tristan Woodye
Jonathan Nicholas Yundt
Nicolas Elias Zedan

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Environmental Engineering BSEnvE

Emily Catherine Ahn
Nikkita Kaustubha Bachoo
Sydney Jean Collins
Jordan Duran
Lee Charles Hurst
Victoria Romanovna Marochkovich
* Alexander Michael Meharaghno
Jonathan Michael Presley
Alina Olivia Ripp
*** Lauren Marie Schmidt
Victoria Isabela Simanca
*** Angel Enrique Villarruel-Moore

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Communication Sciences and Disorders

BA

*** Christa Louise Beriswill
Mayrelys Berrios
Destinee Eve Brocato
Sarah Meagan Charbonneau
Betsali Cintron Vargas
* Samantha Jane Fanella
Nicolle Marie Gonzalez
* Ally Morgan Helsel

*** Bailey Elizabeth Jones
Amanda Elaine Kotowski
Chantal Josephine Mallory
Lissette Ruth Moran
Jehan Fereste Banzon Munoz
Brooke Colette Nevins

** Elisabeth Ashley Pascual
Samantha-Rose Virginia Patino
Andrea Paola Segarra
Victoria Alexandra Torres

Bachelor of Science

Athletic Training BS

Rebekah Jo Arrigo
Amy Lee Aviles
Joseph Dalton Carroll
Emmanuel Cruz Castro
Blake DeSenti
Emily Elizabeth Dwyer
Brandy Taylor Eaton
Destiny Glass
Chanel Kerlena Cynthia Hamilton
Ignor Joseph
Alaina Billie Noel Locus
Briania Sherice McDuffie
Casey Louise Mendel
Zya'Net Lorraine Moorehead-McKie
Jayme Kazuo Navarro
Stephanie Marie Riquelmy-Seda
* Kelsie Riveron
Katelyn Elizabeth Rose
Micaela Breann Ward
Kiana Sakura Webb

Communication Sciences and Disorders

BS

Celeste Marie Abeledo
Madalen Abuaram
Heather Nhu Thien Ha An
Beraca Jade Bello
Carla Sharis Benitez Torres
Kyla Erin Brawley
Anthony C. Brown

*** Patricia Marie Butherus

*** Jailene Y. Camacho

Yitzella Del Pilar Camargo
Kaylah Nicole Chance

* Alyssa Cayla Chertcow
Daniel Edgardo Cruz
Destiny Michelle Culbertson
Eurika Delinois
Theresa Doris Dorce
Dillon D. Dupuy
Samantha Tyler Eble
Gabrielle Sara Edrich
Regine Dora Elisme
Natalia Sade Esparra
Widad Farchi
Cayla Ann-Marie Ferraris

* Brittany Nicole Ferrera

*** Melanie Michelle Fesmire

Victoria Flora
Samantha Lee Goheen
Jhaniel Kimberlee Gordon
Rachael Lauraine Guzman
Valerie Yoniel Guzman
Mikala Alexandria Harris

* Catrina Angela Haye

Jasmine Nicole Henderson
Angela Michel Herrera
Sophie Jacqueline Hilpl
Dahana Jean
Shelby Leah Kahn
Hannah Rachel Kamphaus
Bailey Shea Kane
Lia Kavehzhadeh
Rebecca Leigh Kelly
Hannah Leigh Knowles
Ashton Nicole Languasco

* Jenna Elizabeth Louis
Sarah Elizabeth Louvat
Briania Dea Mati
Britain Catherine McDonald
Elizabeth Tamunoibuomi McPerebo
Monica N. Metroyos
Megan Christine Mills

Kim Alexis Monteclaro
Samantha Taylor Moore

*** Angela Marie Moraca
Danielle M. Mulligan

* Cristina Damille Nieves
Mary Elizabeth Olney

* Megan O'Toole
Valerie O'Toole

** Garrett Thomas Outland
Nicole Jeanette Palmer
Dixa Panara
Randy W. Panzarino

* Jeimmy Y. Paredes
Anna Priscilla Pearson
Beatriz Marie Perez
Lilliana P. Perez
Paola Andrea Perez
Adaymia Montrice Polk
Yesenia Victoria Quezada
Johanna Quiceno
Chantal Monique Quintana

* Kennedy Elizabeth Raffa
Mariangely Rampolla
Haylee Therese Renouf
Juan Sebastian Rivera
Karina Elisa Rodriguez
Paola Rodriguez

* Elisabeth Joy Rymer
Micaela Sacchi
Nicolette Rose Sacino
Bailey Autumn Santos

* Christina Marie Santos
Marissa Lynn Schorn
Michaela Isabel Schulz

** Hannah Rose Sillanoff
Marcelo Esteban Silva
Camille Niara Simmons
Karla Michelle Simonet
Donelle Rae Sinnott
Taylor Ann Smith

*** Meagan Marie Steffen
Kyra Cherise Sweet

* Haley Anna Szabo
Amber Grey Thomas
Nicole Marie Vazquez
Samantha Francis Verdelotti

Emily Sarah Vozzella
Sarah Elizabeth Waters
Malik Khambrel Whit
Madison Nicole Wiesen
Sheniqua Monique Williams
Ashlyn McKenzie Wolford

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude

** denotes Magna Cum Laude

* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Health Sciences BS

*** Nicole Katrina Abedrabbo
Chavelly Dinorah Aboomar
Katie Lee Adams
Arman Aidinejad
Mhd Khaled Al Hamwi
Samuel Sameer Ali
Hadaya Ali Alkhateeb
Tina Hayder Alkhazali
** Jacob Michael Allan
Elaine Rose Altamura
Daniel Juan Alvarez
Maura Katherine Aman
Rayven Madison Amenhauser
Justin Charles Anderson
Sherrin Grace Andrews
Claudia Arias
Anthony Thomas Arnold
Emilio Aron Asgeirsson
Camden Edward Ashdown
Natalie Jenna Attar
* Fadi Emad Aziz
Zoe Breanna Baghini

*** Alexis Nicole Bailey
Essa Michael Bajalia
Kyle Denise Balce
Natalie Adelina Ballard
Hayley Rose Balmer
Amosena Baptiste
* Victoria Michelle Baram
** Alexa Luciana Barletta
Kevin Michael Barreto

** Maria Barque
Bruno Moura Barusco
Alex Mackenzie Bass
Marisa Elena Benedict
Ashley Yvonnie Berry

** Jessica Kristine Bischoff
Matthew Jeffrey Bishop
Paula Ximena Blanco
Sara Primm Blodgett
Lizette Bloodworth
Taylor Olivia Blum
Trevor Austin Bogner
Paul Patrick Boss, Jr.
Jason Phillip Brandwein
Olga Brovko
Christian Peter Bryle
Alexander John Byram
Brittany Alexandra Byrd

*** Christopher John Cacciatore
Heather Calhoun-Floyd

Toshami Shameika Calvin
Dakota Dale Campbell
Darjan Cancravic

*** Anthony Xavier Caraballo
Justin Varios Caraballo
Mary Ashton Carpenter
Wynerper Marlene Cepeda
Vincent Riziero Cervini
Philip Chalmi
Balaji Chandrasekar
Elta Naomi Charles
Wolff Joseph Charles, Jr.
Jessica Lynn Charron
Aditi Chokshi

* Jessica Lauren Collins
Makenzie Christine Conner
Olivia Marie Connors
Ivana Adrienne Cooke
Ashley Cooper
Patrick Ryan Cranor
Hanna Leigh Crisp

* Savannah Cruz
Isabella Elle Cura
Andrew Danchisko
Kelley Elizabeth D'Angelo
Allen Trung Dao
Courtney Jean David
Jimena Davila
Denisha Anelis Davila Marengo
Megan Sarah Davis
Noel Francis De Los Angeles
Jordyn Renee Decker
Christa Ann Deeks
Isabelino Delgado, Jr.
Ryan Michael Delk
Dana Rae Reyes Derequito

** Anthony Jack DiVeta
Justice Corrine Donald
Eliah Shalaar Dornevai
Kirk D. Douverture
Raelyn Leah Dowdy
Nadia Elizabeth Durham
Derick Charles Duval
Rachel Anne Easterling
Ebrahim Muslim Esmailje
Sofia Judith Esteller
Catherine Exceus
Manuel Andres Pandino, Jr.

* Thomas Farhan Fanek
Mohamad Anas Felo

*** Kimberly Nicole Ferguson
Perpetual Angel Fernandes
Irene Alexandra Fernandez

** Kayla Marie Ferro
Haley Nicole Fisher
Katarina Paige Fisher

*** Shannon Marie Fitzpatrick
Estefania Victoria Flores
Ronnika Shantae Fountain
Daria Marie Frey
Benjamin Alexander Friedman
Monica Ann Fussner
Kendra Maxine Garcia
Matthew David Gartner
Juanita Garzon

*** Dominic James Gasbarro
Jocelynna Geneus
David Hany George

*** Rachel Christine Geril
Shashank R. Gidipally
Amanda Paige Gilliland
Amanda Marie Gist
Brandon Fitz-Donovan Glaze
Lisa Ann Goldsworthy
Marissa Lynn Gomez

*** Almina Gomez
Janelle Gonzalez
Karlaamari Gonzalez Rivera
Nikolas Hays Goodenow
Bailey Michele Gulash

*** Umbul Haider
Brittyn Noelle Hamer
Loryn Vicki Harris
Savannah Leigh Harris
Tiera Raven Harris

* Olivia Mackenzie Hartline
Marquis Hegwood
Joelle Heiman
Taylor Delaine Hensley
Adrian Alexis Hernandez

* Cristina M. Hernandez
Manuela Hernandez-Perez
Brittany Lynn Hill
Rachel Nicole Hochman

* Selena Rose Houck
Diana Maria Houd

** Savannah Dayne Hoyt
Samuel Christian Hunt
Alyse Alexandra Hurwit
Emily Nicole Hynson
Beau W. Indovina
Mercy Iribarren
Arifa Ishaq
Farah A. Itani
Elizabet Ashton Ivey
Amra Jahagic

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Christina Jean-Baptiste
Brandon Thomas Jenkins
Kenya Sade Johnson
Thorunn Jonsdottir
Nedjie Joseph
Easton Louis Juliano
Richard Raouf Kelada
Pavanjeet Singh Khalsa
* Mustafa Ahmed Khan
Kane Ly Khoo
Erica Lynn Kinder
McKenzie Michael King
Sarah Louise Kingsbury
Mark David Kinkel
Tori Marie Kitts
Nicole Ibasco Kogut
Talya Elisheva Kohan-Shohet
Matthew Ryan Krichmar
Regina L. Kyalo
Alexander Stephen Ladue
Angelica Priscilla Laloo
* Rebekah Lin Largmann
Nicole Danielle Larusso
Geoffrey Harrill Laudermilch
Arianna Lucia Laureano
Brenna Leibovitz
* Sarah Emmeline Lermo
Kayla Melissa Lewis
*** Adrienne Li
*** Megan Margaret Liebl
Taylor Nicholle Long
Jenny Lopez
Luis Xavier Lopez
Erik Anthony Lopez-Hutton
Carolyn Louise-jeune
Julie Xuexin Luo
** Dylan Harris Mackey
Khira Danielle Madison
Chelsea Alyline Mahnkne
Dina Maia
*** Madison Julia Marcano
Alexander Christian Martinez
Nathalie Martinez Betancourt
Lindsay Susan Mathew
* John Scott Matthews
Uzoamaka Chinye Catherine Mbionwu
Andrew John McCauley
Morgan Nichole McCutcheon
Wesley George McFarlane
Megan Roseann McGovern
** Shannon Ashley McGowan
Shayn Patrick McLellan
Julie Ellen McPherson
Kelly Wayne McRight
* Stefany Michelle Medina
Jordan Anthony Mehl
Elizabeth Marie Mendez
Jaclyn Caryn Mendoza
Georgina A. Mensah
Tatiana Mesa
Michael Leonard Metzger
Nikita Yasmeen Meyer
Cameron Benjamin Milks
Savannah Elizabeth Mills
* Amber Rose Mohlman
Antonio Lorenzo Molfetta
Angie Kristine Moliere
Paige McKenzie Molitz
* Tai M. Monge
Shaina Alesia Montanye
Rebecca Soomintra Moonsamy
Marthashlyn Money
* Mondona Monica Mortezaei
Brian Mozca
Joseph Daniel Mundo
Jacob Mwangi Mungai
Thomas Casey Murray
Tylan Rose Naile
*** Sabrina Thuy Ngan Ngo
* Ai Quynh Thi Nguyen
* Dung Kim Nguyen
Jacqueline Xuan Nguyen
* Michelle Quynh Nguyen
Minh-tam Thien Nguyen
Nguyen Phuoc Nguyen
Quang Nhat Nguyen
Tina Chi Nguyen
Myriam Enid Nieves
*** Madelyn Marie Nurge
Amanda Moinya Nyuma
Samantha Hope Oberman
Kiernan A. O'Connor
Erlyn Cristy Abijoy Odiogan
Jennifer Lynn Onyuski
Jony Herman Ortiz
Gabriela Alexandra Oyola Rodriguez, Sr.
* Ashley Elizabeth Paone
Nikol Vanessa Passaglia
Heema R. Patel
Tarina Paresh Patel
Shamika Leyla Paul
Isabella Paya
*** Haroon Wajid Peerzada
Eliezer Tamir Penias
Airamis Perez
Jordan Michael Peters
Morgan Lee Peterson
Mitchell Ryan Picard
Cesia Valerie Pinedo
Brandon Michael Poblete
Madison Daniela Potter
* Taylor Rae Powers
Christy Lauren Pragel
Joshua Richard Randazzo
Kristy A. Rattanavong
Cody Scott Redfern
* Tereasa Julia Redmond-Lou
Luis Ernesto Reichard III
Olivia Reen Richardson
Amber Leianne Ridenour
Jasmine Rivera
Gabriela Rivera Rabino
Matthew James Roberts
Emmanuella Lucille Roche
Jasmine Marie Rodriguez
Katharine Tina Rodriguez
Jacob Alan Romani
Alexandria Dawn Rose
Daiza Renee Rufus
* Brian Nathaniel Ruiz
Wisdom Paige Ryan
* Lane Matthew Sager
Girgis M. Saleeb
Sophia Rebecca Salinas
* Hailey Elizabeth Salyers
Babita Samaroo
* Jamie Theresa Sammarco
Katia Lizeth Sanchez
Stephanie Sanchez
Shira Sanfeliz
*** Christopher Alexis Sasco
Anthony Sauri
* Laura Maged Sawires
Stephen Andrew Lee Scheller
Michael John Schenken
Morgan Taylor Schomaker
Jazma Schou
Matthew Scott Schroeder
Alexis Taylor Schwartz
Dylan Austin Scott
Alexandra Leah Shapiro
*** Chandler James Shiley
** Rachel Lauren Shuck
Christian Karl Silvola
Cole Jordan Simon
Francares Simon
Clayton Wesley Smith
Emieheka Somore
Stacey Adrianne Spencer

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Samantha Ann Spofford
Michael John Sposito
Avianas Ann Squier
* Michael Ryan Stakinski
Sascha Rochelle Stewart
Hunter James Stone
** Doua Salem Swissi
Haaris Ali Syed
Khusnua Syed
Britney My-Linh Tang
Christina Bernadette Tanios
Alina Noelle Tarrillo
Aliakber Ashikali Tejani
Amy Thach
Edgar Stone Thompson
Nicholas Donat Tieu
* Emily Gaylin Tipton
Jessica S. Titts
** Deanna Louise Tobia
Francine Tran
Jenna Trinh
Hernett Kaur Tuteja
Savannah Parke Ulmer
Emma Catherine Underwood
Kylie Rae Unser
Kristen Nicole Vanderveer
Fernanda Vargas Cervera
Sarieni Jeanette Vasquez
Alquisha Shatoya Vereen
Lauren Elizabeth Vergamini
Kerri Rose Vetter
Nathalie Elaine Waldrop
Sara-K Corneilia Walker
Irene Christian Wang
Nathan Harrison Ware
Olivia Elizabeth Warren
Jasmine Watts
Brittney Marie Webb
Casey Marie Webster
McKenzie Sachiko Weiler
Haley Ann Wharton
Tyler Jordan Wilcox
Kaitlyn Rae Wilhoit
Megan Dawn Wise
Hunter August Witholt
John Robert Wojcich
Shelby Paulette Wood
** Alexis Jo Yagoda
Lauren Yoonan Yang
Nicolas Richard Yeager
Samah Nabeel Yousef
Natalie Delana Zanella

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Coaching

*** Anthony Christopher Catotti
Jonatan Ezequiel Cruz
Christian D. Cruz-Torres
Tristan Phillip Dignan
Brandon Scott Ellis
Adrian Farley, Sr.
Elias Flecha III
Anthony Joseph George, Jr.
Rachel Christina Hall
Tyler Michael Hudnack
Nytiyah Janacee Jackson
Jose Albi Lopez-Almendares
Maurice Shane-Kevin McLeish
Thomas Jacob Milana
Eddie Bernard Motley
Bryant Quevedo

*** Daniel Robledo
Kevin Rocha
Jordan Wilson

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Human Performance

** Michael Phillip Adler
Rachel Lynn Adler
Charles Robert Allen
Ritchy Amisial
Gorka Aperribay

*** Antonio Aracho
Carlyn Attaway
Arman Ally Bradudeen
Shawn Elias Batista Tatum
Emma Grace Bauta
Daniel James Beatty
Ciara Michelle Berrios-Vega
* Jeremy Elliott Beyer
Jhon Sebastian Bohorquez
* Cale Jeffrey Ott Brader
Emily Elizabeth Bruchal
Everett Blake Bunch
Alyssa Marie Campbell
Erika Ayleen Cardinale
Shannon Elizabeth Carmody
Madison Catherine Casale
Akari LeQuae Cason
Nicholas Michael Centrella
Maria Paula Cespedes
Laran Charles
Sunny Cho

*** Natalia Abraham Coelho
Gary David Colina
Cory Jaron Collins
Ines Lucia Contreras
Marisa Lyn Cooper
Alec K. Cosme
* Megan Belle Cundiff
Xavier Emmanuel Daudier
Devin Deon Davis
* Elizabeth De La Cruz Lopez
Deanna De La Rosa
Brittany Nicole Depalma
Keaira Deshong
Jalen Markes Dozier
Christopher Wayne Dunning
Sean Matthew Edmondson
Anthony Efstratiades
* Lyndi Marie Elms
Christopher Jonathan Emile
Alexis Brooke English
Luis Ferrer
Alexander Cameron Fletcher
Makenzie R. Fulton
Jacob Michael Funk
Maxine Furtado
Mariah Aliya Ganga
Caanan Glen Gassmann
Leonard Bernard George II
Jake Ley Gillis
Tamesha Symone Glover
Tyriq Kerly Goldman
Lisa Ann Goldsworthy
Nikolas Hays Goodenow
Adrian Gordon
Johan G. Guusp Mojica
Nicholas Mark Guidetti
Brandy Lee Hanson
Danielle Victoria Haugen
Sydney Marie Hays
Peter Andrew Hernandez
Kaylee Gladys Hicks
Anaika Nicole Hidalgo
Parker Teryl Hiday
Jonathan Mark Hollman, Jr.
Abdull-Hakim Isa
Robert James
Gabriel Jativa
Aaron Kyle Jerrell
Janet C. Jhon
Aspen Nicole Johnson
Nazriah Moné Jones
Julia Paige Joslin
Chris Kil
Trevor Shane Knauf
Shanteria Breshay Knowles
Kayla Ann Lambert-Lease
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Adam Chandler Lapikas
Brandon Lee Launstein
Carrie Elizabeth Lawrence
Sydney Nicole Lee
Gabriela Linares
Grace Kristen Lindberg
Carson Mario Lipinski
Jordan Alexander Lockamy
Astrid Michelle Lopez
Gwenyth Skylar Majercin
Renz Angelo Marson
Bradley Alexander Martin
Elijah Luke Matthews
Liam Michael McGrath
Rory Patrick McNamara II
Declan James Meehan
Michelle E. Mejia
Kelly James Mitchell
Denis Antonio Moreda III
Taylor Alexis Mort
William Rafael Moxley
Jessica Joyce Nash
Ralph Nazaire

** Edvina Neskukaityte
Lucas Alexander Olivo
Tania Marie Olmo Rivera
Sybile Gloria Orelus
Gabriella Grace Pacetti
Christian E. Palmer
Anthony Louis Paonezza
Christopher S. Parks
Erik Slade Peksen
Gonzalo F. Pereira Colucci
Katherine Michelle Perez
Robert John Perry
Shannon Elizabeth Perry
Bailey Drew Pickering
Juan Sebastian Pineda
Briana Alise Potter

** Rebecca Diane Pursley
Typhanie Lakay Quest
Rachel Nicole Rabinowitz

** Xavier Ramos
Christian Noel Ramos-Rivera
Daniel Ernesto Recinos
Joseph Daniel Rica, Jr.
Brett Austin Richard
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Ridenbaugh
Victoria Ann Rios
Trevor Stewart Roberts
Matthew Sam Rott
Austin William Russo
Gabriel Sebastian Sanin

Whitney Robin Schaefer
Lyndsey Nicole Sciarriino
Daniel Alexander Serrano
Jeri Alexandra Shechtman
Jasmine Michelle Solares
Aaron Dean St John
Tyler James Starr
Tristynn Nicole Stroup
Alejandra Lucia Suarez
Jesse Dakota Sutcliffe
Andrew William Tarr
Samatha Ray Thompson
Miranda Odette Torres
Vivian Veronica Valdes
Edneia Anilda Moreira Varela
Jannara Marie Vensamoye
Michelle Sara Vilseis
Zachary James Waitman
Jason David Wallace
Lindsey Morgan Walton
Jamie Watkins
Kyle August Weber
Karlie Benton White
Brandon Rashad Williams
Amanda Stephanie Wise

** Connor L. Wisniewski-Top
Zak Austin Woodward
Cassandra Maria Yoham
Chelsea Mae Zittle

Bachelor of Social Work

Social Work BSW

** Julio Angel Acosta, Jr.
Dominique Isabella Agramonte
Summer Ali Ahmed
Tamera Lynnae Allen
Jacqueline Andujar
Alexandria Kristen Ashman
Angelo Gabriel Garngay Baldoz
Kevin Andrew Baluja
Narda Pamela Benavente
Felicia Elizabeth Bender
Yoenia S. Bestard
Rachel Marie Bishop
Nikoletta Blackman
Dannielle Borges
Kaitlyn Marie Boyland
Berenice Briones De La Cerda
Michael Andrew Bryant
Michelle Cardona
Neena Lee Champion
Theasa Angela Chavers
Kseniya A. Cherepnina
David H. Chesnut
Mathew C. Chiang
Jordan Nicole Cohen
Samantha Ann Conrad
Krystal Elizabeth Dave
Brionna Mikayla Davis

** Brynne Marie Dawkins
Vernille Celeste Deterville
Kethia Dorceus Pierre
Miriam Carolina Duarte
Melita Dzin
Sarah Elaine Egan
Alessandra Escobedo
Beatriz Esperza
Latisha J. Estime
Ryan De'Von Fleming
Johanna Brigitte Frank
Sharona Andrea Franklin
Gillarsy G. Garcia Milan
Maria Del Carmen Gutierrez
Jessica Carolina Guzman
Sophia Angelina Hart
Jimmile Marie Henderson
Kerriann Herah
Susan Elizabeth Hill
Gabrielle Aiyanu Hines
Cory Michael Holmes
Iona Gayle Houston
Marlene Kelly Isma
Gabriela Jorge

** Ahmani J. Joseph
Evan Lee Kaufman
Lauren Kaye Ketchie
Jennifer Marie Keyser
Ryan James Kirby
Jessica Lafrance Louisidor
Mariah Elizabeth Lowe

** Veronica Lugo
Tyler Jordan Lynch
Jon Patrick Lytle
Surien Machado
Meggan Elizabeth Mack
Karime Joan Maldonado Rios
Cheryl Melissa Martinez Diaz
Daniel Patrick McGowan
Carrie Alesia McGuire

** Ligia Emih Mejia
Stephanie Merantus

** Sandrine Helen Frances Miedecke
Ashley Nicole Miller

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude

** denotes Magna Cum Laude

* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Megan Moya-Gay Mitchell
Virginia Moise
*Mireya Mondragon
Ileana Montero
*Phoebe Ann Obrecht
Gabrielle Jordan Oden
Sarkis Joel Olivencia
Lizbeth Ortiz
Katharine Taylor Oswald
Tiffany Adriana Pando
Carol Perez
Lindsay Kirsten Raham
Catherine Lee Rice
Angie Stephany Rincón Camacho
*Monica Patrice Rivera
Ashley Brett Robinson
Emily Alexandra Sardinha
Kellie Anne Simmons

*** Anna Frelin Smith
Jennifer Sparks
Nishika Stafford
Stephanie Marie Talbot
Sarah Marie Trad
Yadira Turrubiertes
* Danielle Vivian Uhran
Khalil Roshawn Virgo
Ricardo Stephen Warren
Mia Joy Watler
Kimberly Michelle Wells
Christopher Lee Whitsett

*** Thalya Kaylon Williams
Rachel Christine Wilson
Steven Paul Wilson
Desiree Elysa Wisdom
David James Michael Yarbrough
Melissa Lynn Yost
* Breanna Maye Zimmerman

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Medicine

Bachelor of Science

Biomedical Sciences BS
Katie Lee Adams
*** Jeremy Dale Adamson
*** Subuhee Ahmed
Neil Vorbes Alexander Aleger
Yvens Alerta
Tina Hayder Alkhazali
Gabriela Alesandra Alonso
Eroede Alterme
Luigi A. Alvarez
Maia Nath Charley Andrews
Callie Grace Angell
Jeremias Emanuel Arevalo
Kylee Morgan Arthurs
Raquel Freitas Arthuzo
Ramon Eduardo Atencio
* Michael Waseer Bacchus
Alexander Bakshi
*** Alya Barq
Angelica Gabriela Bautista
Lina Sofia Bedoya Martinez
Danielle Jeanette Beetle
Jonathan Beltran
Simon Berhane
Sophia Cecile Bertot
Logan Alexandra Blake
Paula Ximena Blanco
Kiana Victoria Boordram
Alexander Hansen Boss
Brianna Bran
Alexandra Marie Brown
Britney Huana Brown
Maria Consuelo Victoria Buenacino
Alexandra Iris Bunee
Caroline Bustamante
Ilira Caboku
Tanya Sabrina Calle Mora
*** Brent Liu Cao
Lai Thi Xuan Cao
Allan Tomas Cardenas
Jomar Abraham Carrasquillo
Adriana Chavez
Siam Chawdhury
Angelica Amara Chen
Claudia Cobos
Barbara Coelho Mota Espi
Haley Amanda Conner
Megan Nichole Coughlin
Kristen Cecil Curriel
Joseph Harry Dalton, Jr.

Thomas Trung Dao
* Molly Charlotte Dawkins
Jessica Malta De Andrade
Tyler James DeMelo
Christian Allen Dimaculangan
Anastasia Caprice Dixey
* Lauren Ashley Dobrin
Dylan Joseph Donakowski
* Jordan Elizabeth Dressel
Vinicius Nunes Duarte
*** Angie El-Said
Adam J. Farner
Nafees Fatima-Hashami
Juliana Elizabeth Fazio
Perpetual Ansel Fernandes
Jesus Francisco Fernandez
Kaitlyn Nicole Fisher
Christopher Michael Fivie
Annaliia Grace Foster
Daoa Cala Francillon
Halina Friedwald
Marcus Peter Frutchey IV
Erika Jean Furlong
Errica Nicole Fusco
Mahmoud Elnuor Gardashti
Nakul N. Gheewalla
Marlene Therese Glatz
Robert John Goldman
Lina Maria Gomez
Steven Joseph Grabosky
Ashley Michelle Gramajo
Tameka Guillaume
Rishab Gupta
* Khairna Guruvadoo
Adam Carson Hagen
*** Umbul Haider
* Simran Hamid
Philip Daniel Hannoush
Thomas Aric Hawkins
Diana Beatriz Hernandez
* Michael Edwin Hernandez
Jordan Brian Hinson
Tara Kaityn Hoffmann
* Alexandria Ruth Iakovidis
Elijah Timothy Ibadlit
Mohamed Gomaa Ramadan Ibrahim
Noor Bassam Isis
Maria Jamealedine
Carlos Andres Jaramillo
Andjic Jeudy
Rebecca Johnson
Jonathan Nicolas Joseph
Nathalie Joseph
Farah Kabalaoui
Tarah Nicole Kelley
Randy Khusial
Haedun Kim
Julia Pauline Kinney
Karima Kisir
Nicole Elsa Kopperud
Daniel Timothy Krazise
Kathleen Maria Kuesters
Jacquelyn Tsi-Di Kwon
Peter Michael Kyesmu
* Piotr Pawel Lagod
* Haley J. Lehew
*** Ashley Lima-Acosta
*** Lake Anthony Lindo
Travis Alexander Lowry
Shackara Tracy Lubin
Brittany Nicole Lucas
Lana Maarouf
Lygia Anselmo Machado
Hunter Ryan Mangleburg
Jessica Nicole Maples-Foster
Vahid Mashouhi Moghaddam
Adrian Molina Mati
Victoria Anne Matthews
Dana Maupin
Jackson Briggs Maute
* Mohammed Mayet
Kathryn Elizabeth McMullen
Freya Ching Mehta
Natasha Rae Mellini
Tristan Allen Memory
Anna Rose Montour
*** Krista Ann Moore
Sara Elizabeth Moore
Alejandra Morales
Ramphis Morales
James Keith Morical
Arman Mughal
Orlando Xavier Muñoz
*** Daniel Albert Murdock
Sharmilla Devi Murril
* Jackson David Nagamoto
Abdulrahman Mohammed Nawafleh, Sr.
Kevin Emilio Nelson, Jr.
Andrea Thien-An Nguyen
Duy Chau Nguyen
Ha Thi Thu Nguyen
James Phan Nguyen
Kevin Kim Nguyen
Quynh-Dan Nguyen
Shane Perry Noble-Quickenton
Shumana Ethika Nyna

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Medicine

Alexandra Grace Orr
Nathaly Pachon
Austin Robert Parker
Vanessa Parra-Gonzalez
Chirag Patel
Amanda Nicole Penn
* Michael Anthony Pennell
Katerina Alejandra Perdomo Percy
Lena Marian Perez
Ariel Margaret Perry-Mills
Anh T. Pham
Elena Pham
Dankitha Pierre
Mansoor Ali Qureshi
Joey Vincent Ragusa, Jr.
Chaniqua Rianne Angeline Ranson
Keval Ray
Abigail J. Reid
Melanie Rodriguez
Zulmarie Rodriguez
Christopher Alexander Roldan
Paul Christian Roskothen
David Robert Allan Ross
Cedric Jeffry Roudebush
Asia Lyn Rue

*** Daniel Alberto Ruiz
Vanessa Kathely Saenz
Dorhine Saint-Hilaire
Naomie Saintoruy
Carey Sanchez
Genesys Santana
* Ariella Esther Saslafsky
Ali Reza Satchmei
Anthony Francesco Satira
Matthew David Seymour
Jil Kiran Shah
* Neel Ketan Shah
Nihar Nipal Shah
Mohamed Basel Shawi
Kelsey Alexis Shirley
Kohen Nelson Shriner
David Sidhom
Luis Enrique Silva
Patrice Simone Simiwen
Reetish Kumar Singla
Ryan Arthur Skelly
Sabrine Sleem
Jordan Bowdle Solomon
Tomlinson Oswald Spencer, Jr.
Lorenzo Louis Stieffk
Justin Wayne Stone
Yanisa Alexandra Stuart-Salas
Marnel Gregory Surin
Nikhaar Surti
Natalia Szuk Vel Sztukowski
Labu Jaju Tamrakar
Anna Theresa Taylor
Jenna Lee Thomas
* Conner Todd Thompson
Joan Bernice Torres
*** Tala Trabulsi
*** Nicholas B. Tran
* Tristen Minh Tran
Shellyann Christina Tyrell
Maria Camila Vasquez
*** Raelynn M. Vigue
Amanda Lee Vitaglian
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Ward
Diamond Renee Watkins
Gina Mallory Welker
Aleishia Michuelle Wilson
*** Angela Grace Woodman
Emily Grace Woolhriser
Tiffany Blik-Ray Wut
Judy Yang

Biomedical Sciences BS-Molecular Microbiology
Cassandra Natalie Ann Derrick

Bionotechnology BS
William Batista da Silva
Andres Felipe Diz
Sire Kassama
Duyen Ngoc An Nguyen
Thaalys Santana Pinto
Dana Malesia Ramsey
Eduardo Rivera
Genesys Santana
Caryl-Lynn Elizabeth Stone
Alex Giovanni Vargas
Elizabeth Eileen Wait
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Ward
Silvia Zavarella

Medical Laboratory Sciences BS
Maria Luisa Danisse Abon
Marissa Danielle Batey
Molly Elizabeth Benner
James Lawrence Bray
Thomas James Bruno
Jonathan Lee Carinci
Laura Vanessa Castillo
Karen Dianne Celleri
Ann Marie Cremeans

Kathryn Fawn Garceau
Nicole Taylor Garson
Manuel Louis Giraldo
Nasreldin Lehab Hamdi
Brittany Marie Hansen
Derrick Alexander Hubbard
Jessica Marie Hubbell
Angela Drew Jackson
* Malak M. Khatib
Diona Telisa Lawrence
Jesus Manuel Lopez
Tina Trinh Mai
Emily Rae Morookian
Morgan Lynn Neumann
Truc Thanh Nguyen Phan
Raphael Nocete Rodriguez
Angie Michelle Sanchez
Dana Vargas
Yandere Vera Oliveras
Jordan Lindsay Vondette
Brandon Charles White

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Nursing Generic BSN
Kimberly Lucille Abney
Morgan Marie Adams
Samantha Dale Adams
Carol Anne Avena
* Cristina Ariel Bajoo
Makenzi Grace Baker
Mariah Nicole Bean
*** Casey Marie Blackwell
Sarah Gail Bourgade
Rebecca Lynn Bruce
Allison Marian Buschhom
Shayla Bussey
Sydney Rae Cardenas
Jennifer A. Castillo
* Suzette Sabrina Cedeno
* Min Ji Cho
Amy Laure Coisnard
Alison Chandler Cook
Vanessa Maria Cordero
* Rebecca Ann Coven
Caitlin Leanne Cox
Alexandra Nicole Cubillan
Amity Marie Dabbah
Tyler Michael-James Dausch
Samantha Elle Day
Alexandria Chi DeQuattro
*** Emily Rose Derayunan
Nicolette Deza Velez
Garrett James Edenfield
* Haley Edenfield
*** Paige Nicole Enicks
*** Christina Ann Erdelac
Rachel Marie Evans
* Ashton Ann Felice
* Taylor Marie Filardi
Bridgette Ruth Fitzhugh
* Isabel Marie Garcia
Veronica Garcia
* Katelyn Hope Gaudet
Daniel Gil
*** Whitney Leah Goldstein
*** Hannah Marissa Greene
Anthony Michael Haberman
Bryce Edward Harrison
Hailey Ann Hartshorn
** Patrick Allen Healy
Jeniffer Tatiana Hincapie
Kelle Marie Holohan

Hannah Kay Hughes
** Kristin Marie Hunter
*** Jimmy Ralph Jaramillo
Karina Marie Jimenez
* Brianna Ksenia Julius
** Jordyn Kerce
Samuel Kissiedu
Victoria Lee Kitt
Jacob Allen Kluesener
* Zsanyne Jaquelyn Kostal
Kaitlyn Marie Kunda
Jessica T. Lam
Catherine Mary Lambert
*** Abbygail Paige Lapinski
Ryan Kendall Le Valley
*** Jenna Ann Leonard
Kimberley Alexis Lucas
Ashley Antionette Mahabee
Jose Manuel Marcano
Jinelle Victoria Marmolejo
Miranda Titania Maxon
Sinead Aine McCarron
** Darian Lynn McCormick
Delaney Sonia Miklos
Daniel Lee Mimm
Yelinette Montanez
Shridevi S. Motilal
*** Kyra Skylar Mullins
Connor John Murehie
*** Ariana Marion Nieves
Petr Petrovich Oshkolup
Nathalia Pacini
Melissa Joy Papa
Savannah Brooke Petry
Edith Carolina Pichardo
* Kaitlyn Rose Piper
Vincent Andrew Potate
Catherine Mandyline Rameau
*** Bailey Elizabeth Ranson
James P. Reed II
Ricardo M. Reyes
Alexandra Marie Rodriguez
Valeria Rodriguez
*** Emily Christina Rothfuss
Christina Carmela Rotondo
Rory Schemering Ruffenach
Naomie Alexis Ruiz
* Cassidie Martina Sanchez
Blanca Dalia Sandoval
Jocelyn Nicole Saunders
Kayla Ann Senechal
Samantha Ann Sherman
Samantha Lauren Sisk
Rachel Marie Slater
Cara Catherine Smith
Jomar Angelo Soto
*** Anna Margaret Elaine Stewart
Shannon Nicole Strauss
** Julia Elenor Grace Stringer
* Samarawith Kinfe Tadele
Dina Tazkarji
Julie Truong Tran
Jarrod Robert Trettis
*** Marissa Renee Turk
Cheryl Christie Vargas
Lauren Rachel Wallis
Bailey Quinn Watkins
Julianne Michelle Whitehead
Suzanne Elaine Williams
Madeline Grace Wonsick

Nursing RN (BSN)
Margaret Ruth Anderson
Iyana Anthony
Adaline Janae Carlile de Assis
Angela Estella Atuesta
Staline L. Augustin
Preston Scot Bailey
Aishah Loraine Bartolome
Corey Philip Bennis
Maria Camila Benavides
Raina Gail Benedith
Samantha Leanne Bishop
Laura Kali Bodenheimer
Erin Nicole Bodine
Summer Victoria Booth
Brook Alexandra Bracey
Matthew David Brandon
Logan Kelly Bruce
Janine M. Bruno
Kelly Marie Buck
Samantha Douglas Campbell
Nicolette Marie Clarke
Taylor Victoria Click
Cassidy Margaret Close
Yadiraliz Coronado
Ethan Derrick Coyle
Alessa Leigh Craner
Kaley Roe Crupi
Katie Brianna Czajkowski
Shelby Nicole DeMichael
Jacob P. Denoyer
Salsa Sachin Deshmukh
Gerald DeVilas
Shanique Dhanpat

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Ashley Nicole Dupont
Lisette Marie Duran
Audrey Marie Edmondson
Yanna Fenell Edwards
Susan Ruya Engin
Bryn Ann English
Jessica Exantus
Patricia Lynn Flanagan
Kirshline Fleuristaal
Alexis Lauren Folkening
Julia Ann Gabriel
Anna Ileen Gaddy
Olivia Julie Garmendia
Porsche Iyanna Gatling
Jessica Lynn Gerstein
Thomas Cortlan Gibbs-Carrillo
Kimberly Marie Gonzalez
Lindsay Catherine Graber
Alexandra Graciani
Megan Elyse Greeno
Jennifer Laurie Grek
Laura Joy Gruening
Victoria Rose Harriger
Philippa Judith Hauger
Sarah Nicole Hefele
Jacqueline Charlotte Helmy
Stephanie Ann Hibbert
Korina Alexis Hidalgo
Michele Marie Hildembrand
Karyn Mullen Honaker
Katherine Christine Izzo-Andujar
Eileen Debra Jackson
Daniel Jean-Baptiste
Briana Nicole Johnson
Aubrey Meagan Johnston
Janice Boram Jung
Grace Kaisal
Isabelle Lee Kalahar
Francoise Kogan
Marjorie Lary Rachel Laguerre Guillot
Jacob Vaughn LaMarre
Kelly Jeanne Lamberson
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Letzkus
Andrew William Levine
Rachel Nicole Lightner
Lauren Nicole Lively
Morgan Brianna Lott
Teresa Ann Lucas
Shelby Luck
Angela Beth Luckey
Heather Lynn Marley
Janet Masedu
Spencer Katherine McLaughlin Krim
Joanna Jean Mee
Emma Marie Mendez
Naixxa All Mestre-Rivera
Brianna Alexandra Moore
Vicki Lynn Moore-Fiskell
Marie Ludnie Moreau
Sarah Raquel Morin
Dannica Lea Mosher
Jonathan David Mulero
Kelly C. Murphy
Joshua Daniel Nelson
Meahway P. Ngú
Aura Alexa Nicasio
Melody Ann Noeke
Aileen Castro Ortiz
Penelope Louise Ostalry
Sarah Cathry贈 Oswald
Erin Yvette Pearson
Heather Maureen Pecot
Sascha Nicole Perry
Carly Christine Peterson
Nathaniel Tyler Pierce
Srirat Poontherat
Rebecca Marie Porth
Lindsey Alice Pustay
Gena Rosemary Pyle
Madelyn Quinones-Amone
Shakti Radica Raghoonanan
Jose David Ramos
Amy Christine Reidelbach
Millicent Mitsy Rennie Dawkins
Alicia Anne Richter
Michelle Rivera
Alberto A. Rivern Soto
Dawn Heather Roberts
Daniel Krishna Rodriguez
Edward Rodriguez
Luz Mariana Rodriguez
Jennifer Lynn Romero
Evangeline Grace Roper
Victoria Leigh Roth
Cherrie Mae Sarmiento
Tabatha Kay Schnorr
Lindsay Michelle Schuck
Kaela Tyree Scott
Bailey Rose Shafer
Kaitlyn Marie Shelton
Trensa Nicole Shelton
Deanna Michelle Sheppard
Noelyn Sheppard
Michael Nicholas Slusser
Paulette May Stack
Amber Dawn Steury
Corey Alexander Stewart
Joshua Ryan Stoeveken
Zihou Li Story
Grayson Shea Sweeney
Lauren Nicole Swinford
Stacy LeAnn Symonds
Elizabeth Danielle Talbert
Natalie Thornhill
Yuan Tian
Amy Elizabeth Tombone
Gregg William Tomlinson
Michelle Ann Tursi
Elaine Nicole Van Dam
Laura Trussell Vancuren
Medjina Vertusma
Elisabeth Lanelle Walker
Thomas Michael Walker
Mark Guy Warren
Tashira Shaneieke Wilson
Brandon Marshall Wolf

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Optics and Photonics

*Bachelor of Science in Photonic Science and Engineering*

Photonic Science and Engineering BS

Sandy Gray Cline
Hunter Cody Cohen
Derek Joseph Daniels
David Guacanemee

*** Nicholas Renaux Kosan
** Latifah Amber Maasarani
Duc-Quy Le Nguyen
Hannah Rene Pierson

*** Austin Matthew Singh

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Advertising-Public Relations BA

Denni G. Abrahan
Sydney Ariel Alonso

** Natalie Patricia Alvarez
Elizabeth Daisy Andrews
Ashley Anne Bejsovec

* Megan Sara Bunce
Carly Nancy Buonocore

* Nicole Brianne Cantore

* Elisa Rochelle Castillo
Juan Micheal Cavanzon
Austin Tyler Cheeley
Alexander Sameer Chung
Meghan Colleen Cotton
Cody Nicholas Descalzo
Ariana Maria Duran
Karen Daniela Figueroa

** Hadley Nicole Gifford
Victoria Carmen Giraldo
Asha Elizabeth Gissendanner
Sara Theresa Goldstein
Elisa Cristal Gonell
Adriana Brie-Ann Gray
Celita Fabiana Guanella
Braden Keenan Hall
Alyssa Hope Harrell
Daniel Logan Harris
Caroline Marie Herman
Victoria Jacqueline Jean-Pierre
Douglas Warren Jensen
Emily Louise Kraut
Taylor Morgan Linton
Amy Elizabeth Loveless
Brienne Mackenzie Maze
Elizabeth Brooke Morales
Caitlin Paige Osborne
Georgina Emily Owen
Tysiah Lanae Pitchford
Rhiana De Lima Raymundo

* Lisa Nicole Rienhardt
Randi Lynn Rioux
Jessica Ann Robinson
Shirine Rouhi
Lidia Maria Serrano
Maya Renee Smith
Amber May Stamatakis
Zachary David Stewart
Savannah Rose Sweet
Byron Nathan Taylor
Ariel Ann Thweatt

Mason Carter Troche
James Daniel Vanden Bosch
Courtney Taylor Vinson
Riley Walden
London Nicole Walker

* Hannah Jordan Workman
Margaret Alexandra Zorilla Cortez

Anthropology BA

Susan Fraser Anderson
Melissa Erin Bailey
Alexis Nicole Beans
Alexander Craig Bondoc
Victoria M. Bonebrake
Nichole Marie Bower
Kayla Nicole Cadena
Eddy Nelson Cespedes
Joshua Joseph Cordero, Jr.
Alexander Jensen Craddock
Benjamin John Deutschmann
Phillip Steven Elliott
Gianna Marie Florsek
Katherine Browning Freeland
Michael James Gindlesberger
Ashley Marie Hany
Tarrah Jac Henry
Caleb Adam Hernandez

*** Hannah Christine Hickman
Elizabeth Leslie Holland
Kaitlynn Marie Krouser
Michelle Diane Labbe
Sandra Jocelyne Lagos
Bronson Thanh Lam
Danielle Ann McClanahan
Naudia Nicole McDaniel
Shannon McGuffey
Alexis Irene Methvin

* Samuel M. Moreau
Donnie Wayne Mullins
Stacy Reisinger Murray
Christopher Kane Oliver
Daimarelis Porro

*** Karli McDae Reeves
Logan Ryan Roberson

*** Chelsea Noelle Rose
Emily Ann Silfkin
Theresa Lindsay Southerland
Monica Nicole Vazquez-Diaz
Holly Suzanne Watson
Clifford Todd Wilkey
Elizabeth Kirby Shaw Wilson
Allison Megan Wise

Communication and Conflict BA

Kristian Matthew Allan
Stephanie Antoine
Christopher James Bowman
Abigail Ann Connolly
Angela Elise Dekruif
Kyle Alan Dowdell

* Lars Karen Elmqvist
Melis Irem Foell
Elizabeth Graham
Kevin Allen Hendricks, Jr.
Eric Peyton Hermansen

** Madison Lillian Kjosa
Blair Hali Lacjele
Jennifer Catherine Mountain
Bryce Anthony Nelson
Sydney Anna Norris
Amer Nyrbeah
Iraklis Papadopoulos
Shelby Kristin Paver
Eduardo Rivera, Jr.
Spencer Robert Sabel
Jillian Grace Sinclair
Garrett David Westberg

Human Communication BA

Rudy Acosta
Jovani Adhemar
Norvelie Claire Ajax
Terrell Glenn Allen
Beatriz Alvarez
Austin Evan Anderson
Ryne Steven Bennett
Dawn Kayla Black
Erica Jane Bodin
Vincent Walter Borello
Giovanna Mirella Bovero
Rachel Christine Bowersox
Fabiola Brenes
Jasmine Meshua Brown
Emely Marie Cabrejo
Bridge Rose Callahan

* Laura Alexandra Cano Fonseca
Cody Montgomery Casteel
Rachael Lauren Christopher
Nancy Cifuentes
Sierra Lynn Collins
Garrett James Colston
Courtlyn R. Combs
Dennis Joseph Corin
Sacha Hejbroch Cotton

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Madeline Rae Crites
Alissa Vanita Deonarine
Holly Marie Dietz
Carrie Lee Dudley
Darius Dwyer
Katelyn Nicole Egolf
Shelby Brooke Eiger
Kelly Marie Encarnacion
Caroline Elsey Eyrton
Dharmonthe Daverose Evra
Patrick Michael Farrell
Alexander Joseph Field
Patrick Ryan Gardner
Tara Lynn Gibson
Kathryn Louise Gleason
Daysha Mahaganny Golden
Kristal Marie Gomez
Sarah Nour Gordon
Kelley Anne Graham
Shianni Granoeu
Alyssa Lauren Guerrero
Luis Felipe Gutierrez
Samara Brooke Halperin
Nailah Zakia Hamilton
Christopher Edward Hart
Gared Hassel
Terry Dane Hathaway
Shania Hernandez
Luis Alberto Herrera
Taryn Haley Hightower
Dalina Ho
Michael Garrett Horton
Nicholas Joseph Iarriccio III
Chyna Michala Jaffray
Rebecca Schleidine Jean Charles
Justin Claude Joseph
Khendi Maia Joseph
Dylan Sean Kaplan
Alexis Irene Karpodinis
Hannah Gisele Kendrick
Alden Gabriel Kitain
Nathan Gordon Kramer
Carly Michele Landi
Shaquira K. Lawson
Mariel Arianni Leon Villora
Drew William Livingston
** Jonathan Carlos Luis-Jorge
Dominique Gabrielle Luzzi-Hyde
Morgan Isabella Lyle
Kenneth Mark Malave-Diago
Kathleen Anne Malloy
Sianni Amari Martin
Desiree Andreah Mathis
Stephanie Louise Matthews
Ryan Edward McConnell
Hannah Marie McGavock
Madison A. McNally
Chase Christian Merrill
** Gwendolyn Elize Michael
Kimberly Gabrielle Mitchell
Tamara Yvette Montalvo
Elizabeth Ashley Moore
Susana Moreno
Brittany Marie Muehlenfeld
Carlisha Antwana Murray
Ronald Mwangi
Idalis Nazario
Kimberly Ann Neuman
Michelle Andrea Ney
Chloe Yamina N’Gazi
Victoria Louise Nilbrink
Devan Rose Nolan
Erica Lee Olsson
Tolulope Emmanuel Omokore
** Giovanni Richard Oroso
Luana Ortiz
Rosa Marie Outing
Realati Ateya Owen
Paula Mercedes Parks Carrillo
Nicole Parrilla
Haley Olivia Peguillan
Jessica Lynn Pinner
Julio Andres Ponce
Rachel Marie Rodriguez
Rachael Ruggiano
Timothy Jake Russo
Mark Ryan Santiago
Sabrina Nichols Sauma
Ashlee Imani Tahdj Sawyer
Eric Craig Schieber
Hannah Mary Schneider
Samantha Chloe Senft
Riley Thomas Shafler
Jenna Paige Shankman
Samantha Beth Shepard
Deborah Ann Shulman
Hunter Ray Simmons
** Jacob Leonard Smith
Isis Souza-Campos
Cydnee Monae Spencer
Brooke Lauren Steppie
Christina Elizabeth Sillian
Charles James Sugg
Meagan Alice Terry
Kayla Brianna Thigpen
Sharon Lisbeth Tirado-Pacheco
Nicolas Joseph Tomasello
Isabella Tovar
Michelle Lauren Trujillo
** Catalina Margarita Udani
** Kristen Rosario Unico
Zoila Maria Villegas
John Joseph Walden
Jocelyn J. Walker
Audra Williams II
** Shenise Priscilla Williams
Sarah Noel Woolwine

International and Global Studies BA

Cristina Abad Molina
Elizabeth Aguilar
Darian Keith Allen
Ely Mayela Almendarez
Joseph Edward Behr
Brittany Nicole Bolger
Nidy Michelle Castillo
** Maria Camila Castro
Gabriella Marcia Crayton
Pedro Carvalho Cunha
Alexa Raquel Goldstein
Shannon Constance Lake
Cindy Giselle Leguillou Jiménez
Jordan Andre Lion
Monica Isabel Martinez
Shannon McGuffey
** Esthermary Mendez
Jolene Elizabeth Morris
Valeria Nieves Martinez
Rikki Belle Ocampos
Yahima Perez
Christopher Michael Radcliffe
Roger Luis Ramos
Patrick O’Crowley Riley
Maggie Rose Rush
Briana Russell
** Catherine Lynn Straughan
** Noa Tann
Joshua Thomas Van Wieren
Kaylan Conway Weems
Melissa Whittington Zambri

Journalism BA

Mike Brian Gramajo
Kristin Alexis James
Jorge Enrique Minotta
Andrew Stephen Ramos
Megan Nicole Turner

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Journalism BA-Electronic Journalism
Evan Samuel Abramson
Abisola Temitope Adeyemo
Rachel Lee Dicocco
Christina Nicole Diaz
Jessica Brooke Herman
Kinzie Skylar Hicks
Kenedi Leigh Holder
Dylan Colby Lyons
Sophia Nicole Mackrides
Shanya Tykema Richburg
* Nathaniel Ansley Rivas
Haleigh Rose Rowland
Nicholas A. Santiago
Brenna Sharon Sorensen
Raymiya Chairsea Thicklin
Zachary Arthur Winiacki

Journalism BA-Print/Digital Journalism
Anthony Joseph Abruzzo
Bailey Joseph Adams
Brenda Isabel Argueta
** Brian Jay Brant
Abigail Ruth Brashear
Spencer Alan Cook
Kevin Patrick Craig
Ashley Elizabeth Garrett
Alexis Laitrease George
Francine Joan Gordon
Randa Marie Griffin
Larissa Ann Hamblin
Shannon Brigett Hampton
Caroline Rebecca Jackson
Christen Nicole Kelley
Zachary Walter Lange
Linzie Lawton IV
Paola Andrea Peralta
Megan Cruz Scavo
Christian Anthony Simmons
Dominique Christopher Smith
Rachel Elizabeth Stamford
Edson Emmanuel Vargas
Marianna Rose Wharry
Erica Eana Wong
Kristen Kit-Yan Wong

Political Science BA
John Abram Enns

Political Science BA-American Politics and Policy
Jeannique Alexis
Jonathan Alvarado
Jacob Lee Ballard
Matthew Cody Bassett
*** Holly Noel Berry
** Michael Cameron Borkholder
Bradley Kyle Brown
Paul Robert De Stefano III
Andrea Victoria De Voe
Skylar Mitchell Gibson
Emily Grace Hoofnagle
Zachary Thomas Hursh
Alyson Elizabeth Johnson
* Savannah Danielle Kehoe
Michael Robert Kellermann
Damani Akel Kennebrew
Trinity Lauren Kutschinski
Brianne Carmel Lawrence

** Angely Layton
Sergio E. Leon
Angelica Laree Letson
Shiraz Malul
Emily Marte
Claire Elizabeth Martella
Jacob Tyson Mathis
Matthew Adam McCoy
Jeffrey Paul Meredith
Khadijah Mezel
Allison Nicole Minnerly
Jacob Garrett Moss
Frank Ryan Murrow
Stephanie Michelle Nesmith
Spencer Scot Pardo
Guillermo Francisco Perez
Alexander James Peterson
Isabelle Cathrines Pierson
Celina Maria Pouchet
Eliza Sophia Ramirez
Jacob Brandon Salit
Savannah Kate Steffensen
Paige Barbara Bianca Wendtzyk
Craig Wilding
William Paul Wyatt
Matthew David Yoss

Political Science BA-International Relations-Comparative Politics
** Sarah Jane Allen
Abdulaziz Muteh Alshammari, Sr.
Joseph Raymond Alvarenga
Miranda Jo Augustine
Karla Aurazo
Dana Maria Barbo
Dustin Edward Barrier
Jacobi Isaiah Bedenfield
Hayden Joseph Bethea
** Ryan Patrick Boldersdorf
Brandon Jamal Briggs
Evan Jared Budd
David Patrick Callahan
Zelphina Lorraine Card
Amber Minor Coates
Maeve Kelly Cosgrove
Abigail Dawn Cunnane
Fernanda P. DeMello
Michael Robert Desmond
John Diniscia
Christian Yvan Marcos Do Rosario, Jr.
Aldyn M. Edwards
Mistie Ferguson
James Thomas Frank III
Jorge Garcia
Matthew Joshua Gold
Jeremiah-Luke Jorge Gonzales
Christopher Elliot Guzman
Jacob Ethan Harr
Elizabeth Kate Hertz
William Tyler Holadia
Christopher Irby Jallah, Jr.
Anne Sophie Jean Baptiste
Mark Aaron Keen
Evan Nolan Keeney
Ela Magali Krebs
* Alexandra Lee Krufka
Linzie Lawton IV
Ryan Patrick MacCallum
Alissa Taunija Mahadeo
Julianne Adair McBay
Robert Edward Melanson
Alexander Daniel Mendelsohn
Daniel Gerardo Molina
Trevor Brandon Norell
Christelle Flaure Nozime
* Connor Robin Nugent
Elianny Ojeda
** Raven Kiara Peters
Renzo Pierres
Jose Miguel Pulido
*** Erin Noreen Reedy
Aaron Harris Rosenthal
Dominic Joseph Sauer
Melik Sava
Zachary Scott Schverak

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Joseph M. Tracy
Joy Lynn Votrobek
Sterlin Ali Waters

Political Science BA-Political Science-Prelaw
Stephen Robert Acosta
** Danielle Adoghe
Alexander Gautner Alezi
Alexander Evan Alt
Ana Maylen Amores
Sydney Keiffer Arneaud
Len Badeau
Natan Benilov
* Madison Hailey Berman
Mara Jade Bobay
Michael Jamaal Bradshaw
John David Brady
Samuel Cadet
Philip Alexander Caperna
Kyle Aron Carlson
Harlee Marie Cavnar
Callahan Ryan Cleere
Sheamus Joslyn Conway
William Byron Davis
Stefani Bozhidarova Doncheva
Shenique Icilema Nzynga George
Devin Gobin
Alyssa Marie Gonzalez
*** Mariana Chandra Hira
Austin Horowitz
Rayaan A. Hossain
Patrick-M. Isidore
Chloe Grace Randall Jennings
Tyra A. Johnson
Rebekah Lyn Kaufman
Matthew Ryan Keller
Amanda Sue Kelly
Cody Marlin Kennedy
S M Ibrahim Khalilullah
Richada Ky
Seana-Jahan Nalani-Rane La Coa
Zachary Austin Liebtreu
** Lea Irene Mangino
Mariah Rachelle May
Victoria Mohebpour
Ashley Loraine Montalvo
Nicholas A. Morey
Edwin Giovanni Munoz
Aidan Charles O'Brien
Destiny O'Neill
Julia Marie Pernice

Jennifer Cecilia Pinto
Colton Andrew Posey
Christopher Matthew Riehm
Victoria Lynn Rohloff
Bryan Alberto Rojas
Elpiniki Roussos
John Dennis Ryan
** Meghan Leigh Stevens
Barbara Jean Stewart
Maxwell Stewart
Philip Alves Correa De Toledo
Austin Michael Truett
Tiaara Jevona Tucker
Amber Morgan Van Ness
Amy Watson
*** Nathaniel Lee Yerby
Felix Clovis Zabala III

Radio-Television BA-Broadcast Generalist
Albert Aronov
* Kayla Cezanne Bundle
Emely Nicole Estevez
Brandon Patrick Harkins
Malik Jamal Harris
Lauren Danielle Hill
Raven Erica McCree
Michael Luis Melendez
Teyona Mone Miller
Sonali Mary Prabhu
Maria Victoria Prado Castellano
Shaun Finley Richardson
Sophia Lynn Smoot
Marcus Ryan Turner
Brittany Nicole White

Radio-Television BA-Media Management and Operations
Valentina Viecco

Radio-Television BA-Production
William Tyler Andrew
Francesca Angelica Archbold
Lanisha Olivia Barrett
** Jarod Roman Clark
Jose Antonio Companioni
Nicholas Mark DiLorenzo
Mark Frederick Dry
Hallie Rana Friedman
Heath Whitmore Gately
Taylor Nicole Goode
Kyle James Graham
Lily Isabelle Hough
Matthew Richard Hyland
Drew F. Lorenz
Grant Ian Mapier
Tahnee Shavonne McDaniel
** Andrew Vincent Milito
Monika Montalvo
Nicole Leigh Morse
Jake Sai-Kit Ng
Matthew Salavarria
Ernesto Santos
Ricardo Antonio Serrano
Erika Frances Tarus
Mark John Tavilla
Paul Michael Tewolde
Mairym Valeria Torres
Angelia Yinya Vang
* Christine Grace Wallach
Garrett Brandon Wells
Emily Elizabeth West
James Edward Wills
Jessica Young

Sociology BA
Brittany Lee Barnes
** Patricia Ashley Bencivenga
Kamar Ashene Brown
Deomatie Caratuzzolo
Tocarra Shavon Clark
Britney Ashaanae Cooke
Donald Clark Cottrell IV
Amanda Elizabeth-Anne Davis
Kaylee Marie Dee
Stephanie J. Delaney
Ashleigh Mansell Diaz
Samanta Maria DiCaro
Erica Dawn Foor
Justin Taylor Gonzalez
Lianna M. Hernandez
Kaela Ishmael
Shaila Jeffress
GwendoJyn Marha Johnson
Joshua Isaiah Johnson
Amanda Aslima Khan
Teanna Nika Lahens
Gary B. Linton IV
Jessica Yvonne McDaniel
Ashley Renee McGregor
*** Teresa Mendez
** Cameron Nicholas Molynieux
Darya Melika Momeni
Kourosh Momeni

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Kayla Patricia Nolen
Sarah Christine Parker
Diana Paulissaint
Jasmine Nicole Reddick
Yixue Ren
Vanessa Rijo
Nildaliz Rodriguez
Natalie Lauren Taylor
Heather Danielle Thrift
Karen Vasquez
Melissa Nicole Velez Corcino
Daniel T. Watson
Chanel Angela Williams
Solymar Aja Williams
Carly Rowe Wilson
Kasey Elizabeth Young

Samantha Jo Heckey
* Katlin Marie Hencak
* Matthew Valoaran Joseph
Michelle Itzel Leon Tepetate
Matthew Alexander Lunca
Allison Carhart Malay
Morgan Reilly Malloy
Haley Renee McCarthy
Kevin Joseph McCarthy
Kayla Christine McCaulay
Vanessa Medina
Henry Ralph Monprevil, Jr.
* David Michael Moore
Ellen Morgan
Devin Kathrynn Morrissey
Jeff Junior Nerestant
Teresa T. Nguyen
** Sarah Ali Noureddine
Madison Rain Olson
Francisco Javier Pinheiro
Christian Mauricio Polania
Mary Alison Powers
Corey Alexander Priewe
Ashley Marie Rausch
Ashley Lynne Robertson
Sahil Chander Sabharwal
Aiyana Chiara Saletto
Alessandro Salvador Sano
Nicole Estefania Santana
Stephanie Marie Schlotter-Garner
Chelsea Ann Schuler
Yasmine Sharifi
* Danielle Erin Shendell
Kizzya Amo Skelton
Rebecca Anne Smith
Aaron Caleb Stack
Victoria MacKenzie Tackett
Ayssel Tanbari
* Grace Elizabeth Taylor
Loc Nam Thi-Le
Megan Nicole Turner
Devon Cheyenne Vargo
Bridget Anne Vincent
Irene Christian Wang
Gabriela Zareena Wasif
*** Sara Jessica Watson
Morgan Rianne Wheeler
Kathleen Marie Wiernicki
Jasmine Kenya Williams
Danielle Lynn Wilson
Madison Marie Worsfold
Felix Yeung

Biology BS-General Biology

Kyle James Bartelink
Emely S. Beira
Amaya Christine Beres
Sarah Lynn Boogaerts
*** Haleigh Fyall Brooks
Anael Claudine Cohen
Ro Daradar
Spencer Benton Dempsey
Emma Patricia Deurmier
Mia Nichole El-Khazen
* Karla Garcia
Raul Andres Garcia
Rayven Leann Glaubrecht
Morgan Crystal Gobeli
Samantha Shannan Jairam
Lathmara Lise Jonassaint
Helaine Maria Korvanen
Kathleen Maria Kuesters
Kurt Daylan Lunstrum
Michael Daniel Martinez
Kylie McCarty
Allysis Lynn Molina
Valentina Alejandra Moreno Padilla
Carol Nguyen
Cristina Esther Pena
Abigail Mary Pierre
Breanna Paige Plattner
Samer Rajab Bacha
Allaa Ramadan-Dakkouri
Jacee Dian Richards
Estefania Roger Barreto
Gian Carlos Ruiz
Rachel Renee Scaglione
Taylor Renee Shafter
Michael Dylan Studivant
Maryou Mamdouh Toma
Ambar Marie Torres
Carolyn R. Turneur
Netaivous Williams
Brandol Wolfenbarger

Biology BS-Marine and Aquatic Biology

Milnair Alvira
* Briana Lee Brault
Victoria Cason Howard
* Cierra Jarrett
Briana Delaney McIntosh
Monica Oses Saurit
*** Adam Ross Searles

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Biology BS-Plant Sciences
Rebekah Evelyn Davis

Biology BS-Pre-Health Professional Biology
* Jaclyn Michelle Abraham
* Taylor Lauren Alfonso
Christopher Aaron Becerra
Yvonne Janice Miro
Jonnaida Liz Negron
Eduardo Rene Nevarez
Lorenzo Louis Stefko

Biology BS-Zoology and Pre-Veterinarian Science
Taylor Tatiana Collins
* Emma Elizabeth Colwell
Megan Christine Jackman
* Katelyn Suzanne Lancetot
Rafael David Santiago Otero
Brittany Taylor Swartout
Nicholas Ross Vaughn

Chemistry BS
Alexis Almonte
** Juan Esteban Arias
Christopher Castro Maymi
Aaron Ting-Fai Chau
Serena Anne Farnell
Jennifer Joy Ferrante
Erik David Kelsey
Ahmad Zein Khater
Steve Lloyd Lindsay
Jesse Thomas Maccione
Edwinson Oriol
Ben Andrew Pearson
** Gisselle Pomar
Shannon Danica Prendergast
Sean Edward Rego
Brandon Joseph Rodriguez
Anthony Albert Schropp
Andrew Braden Sheely
** Lorianne Rebecca Shultz
** Lindsey Ariail Stovall
Jesse Phakhansay Vonginaraj, Sr.

Chemistry BS-Biochemistry
Thomas Tsegai Berhane
Alan Robert Conrad
Louiza R. Garayeva
Meryem Sadollah Hinaoui
Joshua Aaron Kreisel

Braxton Ty Lowers
Renan John Paredes
** Christopher Alexander Roldan
Jordan Scott Stanberry
Kara Ann Strickland
Yen Hung Ta
Martin Topps
Carolina Lynette Torres Santa
Ali Tareq Younis

Forensic Science BS-AnalYSIS
Nicholas Carl Andersen
Courtney Lee Bayne
Terra Shirley Brown
Lisa Daniela Iglesias
* Kayley Nicole Jenks

Forensic Science BS-Biochemistry
Victoria Lauren Addis
Desiree Marie Becher
Kirsten Mary Burns
Jaime Caldarro
Abyrana Lucretia Lystra Fergus
Bianca Esther Olivieri
Sean Patrick Treshock
Bethany Danielle Wisniewski

Mathematics BS-Computational
Kurtis Adrian Doobay
*** Alexander Leigh Eubanks

Mathematics BS-General Concentration
Jade Yasmine Al-Khatteeb
Rachael Ann Armholz
** Ryan Emery Bell
Sydney Brooke Bergenfeld
Teresa Marie Bosch
James Hamilton Charles IV
Imani Ayanna Eatman
Melody R. Green
Hervey Hyppolite
Carrie Bisciglia Jessen
James Edward Krueger
** Susan Campbell Long
Sabrina Mai
Alicia Maria Martinez
Jennifer Rose Muniz
Michael Steven Nieves
Jade Alexander Pratt
Tristan Matthew Reynoso
Jordin Lyndsey Rosser
Jade Nephrile Vanadium
Tiffany Kay VanDepute
** Evan Michael Waldmann
David Timothy Watts
Allyson Elizabeth Weideman

Mathematics BS-Mathematical Economics
Huthaylah Omar Barhamje
Ryosuke Tajima
Joshua Lee Vastola

Physics BS
Phillip Thomas Atkin
*** Jonathan Richard Brescia
** Steven Timothy Carolus
Bryce Matthew Glezner
John Kenneth Hastings
Daniel Mark Hildreth
Luke Michael Jansen
Eric Jordan Markowitz
Jonathan Nesper
Joshua I. Rabanal

Physics BS-Astronomy
Justin David Durham
Melody R. Green
Alexander Douglas Hopkins
Thomas William Lechner

Physics BS-Computational
Courtney Marie Nordquist
Darian Smalley

Physics BS-Materials
* Bradley Corser
Clay Matthew French

Physics BS-Optics and Lasers
Samuel Borges, Jr.

Psychology BS
** Deana Abdellatif
Andrea Carolina Abreu
Katherine Denise Acosta
Lauren Kayleigh Adams
Scott Robert Adams
Franceleine Alcinord

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Mandy Junior Alfred
Frances J. Algarin
Yanira Algarin
Safia Ali
Katie Marie Allen
Adam Alsawaf
** Nicholas Alexander Altensee
Amy Jo Alvarado
Emilia Maria Alvarez
Natalia Andrea Alvarez
*** Giovanna Machado Alves
Andrea Carolina Amayo-Marrero
** Julia Noelle Andersen
Yashar Anjamrooz
Ashley Nicole Aponte-Rodriguez
Judith Angelica Aquino
Christine Joyce Araneta
Christian Andres Arango Florez
*** Alexa Lisette Arroyo
*** Emily Gina-Marie Asaro
Cayla Joanne Backensto
Cherish Tamara Bagley
Timothy Ryan Bandorf
Courtney Nicole Barnard
** Kaleigh Ann Barnes
Yaxieliis Benejam
Beverly Michelle Bergschneider
Cynthia Michelle Bernoe
Estefania Berrios
Marina Girgis Beskalis
** Teena Bhajan
** Angelique Marie Bigwood
Hannah Angeline Binford
Janine Lorraine Bingenheimer
Tiffany Nicole Blanchanee
Chelsea Marie Blackwood
Jeffrey Alexander Blanchard
Yolanda Mamfio Blavo
Natalie Jocelyn Bogdanoff
Ines Bonilla
Jordan Tyler Bonilla
Jeremy B. Bramwell
Katherine Elizabeth Brandli
Elizabeth Liu Zheng Bragallia
Jordan Leigha Bratton
Noh Adam Brister
** Julianna Michele Brock
Shaunteasia Unique Buckner
Brianna Michelle Bujnowski
Brittani Lynn Bunkley
Christian David Burgos
*** Mi'Tuan Diantay Gennise Burney
Heather Marie Byrd
Natalie Shana Cabral
Kimberly Caldwell
Madiageliz Campos
Jasmine Amanda Marie Carter
Victoria Marie Cartwright
Savannah Jean Casey
Brandon Mitchell Cash
Carlos Jude Caso
* Isabel Marie Castillo
Kevin Castillo
Leylance Cavalcante
Taylor Ann Cavanaugh
Katrina Bianca Cesar
Navita Crystal Chand
Madeline Paige Chase
Rachel Nicole Chavez
Victoria Marie Cheek
David Alberto Chinea-Bonet
Christina Dominique Chung
Geoffrey Francisco Clark
Melinda Sue Clofelter
Tabitha Michelle Cobb
Cody Alan Cochran
Kaitlyn Marie Cogburn
Elizabeth Ann Collins
Jissell Lymaric Colon
*** Carter Lyn Cook
Diana Marie Costa
Kyla Rochelle Crist
Jennifer Cruz
Luis Yeriel Cruz
Babak Cyrus
Makenzie Leigh Daughtry
Greysy Lee Davila Mortley
Marie Elizabeth Jean Davis
Olivia Grace Dawedt
Danielle Brooke De Gaetano
Angelique Juanne Dejesus
Angela Elise Dekruif
Rachel Leigh Delaney
Antonio R. Deleon, Jr.
Sarah Marie Delfino
Alex Joseph Derison
Allysa Katrina Derksen
Hailey L. Detzel
Stephanie Christine Di Traglia
*** Gabriela Diaz
Jeannene Dickson
** Emma Rose DiFlore
Courtney Paige Dillon
Saffire Dawn Dover
Megan Rose Doyle
Noelle Marjorie-Clarke Dubay
Katlyn Ann Duncan
Edline Edmond
Nicoie Joy Eifel
Nicholas Kyle Elsey, Sr.
Jaleesa Riley Elwin
Cayman Timothy Emmett
Nadia Ann Erdmann
Jaggry Chance Evangelista
Matthew Paul Everitt
* Marissa Robin Feldman
Kaizamar Feliciano Gonzalez
Charlene Felix
Jose Abel Fernandez Gari
** Taylor Nicole Ferraro
Joshua Bilelo Fiadola
* Mackenzie Kaylyn Finnan
Mackenzie Lynn Flenniken
Brittany Kay-Sandra Fletcher
Katherine Rose Florence
Rory Nina Fontenboa
Madison Marino Frederickson
Sir’Wade Princeton Frye
Chad Ryan Galefsky
* Shannon Gallagher
Leira Dine Garcia
Vladimir Spencer Gelin
** Yerika Loidet Germosen
** Heidi Gerson
* Jeremiah Joseph Gilbert
Michael Scott Gilliam
Sara Elizabeth Gionis
Roxana Gionti
Marissa Rose Gomez
Suzette Gomez
Emareli C. Gonzalez
* Maisie Noelle Gooch
Brennan Patrick Gralt
* Brianna Simone Isis Grant
McKenzie Marie Greene
Danielle Michelle Gregory
Lindsey Groser
Maria Camila Gutierrez-Holguin
Mellissa Marie Hagal
*** Michaela Rose Hagerty-Koller
Nicole Kathleen Hale
Kirstin Taylor Hall
Kevin Christopher Hankins
Sarah Helene Hansen
Alden Phillip Harak
Emily Cristina Harlow
Meredith Harmon
Devante Nico Harshaw
*** Allia Hassan

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Rebecca Grace Hazners
Melissa Anne Hebel
Kristy Lee Henderson
Tyresius Desean Henderson
Christina Regine Hernandez
Izel Hernandez
Jelisse Nicole Hernandez
Jennifer Hernandez
Liliana Ruth Hernandez
Mariah Taylor Herrle
Jillian Hersh
* Johanna Esther Hidalgo
Shamara Verchel Hill
Tyler Michael Hodak
Casey Andrew Holbrook
* Hannah Faith Holbrook

** Luke Paul Horger
Christopher Diante Howard
James Holder Hudson
** Dustin Aaron Hughes
*** Jessica Elizabeth Hughes
Kaya Nicole Humphrey
** Elizabeth Anne Hurtt
Emily Nicole Hyson
Samantha Iacofano
Nytaisia Ingram
Alexa Iniguez
Allyson Joy Israel
Farah Iyub
Ravan Lashai Jackson
Raeesh Jaffar
* Nyia Marie James
Maria Juliana Jaramillo
Divya Priya Jawaharlal
Ashley Latrice Johnson
Chelsea Michell Johnson
Laniya Amber Johnson
Tamiera Jones
Claudeline Joseph
Sigiana Kamberaj
Keith Joseph Kapaldo
Stephen John Kapusta
Evon Lee Kaufman
Katelyn Marie Kay
Stefani Vitale Kennard
Ginamarie Kenney
* Christina Emily Kim
Dongwoo Kim
Thomas Andrew Kirkpatrick
Michael Anthony Korgan II
Tara Denbigh Kranzel
Kayli Nicole Krout
Ashley Marie Krueger
Whitney LaMoine Krupa
* Catherine Ann Kaykendall
Andrea Nicole Lacaprara
Brittany Meaghan Lacroix
Sonali Laflu
Octavis Rickshana Lampkin
Samara Christine Lander
Naomie Priscilla Larache
* Keri Ann Larsen
Ashley Jeanne Lay
Jason Tuan Anh Le
Meagan Elise Leanillo
*** Angelina Vittoria Leary
Benjamin Christopher Lee
Ashley Anne Lee Lum
Taynara Marcela Leitao
Juan Victor Leon
Colleen Jodi-Ann Lewis
Eboni Shafoon Lewis
Jacory Kendall Lewis
Vanessa Andrea Lisiojo
Hana Listes
Victoria Kara Loewenstern
*** Victoria Cukic Lorenz
*** Amy Lynn Lucas
Lygia Anselmo Machado
Emily Barrientos Mancera
Ashley T. Manchester
Brittany Ann Marcinka
Melissa Nicole Marques
Justin Andrew Martin
Miranda Jacqueline Martin
Angelina Martinez
Gabriel Andres Martinez
Caitlin Davis Mason
* Liat May
Athena Zoe Mazzullo
Tristin Lynn McDermott
Courtney Eleanore McGreevy
Jessica Denise McKewon
Samuelle H. McLean
Brooke McMullen
Jonathan Lucas Medlock
** Charlotte Rose Meier
Melissa Mejia
Itzamary Melendez
Mildred Tatiana Melgar
Edward Alexander Menj
Stephanie Nicole Mendelsohn
Nicholas Dimitry Menendez
* Melissa Joy Merkley
Tara Megan Merrigan
Kythee Christina H Merwin
Nicole Marie Mesa
John Thomas Messenger, Jr.
* Edgar Eduard Metke
Lanyesha Milfort
Brianna Nicole Montanez
*** Michelle Montes
Brittney Anne Moore
*** Rebecca Lynn Moore
Stephanie Mora
Melanie Amber Morales
Jennifer Theresa Morse
Stephanie Laura Motta
Sydney Paige Murray
Mark Pelham Naidu
* Roberta Princess Napoleon
Karla Nicole Natale Graw
* Clarissa Nazario
Kristina Anne Nealon
Kayla Nichole Neff
** Kelsey Lynn Neumann
Sarah Lynn Newmans
Anh Nguyen
Kathy Anh Nguyen
Karynel Marie Nunez
Karen Ocampo
*** Robert Edward Oehl III
Emy Maria Orellana
Katherine Elizabeth Osborne
Jory Alexander Owen
Laura Rebecca Owen
Gisella Rosa Pacheco
Jennifer Lynne Panther
Jaime Lynn Patchell
*** Jennifer Lynn Patterson
Jonnaire Paulino
Abiel Payano-Martinez
* Charlotte Amelia Payne
Jordan Ashley Pearson
Ciara Janeh Peebles
Alejandro Antonio Pena
Isabel De La Caridad Perez
Maylieng Perez
Victoria Rose Perih
Nga Kim Pham
Lauren Phillips
Sara Anne Phillips
Ricardo Enrique Polo
Jessica Rachel Ponzo
Robert Wellman Pulver III
Maja Radmanovic
Nadia Rahman
Marissa Nicole Ramirez
Girjanand Rammarine
Karina Maria Ramos

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Abhygail J. Reid
Natasha Alexandra Reyes
Kyna Christina Richardson
Tiffany Richardson
Shirley Riddle
Taylor Cameron Ritter
Rosemarie Rivera Rosado
Melissa Frances Rivero
Jovan Andrew Roach
Kaela Noel Robidoux
Joao A. Roca
Gianni Rodriguez
Richard Rodriguez
Fiordaliz Rodriguez Soriano
Kylie Marlene Rohrer
Jaiede Leann Roman
Ileana Dominique Romero
Jonelli Lydia Rosa
Melody Marie Ross
Katherine Rubio-Carrasquilla
Angela Ruiz
Karen D’Lacaridad Ryan
Laura Anne Ryan
* Jehser Mac Salonga
Tara Marie Salvagione
Alana M. Sammy
Brigitte K. Sanchez
Dakota N. Sanchez
Mariagrazia Sandoval
David Elliott Santiago
Brianne Laura Santos
* Kathryn Grace Satoski
Jonathan Savage-Garcia
Rebekah Jordan Schachner
Hana Brielle Schiff
Joshua Christopher Schwartz
Lael Kristin Scott
* Nicole Brooke Seidack
Charles Sierra
* Maya Jess Silverberg
Charles Lynn Simms
Sherine Tiffany Skelton
Hayley Brooke Smith
Taylor Lee Smith
*** Trisha Lynn Smith
Cassidy Victoria Sorrells
Harrison Carl Spellman
Bailey Joseph Spence
Kelly Marie Spivey
Sierra Lynne Stadelman
Olivia Lauren Stafne
Samantha Irene Stephenson
Keri Susan Stinnett
Alyssa Denise Stoppani
Donna Marie Strickland
John Thomas Strickland IV
Erica Danielle Strun
Nicolas Ryan Suarez
Sydney Sayre Swinnen
Stephanie Heather Szalapski
Robert Joseph Tetreault
James Christopher Tice
Megan Tompkins
Catherine Ruth Tornsey
Magali Isabel Torres
Xynthia Xiomara Torres
* Michael Aaron Tortorea
Tevis Lee Tucker
Taylor Nicole Tynes
Savannah Ann Tyre
Johnna Rhiannon Ueltzsi
* Javier Andres Urshela
Eva Miranda Valdez
* Yves Valentin, Jr.
Samanth Veeramachaneni
Norma Ileana Velez Serrano
** Juliana Sofia Viciana
Carly Marie Villard
Elsa Daniela Villalba
Melanie Joell Vurro
Keri Ann Walisch
Darlene Lysandra Walsh
Katlyn Marie Ward
Christianne Quindo Webber
Kendall Alexis Weinstein
Sabrina Francesca Whirflow
Ashley Devin Whitaker
Marley Paige Whitesell
** Hannah Jordan Wieselthier
Danielle Lynn Wilson
Jordan Ryan Wilson
Emily Faith Wire
Ryan Mosley Wohlers
Glenn B. Woodley
Sydney Brooke Worden
Donovan Raekwon Wright, Jr.
Andrea Rose Yarrowton
* John Thomas Yaggoor
Danielle Nicole Young
Shannon Murphy Young
Jazzlyn Jade Zambrana
Kelsey Leanne Zarella

Psychology BS-Clinical Psychology

Abeiola Jamilee Adelson
Shannon Nicole Alfes
Gerardo Almonte
* Gisselle Alvarez
*** Elizabeth Diane Amaro
Chelsea Jerica Blair Balparda
Brittany Lee Barnes
* Lindsay Alice Bauer
*** Jacylyn Renee Biggott
Lauren Sophia Cabeza
Sophia Rebecca Cabrera
Claudia Keltner Cairns
Jack Patrick Campbell
Alianne Cardenas
Jonathan Carvajal
Caroline Renee Cellich
* Valerie Cervantes
Ryan Steven Charland
Guochoao Chen
Janelle Ann Marie Clark
* Melissa Claros-Erazo
Miranda Corbo
Mackenzie Leigh Deignan
Jesse Albert Deluca
Katelynn Onie-Ashley Depew
Ivy Danielle Diehl
Denise Disla
Leticia Encarnacion
Joshua Ari Fichtelberg
Nicole Andrea Gambetta
Claudia Gonzalez
Xiomara Gonzalez
Kemi Nicole Gottschalk
Hillary Norma Gregoire
Adriana Hernandez
Danyelle Antonette Hufford
Amanda Rene’ Hulsey
Bella Innocent
Hannah Morgan Jackovich
Morgan Scott Janney
Diana Kaarina Julioo
Melissa Lynn Keller Jacqwy
* Madison Nicole Kennedy
Amber Noelle Lee
Samantha Damaris Lopez
Lita Marie Madlang
Kaleigh Nicole McClane
Olivia Symone McGriff
Alannah Lopez McLean
Morgan Faye McPartlan
Stephanie Christine Mendez

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

* Jennifer Miranda
  Rebecca Lynn Morn
* Irene Nessium
  Jordan Nicholas O'Steen
  Christopher Padro
** Rachel Stephanie Perez
  Faith Marie Persichini
  Skylar Lynn Prince
  Jennifer Alexandra Ramirez
  Kenneth Ramirez
  Madhurikka Ravichandran
  Lindsey Michelle Reisman
  Alba Mirelis Reyes
  Natalia M. Rodriguez
  Mackenzie Marie Ross
  Jessica Ann Russell
  Christa Marie Santiago
  Aaron Michael Schwartz
  Reebha Sharma
  Victoria Sabrina Simon
  Rachel Lauren Smith
  Simone Stephanie Stultz
  Sydni Lynn Takacs
  Leslie Sussana Tavarez
  Jennifer Elizabeth Todd
  Keshawna Nicole Tooley
  Katlyn Ashley Travis
  Carla Shaney Vilton
  Angely De La Caridad Volero
  Charmanika Williams
  Monte D. Williams
  Jessica Dylan Wozniak

Psychology BS-Experimental Psychology

*** Madelaine Collette Guernsey
  Abigail Lee Melton

Psychology BS-Human Factors Psychology

Max Dominguez
  Isabel Magdalena Hofmann
  Heisha Marie Pruna
  Torriatte Marie Sanders
  Jordan Anthony Sasser
  Taylor Ashley Weaver

Psychology BS-Industrial/Organizational Psychology

Alvaro Alfredo Blandon
  Erica Jane Bodin
  Kimberly Taneisha Clarke
  Vanessa Marie Garzon

Rosa Jeanette Gomez
  Mehran Haroon
  Ian Michael Hughes
  Aubriellyn Louise Kennedy
  Valeria Alessandra Lora
  Ashley Marie McDonough
  Anakeshia Denise McWhorter
  Deja Melina Maria Patterson
  Elizabeth K. Rahbar
  Brian Daniel Reid
  Juliza Bel Rivera
  Jovanna Josephine Salerno
  Brian Wesley Sallin
  Carolina Silva
** Helize Vivier
  Stefanie Janel Wetzstein

Psychology BS-Neuroscience

Kady Anne Donovan
  Alexander Jacob Leader
  Alyona Leontyeva
  Hope Victoria Null
  Valentina Piedrahita
  Samara Monique Salame
  Manuel Jesus Salazar
  Adrian Santana
  Melissa Zayas

Social Sciences BS

Lily Ann Abbondandolo
  Jocelyne Cynthia Beaulieu
  Aaron Malik Cochran
  Mariah Marie Creech
  Alaris Daniels
  Karin Marie Fazio
  Jacob Andrew Frisby
  Tiara Renee Rivo Hebron
  Nicole Lynn Kraszewski
  Amy Kathryn Marinipieters
  Thalia Alexa McCartney-Valette
** Katlin Nicole Miller
  Charles Scott Andre Monroe
  Kara Elizabeth Nguyen
  Melanie Amber Ruiz
  Gloria Ivelisse Santos
  Phoebe Konstanze Singletary
  Sara Isabel Villalba

Sociology BS

Deven Isaiah Acevedo
  Alicia Andrea Alexander
  Melissa Alvarez
  Megan Reynolds Beadle
  Latorio Kiara Bright
  Valencia Nicole Crutcher
  Travis Maurice Escovar
  Melanie Ann Magazine
  Kylie Lauren Owens
  Xavier Christopher Parker Mastin
** Lorchescia Paul
  Mallory Paige Prout-Yarbrough
  Chand Ramlagan
  Erica Lynn Shuttera
  Hellen Tran

Statistics BS

Andres Camilo Alvarez
  Matthew Hunter Apple
  Tyler Raymond Auger
  Christian James Benson
  David Michael Bent
  Rachel Berkun
  Jennifer Mary DeStefano
  Dominic Vincent DeTrani
  Ryan Austin Dinka
  Dustin James Ehling
  Michelle Elena Galvin
  Riley Anne Gillette
  Hayden Douglas Hampton
  Cara Nicole Johnson
  Julia Ryan Kelsey
  Alexis Kristina Kerr
  Eliana Ariel Kleinmeyer
  Deanna Esther Lingam
  Teresa Manuela Martinez
  Elena Maria Mighon
  Victoria Lauren Owens
  Darrel Figueroa Pedraza, Jr.
  Ashley Marie Rausch
  Natalie Gabrielle Tornillo
** Matthew Lee Weixelbaum
  Omari Taki Khali Williams
  Ting Dan Zheng

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Undergraduate Studies

Bachelor of Arts

Interdisciplinary Studies BA

Cynthia Victoria Almanzar
Lee Christian Altieri
Sophia Michelle Anthony
Samantha Teresa Balon
Amanda Hope Barrera
Janay Joyce Blakely
Francesco Botta
Michael Antonio Brown
** Victoria Ellen Burrello
Thomas Aaron Burt
** Heather Amanda Campbell
Jarny Charlot
Katherine L. Clarke
Reyna Elizabeth Claytor
Katlyn M. Collantes
Titus Anthony Davis
William Christopher Davis
Angel Delgado
Janessa Carmen Demecillo
Rose G. D’Haiti
Deidre Dunn
Unike Sahida Fermin
Tyrone Filer, Jr.
Julia Isabel Fowlie
Alexandra Charlotte Fracasso Wagner
Hope Angela Freeman
*** Larkin Elizabeth Frost
Zachary Owen Gamache
Jaymie Santacore Guacher
Jonathan Taksapol Gumpangkum
Daniel Justin Hearn
Alexander James Hildenbrand
Kyle Bryant Hutchinson
Bervely Joseph
Spencer Aaron Lasday
Justin Michael Latham
Malaika Kamaria Latson
Christa Ann Lizzi
Richard Andre Lynn
*** Osvaldo Amaury Martinez Abreu
Fredrick Shelby McCall, Jr.
* Riley Thomas McDonough
Reginald Nathan McMuller, Jr.
Marija Medelinkaite
Ambar Yamel Medina
Tiffany Melissa Mesquita
Kiara Marie Molina
Darrell Lee Morrison, Jr.
Thuy Phuong Nguyen
Andrea Nicole Pendergrass
Andrew Perez
Reval Aesh Permanand
Ashley Hallena Persaud
Kayla Renee Petrinio
Benjamin David Pittle
Paige Marie Platt
Kaitlyn Avce Pleasants
Brandon Matthew Poncze
Brenda Dorene Qualls
Scott Marshall Reed
*** Angeline Roberts
Adrianna Caridad Rodriguez
Grace Enid Rodriguez
Suhiel Maria Rojas
Alejandra Romero
Nicole Marie Rose-Perdick
Joshua Seth Rountree
Sabrina Lee Sawyer
Samantha Megan Segal
Anthony Michael Serraneau
Patricia Singer
Summer Keana Sterling
Anthony Joseph Stravato
Kyle Patrick Tate, Jr.
Katelyn Soo Taylor
** Fabian Vasquez
Jose Rafael Viterbo Silva
Gamma-Rei Phillips Venture
Brandon Charles Wagenhauser
Jared Michael Warn
Tevin Latrell Washington
Ricci Briana Williams
Madison Lee Wilson
Jared Matthew Winston
Kaley Ellen Winters

Interdisciplinary Studies BA-Women’s Studies

Vittoria McNeill Calello
*** Danielle Nicole Dickey

Bachelor of Science

Environmental Studies

Aubrey Jane Adams
** Tori-Gaye Atterbury
Joshua Sundance Bailey
Austin King Beard
Casey Taylor Brock
Christian Kane Cutajar

Elise Christina de Cuba
Nicholas Thomas Fasulo
Aidan Gallagher
* Amy Carolina Garbarini
Haley Nicole Jayne
Heather Lynn Mahoney
* Maya Olivia Mateko
Tyler Jacob Mominey
* Sara Rachel Pelsao
Amber Samantha Plaksin
Sydney Nicole Rivera
Jennifer Marie Schazer
Ramon S. Thomas
* Juliette Verley
** Nguyen Thao Vu
Christopher James Walker
Neuveaux Michon Williams

Interdisciplinary Studies BS

Cameron Michael Adair
Samantha Paige Adamson
Lana Aurea Albadin
Ronnie Marissa Lee Albino
Kendra Racann Alvis
Christian Artiga
Valeriy Nicoles Baldock
Keenan JaDarius Ball
Brooke Carter Barlow
Katherine Felicia Battle
Alison Haley Bell
** Jonay Lynn Benedick
Joseph Grant Berger
Daniela del Carmen Bernardo Silva
Li-Shan Yvonne Bigby
Gavin Blatch
Casey Nicole Blecher
Zachary John Borremonos
Cassidy Autumn Bowes
Kalyn Jade Bradley
Cassidy Lauren Brewer
Katherine Lea Briatico
Yanine Tekia Brooks
Adonis Keon Brown
Chad Teten Brown
Megan K. Brown
Guy Andrew Burns
Craig Sandor Campbell, Jr.
John Mansfield Campbell II
Sara Nicole Campbell
Joseph David Carroll
Samuel Abel Carswell III
Kiran Raoul Chamberlain

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Undergraduate Studies

Allison Nicole Chaney
Jessica Ara Chowdhury
Joseph Michael Cicura
Jasmine Breanna Coefield
Edwin Jamal Commons
Kristen Michelle Cooley
Alexander Scott Copeland
Chevon Courteen Crotty
Lexus Meagan Cunningham
Alexander Tri Dai
Desiree De Abreu Rodriguez
Janae Louise Debeltz
Geneva Dawn Dimarco
Ronald Charles DiOrio, Jr.
Cody Cameron Dowling
Milica Dragoljevic
Jasmine Aleisha Edwards
Kevin Edgardo Ellis
* Erin Elizabeth Emanuel
Kyle Timothy Enriquez
Alexander Joseph Estevez
Rakema Teara Etheridge
Darius Dwayne Evans
Elhadj Tacko Fall
Jason Robert Feeney
Kaelin Lee Fisher
Karina Machado Fonseca
Kynaisha Leemar Garcia
Stephanie Sue Garcia
Heather Elizabeth Gardner
Nora Mohamed Ghobashy
Tristan Gomez
Allison Rose Grant
Kamillah Jessica Groberio
Anna Kelly Hack
Daniel William Hanna
*** Stephanie Hasana Hargrave
Euleondra Lanan Haughton
Asia Hawkins
Sydney Lauren Hazen
Kimberly Henderson
Brandon Josep Hernandez
Manuel Alejandro Hernandez
Nathaniel John Hernandez
Julia Ann Hester
Ruth Raquel Hiraldo
Alyssa Paige Hockaday
Maura Huddleston
Kristina Ann Hudson
Patrick Ryan Joiner
Wilson Andres Jordan
Edward Dakarie Joseph
Bryce Anthony Keller

Chelseaame Mary Keymont
Asim Mohamed Khan
Hasani Jihade Kilpatrick, Jr.
Briana Mackenzie Kirchmann
Danika Gaylyn Kochanowski
Brian Andrew Kraft
Jennie Rose LaComb
Dean Sапalicio Lacson
Alexis Enid Laguna
* Randy Lynn Larson
Brett A. Leatherman
Alyssa Grace R. Lesdesma
Jalen Cade Ledger
** Andrea Sarah Lerner
Mason Darrell Lerner
Albert Dontew Lewis
Keigan Lewis
Patrick James Maneti
Christina Leah Mann
Klaire Stephanie Martin
Angelo Rafael Martinez
Bianca Lidia Martinez
Patricia Amhaz Martins
Catherine Terez Matrai
Sydnee Nicole McDaniel
* Kyla Jessica McGuinn
Kishonna Ann McMullen
Chance O’Brien McSpadden
Shikha Mirchandani
Sandy Martha Moline
Ja’Teria Lashae Monnie
Jarrett Lee Moore
Megan Mackenzie Murphy
Natalee Michelle Nasrallah
Jennifer Nguyen
Johanna Nicoleau
Zachary Tyler Niles
Elisa Amanda Nonlall
Olamide Temitope Ogun
Ricardo Andres Oliveros
Tyler Lawrence Osik
Sofia Alejandra Osorio
Andrew Keith Overbey
** Gabriela Ashifa Parpia
Josue David Pasarell
John Paul Pawlowski
Janet Doretta Pearson
Kenny Edward Pegnotti
Christina Ariana Piccione
Sierra Chelsea Pickett
Elizabeth Jane Plazewski
Jazlyn Liliana Quijano
Badrun Nessa Jinnat Rahman

Marissa Lynne Ramos
Racquel Ramphal
Steven Christopher Ramsey
Brooke Mackenzie Rappaport
Kyhla Jade Rejas-Benavides
Phidiana Remy
Christopher Riley Robertson
Devonte’ Makell Robinson
* Kayla Rachelle Robinson
Blake Carlton Rogers
Taylor Jillian Rowswell
Shanequa Ebony Sanchez
Andrew Ferdinand Scala
Yolander Demetria Michelle Scarberry
Ashley Elaine Schucker
Robert Wendell Sells II
Roshan Shah
Karey Joyce Shurte
Kyle David Smith
Ryan Michael Smith
Michael Leon Stevenson, Jr.
Cameron Duvaln Stewart
*** Anna Elisabeth Stone
Sonya Rena Swarts
Nicholas Edward Swiatkowski
Charles Michael Tatum
Marino Joseph Territo
Theresa P. Tong
Sarah Christina Townsend
Yanira Vargas Lopez
Lauren Mary Webb
Tanisha Shaquana Webb
** Catherine Allison Weber
* Makenzie Peyton Wenninghoff
Stacy Renee Wessel
** Carol Anne Wilkinson
Rachael Anette Wille
Gia Ashley Williams
Sinead Mariah Williams
Lawrill Rene Wilson
** Danya Tay Wright
Aylwyn Singleton Young, Jr.
Chelsea Kathryn Zarth
Tessin Marie Ziegler

Interdisciplinary Studies BS-
Environmental Studies

Sean Bradley Adams
Jessie Quinlan Atchison
Alyssa Ann Bastin
Audrey Rose Billings Dehl
Amanda Breanne Brashear
College of Undergraduate Studies

Dong Liang Chen
*** Carter Lyn Cook
Wendy Melissa Coral
Nathan William Dudeck
Gia C. Fioceco
Kylie Ann Fuller
Caitlyn Noel Gray
Kassidi Elizabeth Hawthorne
Christine Leigh Jacquot
Cidina Beatriz Matamoros
Troy Lawrence Maxwell
Alexander Jerrod Mitchell Mitchell
Sydney Lee Moncrief
Tyler Ray Newsome
Delia Pamela Nolan
Alex E. Schulte
Clayton Robert Sheldon
Katrina Ann Wille
Daniel Djimontaye Williams
Samantha Donleigh Wilson

Reshad Lane
Gregory Andrew Lewis
Derek Lu
Kevan Mangat
Curtis Michael McVay
Tony Lucas Origer
Christian Luis Paredes
Mikkel Andrew-Victor Ranglin
Luis E. Reichard, Jr.
Timothy Simon Walker
Dara Gillian Williams

Applied Science BAS-Legal Studies
Michael Alexander Fracs
David S. Mallol

Applied Science BAS-Software Development
Emmanuel Joel Cruz
Maria Elena De Gracia
Daniel Tyler Gantt
Sasha Alexander Griffin
Grayson Ryan Hendrick
Vikki Marie Horn
Eduardo Luis Martinez
Jordan Philip Massey
* Christopher Thomas Merther
Dylan Ouzust
* Ryan Rua
Jose Miguel Salinas
Laura Harper Stever
Skyler Craig Szalanski
Dexter Levon Taylor
*** Jillian Rochelle Zinnamosca

Bachelor of Applied Science

Applied Science BAS
Michael Vincent Johnson

Applied Science BAS-Health Services Administration
Courtney Jensen Claussen
Bethany LaTrice Coleman
Nyketa RaSha Ellington
Onyes Cordero Ical
Stephanie Mashay Lewis
Lena Beatrice Simpson
Marva Lea Williams

Applied Science BAS-Information Technology
Gonzalo A. Acuna
* Anthony Michael Ashington-Pickett
Nicholas Andrew Berger
* Andrew C. Chandlee
David L. Cochrane, Jr.
David Benjamin Dungan
John James Fastiggi
Jessica Katherine Fuhrman
Victor Garcia
Steven Page Howard
Jose Luis Jaimes
Justin Jay Johnson
Kristopher Andy Karran

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Bachelor of Science

Entertainment Management BS
Yssa Karim Augustin
Sarah Emily Bahr
Nicholas Alexander Balkevicius
Alexandra Bautista
*** Ronit Sarah Ben-Joseph
Haley N. Binkowski
Robert George Borde
William Pearce Butler
Brandi Lyn Carter
Ashley-Nicole Chantal Chin-Ferdinand
Taylor Anne Garrabrant
Marcus Grady Gibson
Amelia Mercel Gil
Michael Tyler Ham
* Cassandra Mae Hess
* Hannah Christine Hiler
Lauren Elisabeth Huebler
Andra Kay Johnson
Ryan William Johnston
Kallie Peyton Jung
Kevin Olivi Karvonen
Kailley Nicole Kerr
Courtney Nicole Langevin
Kelly Gould Latham
Candice Marie Lucian
Laura Nicole Massas
*** Serena Veronica McCarthy
Zoe Christine McNeely
Faith Elise Moore
Arianna Ashley Noda
** Nadia Liz Ortiz
Serena Lynn Paape
Naiya Meshel Parker
Kishan Nikolai Patel
Christopher David Perri
Sara Elizabeth Phillips
Arielle Samantha Prepetit
Joshua James Randall
Kaylyn Brooke Robinson
Karina Nicole Rodriguez
Claudia Sassano
Caitlin Marie Schlicht
Lindsey Cassandra Stokes
* Cariann Tanner
* Christine Grace Wallach
Marrah Bryn Walls
Amanda Arlettaeaster Watson
Jack Henry Wilson

Event Management BS
Sarah Liane Baeder
Taylor Danielle Baker
Stephanie Nicole Bartz
Laura Bastidas-Salazar
Peyton Diane Bell
Camila Bello
*** Jaclyn Rose Bonacorda
Brindi Lynn Bonner
Grace Elizabeth Bowman
Arianna Gabriella Brizo
Taylor Brice Brown
* Madison Michelle Burt
Camille Cabanne
Kayla Ashley Cabot
Cassidy Candace Campbell
Noelle Lynn Caracciolo
* Ashley Dannelle Carrasquillo
Bonny Sil Case
Kitty Cen
Steven Charles
Carly Marie Ciccati
Nicole Marie Cisco
Darby Mackenzie Clibridge
Hannah Michelle Cole
* Natasha Ann Coleman
Samantha Marie Corrigan
* Samantha Caroline Crane
Maly Alejandra Crespo
Erica Marie Dallin
** Bridgette Marie Dargelis
Krizzelle Anne Didulo
Stephanie Renee Diehl
Lyndsey Marie Diehlman
Kelsay Jane DiMisa
Darlene Lisette Duarte-Mejia
Chloe Elizabeth Eidge
Elizabeth Anne Feaster
Amy Nicole Fernando
Eunice Sharie Flores-Rosa
Kelijah Amika Frett
Alan M. Frick
Maia Teresa Fuentes
Jessica Ann Gannon
Kesha Shanice Gardner
Tricia Sonya Garmager
Jennifer Patricia Gibson
Brittany Dionne Gonzalez
Anagelie Gonzalez Pizarro
Chloe Alexis Goodman
Song River Jones Griffin Grenoble
Alyssa Ann Grudzinski
Rafael Gruillon
Rachel Elizabeth Hammaker
Morgan Denise Hampton
Kelli Elizabeth Hanahan
Antonio Gabriel Hechavarria
* Lily Alison Hosner
* Addyson Lindsey Hudson
Austin Ryan Hudson
Kortney Elizabeth Huntzinger
JoLene Anne James
Alexandra Noel Kenny
Meghan Mackenna Knotts
Cara Zoe Korn
Jessica Emily Krauss
Lexus Marguerite Lapp
Mallory Nicole Latisko
Ariana Rachael Leon
Dorian Elizabeth Littrell
Genesis Lorenzo
Marissa Lynn Macarella
Natalie Malaga
Brigitte Ariel Marom
** Fuka Matsumura
Meghan Elizabeth McNeil
Brooke Elizabeth Milchman
Brett William Miller
Cristina Ida Miniafra
Taisuke Minagawa
Ashley Nicole Morrison
Samantha Fay Mulder
* Tabitha Steele Munson
Heather Marie Namay
** Madison Paige Nanney
Chloe Suzanne Nelson
Morgan Elizabeth New
Kyrie Nicoletti
* Shanie Marie Oreno
Megan Elizabeth Ortiz
Jonathon Todd Owen
Shelby Brooke Parker
Suzanna Marie Pettigrew
Andrea Stella Pike
* Jordan Rae Pingel
Nicole Delaney Pinner
Matsaya Porter
Blair Fraser Pott
Emily Rangel
Anna Marie Raymond
** Gabrielle Sarah Reiff
Rachel Caroline Rizzo
Taylor Nicole Roper
Emyle Kathleen Rose
Courtney Michelle Saint Onge

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Robert Javier-Lugo Sanchez  
Caitlyn Fay Shapiro  
Tiffany Nicole Shave  
* Erin Heather Sheridan  
Cody Lee Short  
Jamilia Singleton  
* Ciara Brielle Skidmore  
Hannah Rose Sklar  
Madison Elizabeth Smith  
Nichole Solis  
* Sarah Lin Tarlowskli  
Maria Catalina Thomas  
Giselle Orealis Torres  
Kristina Marie Vidal  
Samantha Wagner  
Tony-Ann Audia Walker  
Dustin Phillip Walter  
* Summer Lee Weaver  
* Julie May Wehmeyer  
Tracy Lynn Whitney  
* Shelby Lynn Williams  
Sabrina Madison Cokie Wolfe  
Paige Katherine Zollo

Hospitality Management BS
Marc-Dimitri Nadeem Akda  
Emily K. Allen  
Nicole Marie Ames  
Patricia Emilia Armon  
Eric Christopher Augustine  
Brooke Elizabeth Bailey  
Bryan Gregory Sulli Bajamunde  
Harley Danielle Ballard  
Jacqueline Barrera-Guzman  
Karim Emad Barsoum  
Zachary Scott Barton  
Laura Bastidas-Salazar  
** Justin R. Berthiaume  
Charlene Monica Beyrouthy  
* Annalise Irene Bockin  
*** Jaclyn Rose Bonacorda  
Michael David Bond  
Rachel Melissa Bordeaux  
Arianna Gabriella Brizo  
Jordan Renee Brock  
Kalen Cherie Brock  
Judith Bruno  
Jacob Elijah Bussell  
Camille Cabanne  
Kyra Marie Canella-Szabo  
* Jennifer Brittany Carter  
Malaika Thamar Cesar-Nemorin  
Janaura Chacon  
Steven Charles  
Reagan Elizabeth Cheyne  
Nicolle Alexis Christ  
Jamarius S. Clark  
Darby Mackenzie Ciobridge  
Emily Elizabeth Cochran  
Michael Andrew Collier  
Samantha Marie Corrigan  
Kaitlin Maria Damiano  
Anthony Joseph D'Amore  
Derek Thomas DeHart  
Stephanie Renee Diehl  
Spencer Edward Doerr  
Austin Lee Doerrapf  
* Tesia Marie Doriguzzi  
Stephanie Lee Downs  
Kimberly Courtney Durham  
Briana Renee Eikenberry  
Awaif Omar Elzaahtari  
Kassandra Marie Ender  
Direne Falcon  
* Jiamin Fan  
** Jasalynn Fernandez  
Allison Marie Fleming  
Meghan Elizabeth Fleury  
Nicolle Ashley Fogg  
Andrea Jasmine Folger  
Darby Danielle Foster  
Lennox Anthony Francis, Jr.  
Cody Nicholas Gatewood  
Nicholas Brandon Geth  
Emily Rose Glover  
Stephanie M. Goettner  
Riley Anne Greenwood  
Rachel Elizabeth Hammaker  
Xujing Han  
Jarrod Alexander Hartley  
Alexander Q. Harvey  
Gabriel Lawrence Hedgepeth  
Remi Jade Heller  
Emily Rose Henderson  
Alyssa Hayley Herman  
Kari Lynn Holly  
Justin Horne  
Shengyu Huang  
Brandon Kien Huynh  
Casey Liam Johnson  
Harrison Kanfer  
Carrigan Mac Kassa  
Chae Hyun Kim  
Sarah N. Kinney  
* Alyssa James Kirkpatrick  
Amanda Nicole Kleinfeldt  
Corey Shane Klevansky  
Mariya Igorvna Klymenko  
Cara Zoe Korn  
Robert Matthew Kugelmann  
* Lillian Jayne Kunzie  
* Emily Jane Lavender  
Lindsey Patricia Lawless  
David Levitt  
Robert Thomas Lewand  
Sara Natalia Lopez-Londono  
Paola Elisa del Carmen Machado Douaihi  
Mayra Maciel Santos Leoncio  
Megan Jeannette Maher  
Erie Kate Manaut  
Mary Katherine Mann  
Kaelin Tani Mantell  
Gabriela Isabelle Martinez  
Marlon Ruben Martinez  
Alexa Marie Mathias  
Brett Michelle McKee  
Catherine Carolina Merino-Conet  
Emilee Elizabeth Michael  
Brady Allyn Mixner  
Chelsea Antoinette Molina  
Glenn Waldon Morningstar III  
Ashley Nicole Morrison  
Nicholas Philip Murray  
Dianna Stevie Mustacechio  
Hwanbin Noh  
* Natalie Teresa Olynick  
Cassandra Marie O'Mara  
* Shanice Marie Oreno  
* Juan Ortiz-Cifuentes  
Brianna Glenn Ostrom  
Victoria Marie Pace  
Louise A. Pena  
*** Jackelyn Marie Perez  
** Katherine Ivette Perez  
Ovidio Perez  
Nikki Canlas Piao  
Andrea Stella Pike  
Nicoe Delaney Pinner  
Noreen Anne Policar  
Matsaya Porter  
Emily Rangel  
* Caroline Jane Rasmussen  
Anna Marie Raymond  
Marcel Karol Ribeiro  
Sarah Jane Richardson  
Trinity Erin Rickmers  
Kevin Romero  
Jennifer Rudolph

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Patrick Lawrence Ryan
Sebastian Jesus Santana
* Daniella Elena Sauri
Spencer Divin Herington Scheirer
Jessica Ann Sevilla
Robert Michael Shanks
Michael Alexander Shimer
Matthew D’Elia Shoaff
Garrett S. Siegel

** Ian Henry Siegel
* Ciara Brielle Skidmore
Ashley Amethyst Smith
Marlena Maria Solomon
Samantha Rylie Sorkin
Lisa Jean Suski
Tyler James Sussmann
Marvin Sygney
Olivia Lee Szalanski
Marissa Lynn Tennaro
Stephanie Michelle Thompson
Ashley Louise Tolan
Anthony Michael Toledo

*** Jordan Chase Tucci
Jillian Faith Tumlin

** Monica Anne Valladares
Melissa Alexandra Vazquez Gomez
Desiree Janet Velez
Jessica Marie Viara
* Katherine Michelle Vielman
John Philip Von Haussen

*** Jessica Mackenzie Waites
Harry Stone Ward
Andrew John Wawrzaszek
Chant'a Brittni Wider
Tiana Jane Wiley
Michael Thomas Wonnell

Hospitality Management BS-Generalist

* Brittany Anastasia Cole
Georgia Lea Harper
Madison Jayne Heaps

Hospitality Management BS-Golf Management

Haley Alyse Bartschke

Hospitality Management BS-Lodging Management

* Matthew Daniel Hansel
Nathan Ross Litaker
Ashley Marie Rodriguez
Baylee Elizabeth Young

Hospitality Management BS-Professional Tennis Management

Karanja Khamadi Jefferson
Shannon Maureen Kelly
** Gabrielle Sarah Reiff
Braxton Aamon Watson

Hospitality Management BS-Theme Park and Attraction Management

David Ikaika Blalack
*** Alison Elizabeth Bometre
Alexia Nicole Bruton
** Alexandra Nicole Carocci
Christopher John Dick
* Amanda Duarte
* Wesley Agostino Egerter
Darius Shamar Lamont Jenkins
Ye Lin
Patrick John Odenwald
Deanna Ivelisse Ward
Tayler Ashley Wells
** Stephen Caleb Wright

Restaurant and Food Service Management BS

Francisco Javier Almanzar
Karin Emad Barsoum
** Christie Budiman
Nathaniel Quinn Buisan
Evan Michael Geis
Hannah Tova Justiz
Carrigan Mae Kassa
Corey Shane Klevansky
Melissa Morales
Clifton Hollis Nantz
Precious Phelomen Williams

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
The Commencement Ceremony and Academic Regalia

The Academic Procession has descended from religious processions that came to include teaching faculties when universities were closely associated with the medieval church. The presence of a piper in American academic processions has become popular in recent years. The pipers for UCF’s ceremonies are David Enzfelder and Reg Lyle.

The procedure followed for the awarding of degrees is based on a practice developed at the University of Paris almost 800 years ago. In those days, the bishop of Paris, like every other bishop, was responsible for local educational curriculum and degree granting. His authority in these matters, however, soon came to be disputed by the teachers. They asserted that only they could be the proper judges of the qualifications of the students. This threatened impasse was resolved by a compromise under which the teachers, or masters, judged the merits of the students and then recommended them to the bishop for their degrees. Today’s ceremony includes a secularized version of that procedure. A representative of the Faculty Senate certifies that the student candidates are qualified to receive their degrees. The president then authorizes the awarding of the degree.

Academic heraldry in the form of academic dress reaches as far back as the earliest days of the oldest universities. Formal directives concerning the correct and proper wearing of academic regalia date back to the early 14th Century. In the United States, as a result of our English heritage, caps and gowns have been used since colonial times.

As heraldic devices such as shields, coats of arms, and standards could identify a knight and his individual heritage, academic regalia can describe the academic origin and accomplishments of the wearer. Easily recognizable are holders of bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees. With the same glance, the trained eye may identify the university that conferred the degree as well as the individual’s field of learning.

The shape and decorations of the gown are the keys to the highest degree earned by an individual. The gown for bachelor’s has long pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed only. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve and is open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. The master’s gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves, may be worn open or closed, and may be most readily identified by its velvet facing down the front and by three velvet chevrons on each sleeve.

It is the hood, however, which is the most important and distinctive feature of American academic pageantry. Chevrons enable those attending an academic function to distinguish at a glance the wearer’s academic heritage. The bachelor’s hood, seldom seen in American academic circles, is three feet long with a two-inch edging of velvet. The master’s hood is three and one-half feet long with a three-inch edging. The doctor’s hood is four feet long with a five-inch edging.

The color of the hood’s velvet edging represents the field in which the wearer earned his or her degree. Although black may be used for any area, colors denoting selected fields of learning are as follows at UCF and American universities: all Ph.D.s are edged in dark blue, while professional doctorates, such as the Ed.D., are edged in the color of professional discipline.

The hoods used by American colleges and universities are lined with silk in the official academic colors of the institution that conferred the degree. UCF graduates, for example, will wear hoods with linings of black and gold. Generally, a school’s academic colors are identical to its athletic colors.

The academic regalia you see before you today can be traced directly back to the beginnings of the oldest colleges and universities. In 1885, there occurred a widespread student movement in America to wear caps and gowns at commencement ceremonies. The graduating students seemed to feel a need for significant and dignified apparel for the occasion. By 1895, widespread adoption of a uniform code by 95 percent of colleges and universities in the country gave America its own distinct academic regalia.

However, at any academic gathering, there usually appear regalia which cannot be fathomed by these guidelines. Some of these may be from foreign universities; others are from those American institutions that have preferred to remain with the European tradition of allowing each school to determine its own costume. The result is the academic regalia you see before you today. The colors of the master hoods are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Entertainment</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching English as Second Language</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

College of Arts and Humanities
### College of Business Administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Business Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Community Innovation and Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Administration</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care Informatics</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit Management</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
<td>Blue-Violet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Engineering and Computer Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Forensics</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Graduate Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservation Biology Professional</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanotechnology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Health Professions and Sciences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
<td>Sage Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Sciences</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Medicine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Nursing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Optics and Photonics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optics and Photonics</td>
<td>Aqua</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Sciences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Science</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Rosen College of Hospitality Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospitality and Tourism Management</td>
<td>Pineapple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Inclusive Education Services

In Fall 2015, UCF further embraced its commitment to inclusion and diversity through Inclusive Education Services (IES). IES offers a non-degree, vocational preparation and college experience for students with intellectual disabilities. UCF is pleased to be one of approximately 16 similar college programs in the state of Florida and an estimated 265 college experiences nationally.

IES is a unit within the Division of Student Development and Enrollment Services and operates in partnership with the College of Community Innovation and Education. Upon successful completion of a 42-unit curriculum spanning 2.5 years, students earn a Professional Services Credential through the Division of Continuing Education. The Continuing Education credential provides students with the opportunity to specialize in one of three concentrations: Hospitality, Early Childhood Education, and Social Services. These areas align with the highest job growth and fastest hiring industries in Central Florida based on recent employment outlook data. Individuals with intellectual disabilities have a history of low employment rates in our country, hovering around 17 to 18% employment based on national statistics. Experiences such as IES aim to improve this outcome.

Each concentration within the Professional Services Credential includes academic courses, including courses that the students audit with degree-seeking UCF students, on-campus work experiences and a capstone community internship. At UCF, students also have the opportunity to live on campus and to participate in most student activities, opportunities and resources, such as attending football games, working out at the Recreation and Wellness Center, and participating in one of UCF’s 700+ student clubs and organizations.

UCF is pleased to celebrate the first group of students to complete the IES experience with recognition at the College of Community Innovation and Education ceremony. The list of students includes:

Christina Arias  
Peter Becht  
Keyanna Brown  
Amanda Carbonneau  
Kayla Dollar  
Ana Gasparini  
Justin Isaac  
Patricia Moody  
Elyse Mundelein  
David Norvell  
Matthew Ortiz  
Sebastian Strawser  
Ashley Strube
The University Mace

During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle, but as newer and more powerful military arms developed, it was transformed into a symbol of authority.

The earliest ceremonial maces were borne by bodyguards of 12th Century English and French kings. By the end of the 16th Century, they were used widely by officials of English cities and towns. Today, the ceremonial mace is found in the British Houses of Parliament and is frequently carried in ecclesiastical processions and in university convocations and commencement ceremonies.

The mace incorporates two symbols identified with the University of Central Florida. The top is cast in the shape of the star found over the Pegasus in the UCF emblem. Inside the star is a reproduction of the “Flame of Hope” sculpture near the John C. Hitt Library.

The mace is cast in bronze with three bronze UCF emblems inlaid at the crest of the rosewood staff. The center of the staff is engraved with the names of the presidents of UCF.

The creation of UCF’s mace was a collective effort by UCF art professor Jagdish Chavda, sculptor David Cambia, and wood craftsman David Conway.

The Presidential Medallion

The gold medallion worn by the university president at formal and ceremonial occasions marks the president as a distinguished scholar and administrator, the highest officer of the university, and one who strives to uphold the twin tenets established by its founders: Accent on the Individual and Accent on Excellence.

The medallion is embossed with the university seal showing the mythical Pegasus ascending toward a single heavenly star and the motto, Reach for the Stars. The seal serves as a visible reminder to each member of the university community to strive to reach individual goals. The president has been entrusted to maintain and develop an atmosphere in which these creeds can be realized. The presidential position represented by the medallion epitomizes the foundations and aspirations of the university that the president has pledged to uphold.

As the only university official who can formally award a degree, the president recognizes the graduates for meeting the standards of excellence set by the university and for reaching the point from which new ventures begin.

From the presentation of the first medallion in 1968 to charter President Charles Millican to the one worn today, the Presidential Medallion has remained a symbol of academic leadership and the legacy of those pioneers who launched a unique experiment in higher education.
Honorary Degrees Awarded

December 1969  Kurt H. Debus, Doctor of Engineering Science
William H. Dial, Doctor of Commercial Science

June 1970  John W. Young, Doctor of Applied Sciences
March 1973  Louis C. Murray, Doctor of Public Service
August 1974  Fred C. Clayton, Doctor of Professional Engineering
August 1978  Richard F. Livingston, Doctor of Business Administration
June 1979  Albert F. Hegenberger, Doctor of Engineering Science
Lee R. Scherer, Doctor of Engineering Science
December 1979  John W. Young, Doctor of Applied Sciences
March 1986  Isaac Bashevis Singer, Doctor of Letters

December 1980  Howard Vivian Jackson Dudley, Doctor of Humanities
December 1981  Gene Burns, Master of Letters
April 1982  Andrew Duda, Jr., Doctor of Agricultural Service
Ferdinand Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service
John Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service
Robert J. Whalen, Doctor of Engineering Science
July 1982  Mary Jo Davis, Doctor of Public Service
William E. Davis, Doctor of Public Service
J. W. Hubler, Doctor of Engineering Science
Charles Wadsworth, Doctor of Public Service
December 1984  Allan E. Gotieb, Doctor of Laws
May 1985  George J. Becker, Jr., Doctor of Public Service
Jerry Collins, Doctor of Public Service
D. Robert Graham, Doctor of Public Service
Walter O. Lowrie, Doctor of Engineering Science
William C. Schwartz, Doctor of Engineering Science
March 1986  Isaac Bashevis Singer, Doctor of Letters
October 1988  Elie Wiesel, Doctor of Letters
December 1988  Sven Caspersen, Doctor of Engineering Science
John D. Holloway, Doctor of Public Service
Wolfgang-Detlef Petri, Doctor of Commercial Science
May 1989  Frank M. Hubbard, Doctor of Public Service
David Albertson, Doctor of Humane Letters
William S. Jenkins, Doctor of Humane Letters
James C. Robinson, Doctor of Public Service
Charles N. Millican, Doctor of Laws
May 1990  Helen Harris Perlman, Doctor of Humane Letters
Thadeus Seymour, Doctor of Letters
May 1991  Roald Hoffman, Doctor of Science
May 1993  Buell G. Duncan, Jr., Doctor of Commercial Science
May 1995  Norman R. Augustine, Doctor of Engineering Science
December 1995  Jesse Stone, Doctor of Humane Letters

April 1996  Nicolaas Bloembergen, Doctor of Science
December 1996  Richard A. Nunis, Doctor of Public Service
May 1997  Maxwell C. King, Doctor of Public Service
December 1998  Sven Caspersen, Doctor of Engineering Science
January 1999  Joseph Daniel Duffey, Doctor of Humane Letters
June 1999  Albert F. Hegenberger, Doctor of Engineering Science
Lee R. Scherer, Doctor of Engineering Science
December 1999  Oscar Arias, Doctor of Humane Letters
Reubin Askew, Doctor of Public Service

April 2000  LeRoy T. Walker, Sr., Doctor of Public Service
May 2000  Richard M. DeVos, Sr., Doctor of Commercial Science
May 2001  James Bacchus, Doctor of Public Services
Robert F. Traub, Doctor of Science

May 2002  G. Vince Amico, Doctor of Science
December 2002  Robert E. Kahn, Doctor of Science
Lester Mandell, Doctor of Commercial Science

October 2002  Albert Burnett, Doctor of Commercial Science
Nancy Burnett, Doctor of Commercial Science
May 2003  Howard Lance, Doctor of Science
Robert Vander Weide, Doctor of Commerce

May 2004  Jerri S. Roth, Doctor of Commercial Science
December 2004  Howard Lance, Doctor of Science
James A. Hinson, Doctor of Humane Letters
Sanford Shugart, Doctor of Humane Letters

May 2005  Howard Lance, Doctor of Science

December 2006  J. W. Hubler, Doctor of Engineering Science
Charles Wadsworth, Doctor of Public Service
December 2007  Charles Wadsworth, Doctor of Public Service

October 2008  Anibal Acevedo Vila, Doctor of Public Service
March 2009  Rita Bornstein, Doctor of Humane Letters
May 2009  Howard Lance, Doctor of Science

December 2009  Jerry S. Roth, Doctor of Commercial Science
June 2009  William Jefferson Clinton, Doctor of Humane Letters

December 2010  John Skipper, Doctor of Humane Letters

May 2011  John Skipper, Doctor of Humane Letters

September 2011  John Skipper, Doctor of Humane Letters

December 2011  John Skipper, Doctor of Humane Letters

May 2012  John Skipper, Doctor of Humane Letters

October 2012  John Skipper, Doctor of Humane Letters

February 2013  John Skipper, Doctor of Humane Letters

May 2013  John Skipper, Doctor of Humane Letters

March 2014  Alan Eustace, Doctor of Business

August 2014  Mohammad bin Fahd bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, Doctor of Public Service

April 2015  Buddy Dyer, Doctor of Public Service

May 2015  Buddy Dyer, Doctor of Public Service

September 2015  Buddy Dyer, Doctor of Public Service

November 2015  Buddy Dyer, Doctor of Public Service

May 2016  Mohammad bin Fahd bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, Doctor of Public Service

July 2016  Anthony J. Nicholson, Doctor of Public Service

May 2017  Anthony J. Nicholson, Doctor of Public Service

May 2018  Anthony J. Nicholson, Doctor of Public Service


May 2020  Anthony J. Nicholson, Doctor of Public Service

September 2020  Anthony J. Nicholson, Doctor of Public Service

November 2020  Anthony J. Nicholson, Doctor of Public Service

May 2021  Anthony J. Nicholson, Doctor of Public Service

May 2022  Anthony J. Nicholson, Doctor of Public Service

May 2023  Anthony J. Nicholson, Doctor of Public Service

May 2024  Anthony J. Nicholson, Doctor of Public Service

May 2025  Anthony J. Nicholson, Doctor of Public Service

May 2026  Anthony J. Nicholson, Doctor of Public Service

May 2027  Anthony J. Nicholson, Doctor of Public Service

May 2028  Anthony J. Nicholson, Doctor of Public Service

May 2029  Anthony J. Nicholson, Doctor of Public Service

May 2030  Anthony J. Nicholson, Doctor of Public Service
Degrees Conferred

B.A. Bachelor of Arts
B.A.B.A. Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration
B.A.S. Bachelor of Applied Science
B.Des. Bachelor of Design in Architecture
B.F.A. Bachelor of Fine Arts
B.M. Bachelor of Music
B.M.E. Bachelor of Music Education
B.S. Bachelor of Science
B.S.As.E. Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
B.S.B.A. Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
B.S.C.E. Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
B.S.Cp.E. Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
B.S.ConE Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering
B.S.E.E. Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E.T. Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Technology
B.S.Ed. Bachelor of Science in Education Technology
B.S.Env.E. Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering
B.S.E.I.E. Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering
B.S.M.E. Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
B.S.N. Bachelor of Science in Nursing
B.S.P.S.E. Bachelor of Science in Photonic Science and Engineering
B.S.W. Bachelor of Social Work
D.N.P. Doctor of Nursing Practice
D.P.T. Doctor of Physical Therapy
Ed.D. Doctor of Education
Ed.S. Education Specialist
M.A. Master of Arts
M.A.A.E. Master of Arts in Applied Economics
M.A.T. Master of Arts in Teaching
M.F.A. Master of Fine Arts
M.M. Master of Music
M.M.E. Master of Music Education
M.S. Master of Science
M.S.A. Master of Science in Accounting
M.S.A.E. Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering
M.S.B.M. Master of Science in Business Management
M.S.C.E. Master of Science in Civil Engineering
M.S.Cp.E. Master of Science in Computer Engineering
M.S.E.E. Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
M.S.Env.E. Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
M.S.I.E. Master of Science in Industrial Engineering
M.S.M. Master of Science in Management
M.S.M.E. Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
M.S.M.S.E. Master of Science in Material Science and Engineering
M.S.N. Master of Science in Nursing
M.S.R.E. Master of Science in Real Estate
M.S.T. Master of Science in Taxation
M.S.W. Master of Social Work
Ph.D. Doctor of Philosophy

Diploma Distribution Information

Approximately 6-10 weeks after commencement, all baccalaureate, education specialists, and master’s degree diplomas will be mailed to the address indicated on the student’s Intent to Graduate form. Students should log into MyUCF to update their diploma mailing address if the diploma mailing address changes after filing their Intent to Graduate.

For additional information, undergraduate students should call the Registrar’s Office at 407-823-3100. Graduate students should contact the College of Graduate Studies at 407-823-4132.

Congratulations, graduates!

Lost and found items may be turned in or claimed at Guest Services, located at the main entrance on the second level. All University of Central Florida campus activities, events, programs, and facilities are available to all students of any race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and veterans’ status with due respect to law and the university’s philosophy of respect for individual and personal dignity.
All hail to Alma Mater whose banner black and gold,
Will wave in fame and splendor as the passing years unfold.
May loyalty and friendship, within our hearts unite,
And light the star to guide us ever upward in our flight.

With honor and affection our friendship will renew,
We sing of thee our Alma Mater ever true.
This commencement program will be available at commencement.ucf.edu/2019/spring/archive for download as a PDF beginning Monday, May 6, 2019.